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CHAPTER 1 	 INTRODUCTION 
	

1.. 

lie TECHNOLOGICAL APPLI CATI ONS OF PACKED BED SYSTEMS 

Packed beds of solids have a central place as a processing 

tool in chemical engineering operations. Their Inherent 

characteris Lice or extended fluid Interfacial area and good 

fluid mixing have led to application in a wide variety of 

physical and chemical processes. These Include chemical reactors, 

drying, filtration, distillation, gas abaorbtion, adeorbtion, 

leaching, Ion exchange and regenerators. Many of these involve 

the transfer of heat between the bed material and the fluid in 

the bed. Modified forms of the packed bed also form the basis 

of many other systems of chemical engineering concern (Fig.l.i). 

Expansion of the bed leads to a fluidised bed and fluidised 

transport, whereas consolidation gives a porous solid. Utili-

zation of packed beds In continuous processes Involving physico- 

chemical changes In the bed material is made possible by the 

.c t.L i i ar  application where both static and moving 

. In this 

rough 

•hIch the reactaiit gas Is passed. Typical examples of such 

:yetemB are the oxidation of zinc sulphide as a stage In the 

anu1'acture of zinc, combustion of solid fuels such as coal and 

e, reduction of iron ore In a blast furnace, limestone 

lclflatiOfl and sintering operations. An interesting applica- 

:pe Is the pebble bed nuclear reactor 
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heat to a gas flowing through the bed 

1.2. HEAT TRANSFER IN REACTING GAS-SOLID PACKED BED SYSTEMS 

In the most common type of reacting gas-solid system 

the solid is ignited at one end of the bed. This initiates 

chemical rcaetion (usually exothermic) between the gas and 

the solid. The heat liberated is transferred further Into 

the unreacted portion of the bed by various mechanisms of 

conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer, thus 

raising the unreacted solid to Ignition temperature. In 

this way the reaction zone is propagated through the bed 

of solid. Thus reaction kinetics, heat transfer and mass 

transfer (diffusion of reactants to and products away from 

the surface of reaction, evaporation of moisture In the 

solid) are all involved In a series of sequential steps In 

such a system. But the overall rate of a process controlled 

by such steps in series is limited by the rate of the 

slowest step. It has been found both theoretically and 
2 

experimentally that under most conditions the rate of 

propagation of the reaction zone is controlled by heat 

transfer considerations rather than by kinetics or mass 

transfer. Thus the process design of such systems requires 

a knowledge of the heat transfer characteristics of the bed 

at the process temperatures and flow rates. This work 

originated, with the eir f elucidating the mechanisms of heat transfer 

involved and providing such information in the form of suitable 

mathematical models. 

Schulten et al (1959a ,b), Prushek (1963), Anon. (1965) 
Voice and Wild, (1956, Beveridge (1960) 



3 
The conditions characterising heat transfer in such 

moving zone systems are: 

Axial heat flow - since the beds are usually of 

large diameter and radial heat loss is negligible away from 

the perimeter of the bed. 

The direction of gas flow is countercurrent to the 

direction of heat flow through the solid in one section of 

the bed and co-current in the other section (Fig. 1.2). 

High temperatures and temperature gradients are 

prcritn the bed. In zinc sulphide oxidation ,for example, 

temperature of 15000C  is reacted In the reaction zone. 

(1) significant temperature differences between gas and 

'mperaturea are present. 

) Pseudo steady state conditions obtain for heat transfer. 

E APPROACH OF THE RESEARCH 

it was considered necessary, at least initially, to study 

at transfer under the above conditions Independently of any 

ta from reaction kinetics or mass transfer. Thus it was 

1. ed to simulate these conditions in a non-reactive packed 

) The bed does not need repacking with new solid 

t for each run, 

i) The achievement of purely axial heat flow is easier 

ady state non-reactive bed than In a moving zone 

'tng bed. 
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(d) Theoretical analysis and hence interpretation of 

experimental results is simplified. There is also the 

advantage that with this approach the work is more generally 

applicable to other packed bed heat transfer systema,for 

example, packed heat exchangers, catalytic packed beds, 

regenerators, porous cooling systems and thermal methods of 

etroleum recovery. 

The literature on heat tins1'er in puicked beds is 

voluminous but contains virtually no information for the 

ombination of relevant conditions given above. Even at 

how temperatures the contributions of the various mechanisms 

1ly understood and the theoretical models proposed 

i lequately proven. Experimental elucidation is 

Tt is however, possible to carry out experiments such that 

ins type of mechanism predominates. For example, stagnant 

as conditions eliminate forced convection and at high temperatures 

diat1on predominates compared with conduction, whereas at 

- r t.'peratures the situation is reversed. 

11d temperatures, relative directions of gas and heat flow, 

uld properties, particle sizes and shapes, solid thermal 

:nductivity and emissivity, the bed voidage and geometric 

cking characteristics. In the experimental work described 
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here, attention has been concentrated on gas velocity and 

temperature level as variables. The theoretical models 

proposed in this work seek to account for the effect of the 

other factors as well. 

Thus the object of the research Is to study from both 

experimental and theoretical approaches, axial heat transfer 

In packed beds under conditions pertinent to moving zone, reacting, 

gas-solid systems with the aim of understanding the various 

heat transfer mechanisms involved and proposing adequate models. 

l.Li.. STRUCTURE OF TFTE THGIS 

Fig. 1.3 Indicates the structure and inter-relation of 

the various sections of the thesis.. Chapter two discusses 

the structure and fluid mechanics of packed beds In order 

to define the geometry and flow properties of the system on 

which all the heat transfer considerations are based. This 

leads to some new ideas on local voidage variations in random 

packed beds of equal-sized spheres. Chapter three investigates 

the literature on heat transfer in packed beds which has 

relevance to the rcsent problem, and summarizes what is 

known about the effect of variables, the concept of effective 

thermal ac: ''tivlty, the local mebanisms3f conduction, 

convection and radiation, and theoretical mla proposed to 

account for these. 

Chapter four dev' ops the theoretical models used in 

this work. This Is done for mechanisms of conduction alone, 

conduction-radiation, conduction-convection, and finally 

conduction-convection-radiation. 
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Chapter five describes the experimental work, and 

gives the reasons for the choice of the experimental system, 

descriptions of the equipment, experimental method and 

procedure. chapter six discusses the results 9nd the comparison 

of these and the results of other workers with the theoretical 

mo :18. Conclusions and suggestions for further work are 
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2.1  STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF A PACKED BED 

2.1.1 Definition and Scope of a Packed Bed 

A packed bed consists of an aggregate of individual 

particles of any size or shape which remain in contact with 

each other and are constrained to lie within a container of 

any size or shape. It follows that the structural nature of 

a packed bed has application beyond the diverse chemical 

engineering uses (1.1) to such varied fields of study as the 

structure of liquids, crystals and geological formations. This 

discussion is primarily concerned with elucidating the structure 

of random packed beds of equal sized spheres which Is the 

geometry of the present experimental system. 

In order to define both bulk and local geometric 

properties, a packed bed. Is considered to consist of an 

assembly of unit cells which are the smallest portions of 

the bed giving complete representation of the manner of 

packing and the distribution of voids throughout the bed. The 

non-solid or void space contained within a unit cell Is 

called a unit void. It is assumed that the particles are 

non-porous and that no capilliary effects are present. 

2.1.2 The Distinction Between Regular and Random Packed Beds 

In a regular packing each particle is situated in a 

position which is fixed relative to the positions of each other 

iirticle in the bed and can vary only in orientation with 

respect to some fixed axis. Thus the various geometric 

properties of a regular packed bed are uniquely determined 



Table 2.1. 	Structure and Geometric Properties of Regular Packings of Eaual-sized Spheres. 
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D. 
(Table 2.1). Similarly the extension of a regular packing 

is governed by deterministic rules since there are only a 

finite number of well specified sites to which one can add 

new particles. (Fig.A.l., A.2.) 

In contrast, for a random packing the postion of each 

particle relative to other particles is described by 

probability considerations limited by geometric constraints. 

The geometric properties of a random packed bed take the fore 

of stochastic parameters which have probability distributions. 

Apart from stability considerations, the oites available for 

the extension of a random packing are limited only by the 

criterion that two particles cannot overlap. 

Local variations in voidage are present in both regular 

and random packed beds (Pig. 2.1). In a cubic packing, 
1 

for example, the local voidage,E , relative to a reference 

Ilane between sphere layers shows variations between unity 

1nd 0,41 even although the bulk mean voidage, , remains 

constant at •476. ppendix 2 outlines the structure of 

. uL:r-  packinga of equal sized spheres. 

in a random packed bed, due to the stochastic nature of 

i..ng, probability distributions are obtained for the 

mean voidage relative to some reference point (2.1.4)0 

.Lng or arching of particles can lead to large voids in 

m packing . . rown and Hawksley (1945, 1954)) 

rticulr1y -: 	 rt1cles, Panrl when a bed of 

-. 	ef1nitions of the Vr1OUS vo1R7e tPfle snd the otrr 
- 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 
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granular material commences to flow through an opening 

(e.g. Wohibier and Reisner (1962)). The opposite effect 

of clustering of particles can produce regions of regular 

packing with low voidagee (Barker (1965)). Tadsworth (1960) 

has shown that random packings tend towards a rhombohedral 

arrangement purticularly near the bottom of a container. 

Shearing of a random packing also tends to promote the growth 

of "crystals" of regular packing (e.g. Bernal et al (19611)). 

A random packing is produced by placing particles 

haphazardly into a container, for example, by pouring, or by 

reducing the velocity of a fluidised bed below the minimum 

fluidisation velocity. In contrast to regular packint,s in 

which unit cells are identical throughout the bed, the structure 

of unit cells for random packings varies throughout the bed and 

must be described by some form of stochastic model. 

2.1.3 Models for Random Packin 

(i) polyhedra models 

Pernal (1959, 1960, 1963, 1964) interpreted a 

i::Jora pcidng of equal sized spheres in terms of the neighbour 

polyhedra formed around each sphere in the bed. The points 

ti, 	 a obtained by bisecting the lines joining 

ata: t:; le centres of neighbouring spheres which  

.y or may not have touched the base sphere. Fernal examined 

te frequency of occurrence of the possible polyhedral 

rangements and found a predominance of pentagonal faces. 
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polyhedra in terms of component tetrahedra. Levine and 

Chernick (1965) used a unit cell based on the polyhedron 

formed by a base sphere and touching neighbours only. 

coupled sphere model 

A unit cell in which an integral number of touching 

spheres were coupled to form a cohesive unit was used by 

Blum and ,'Jilhelm (1965). 

local sphere shells models 

Models in which shells of spheres were centred 

at certain fixed distances from a base sphere were used by 

Haughey and Beveridge (1966). A triangular close packed 

model and a triangular eq .uiececI model were used to describe 

the limits of the local stochastic packing for possible 

values of the base sphere coordination number, n. The 

construction of these models is given In Appendix 3. 

Monte Carlo models 

In the simplest Monte Carlo models spheres were 

Placed at random in a container and any position which did 

tiot satisfy the non-overlap position was rejected (Bernal 

(1960, 1964)). This method was applied by Griffith (1962) 

nd Smalley (1962) to the packing of one-dimensional 

:-spheres, i.e. line intervals along a straight line. 

Is computationally wasteful since a 

are necessary to find a non-overlapping 

ositlon when the packing is almost complete (pluendy and 

Us.L 	 \--/-''-- 	 • 
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In a two-dimensional application, Round and Newton (1963) 

avoided this problem by displacing any overlapping spheres 

to accommodate a new sphere. An alternative solution was 

used by Levine and Chernlck (1965) for packing around a 

local base sphere, by stopping the calculation when the 

number of trials necessary became large and then arbitrarily 

filling any holes which would accommodate another sphere. 

Another approach which has often been applied to the 

equation of state for hard sphere molecules is to start with 

the spheres in a regular packing lattice in a unit container. 

Spheres selected at random are then given attempted random 

displacements. An effectively infinite packing is simulated 

by the application of periodic boundary conditions which are 

equivalent to the unit container being surrounded by identical 

containers. This method has been applied in two dimensions 

(Alder, Frankel, Lewinson (1955)) and to the three-dimensional 
1 

packing of equal sized spheres and unequal sized spheres 

(Smith and Lea (1960), Rotenburg (1965)). 

(v) void models 

For the estimation of flow properties in packed 

beds (for example, pressure drop and fluid dispersion), models 

of the void structure of the bed are required. Scheidegger 

(1953, 1954, 1960) reviewed the straight and serial types of 

capilliary models. Random networks of different sized 

ceti11i-rieshave also been used (e.g. Fatt (1956), Saftmsn (
1
1960)). 

1. Metropolis, Rosenbiuth and Teller (1953); Rosenbiuth and 
Rosenbiuth (1954); Alder and Wainwright (1957); Wood and 
Jacobsen (1957); ?ood and Parker (1957); Bernal (1960,1964). 
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Harris (1965)  used the rows and columns of a Tatin Jquare to 

simulate the pore size distribution, while Lamb and "liheim 

(1963) used a size distribution of Interconnected spherical 

holes, Turner (1958, 1959) proposed a model consisting of 

tubes with recessed pockets in which the fluid would be stagnant. 

The mixing cell model,in which the voids are considered 

equivalent to interconnected mixing tanks,is discussed in 4.3, 

The packed bed voids may also be considered as fluid envelopes 

which have the average properties of the fluid in the bed and 
1 

which surround each sphere. 
2 

.1.4 Properties of Random Packings 

Bulk Properties 

(I) overall voldage, £p, and bulk mean voidage,E 

The methods available for the measurement of voidage 

have been discussed by Scheidegger (1960) and Denton (1957). 

These include volumetric displacement of a fluid, bulk density 

measurement by weighing, and a as expansion method, 

The range of voidaLre values obtained for the random 

pccking of eaual sized spheres, enables four modes of packing 

to he distinguished. (Table 2.2). 

a) very loose random packing: The loosest possible 

random packing is obtained by slowly reducing the fluid 

velocity in a fluidised bed of spheres to below the minimum 

Ranz (1952); Pfeffer(196L1.)j Pferfr and Happel (1964);
Happel and Brenner (1965). 

Definitions of the bed properties are given in Appendix 1. 



Table 2.2. Voidage and co-ordination numbers for types of 

random equal-sized sphere packinga. 

Type of Packing Bulk mean 	Co-ordination number,n Refer- 
Voldage,E 	close 	near 	total 	ences* 

Very loose 	0.44 	 1 
random 

Loose random 	0,Lj.0-0.41 (5 - 6 	 7 - 8 	2,4,5, 
0,,40 ....... 
	

(mean 	 (mean/ 	6, 

	

(5.5) 	 7.1) 
 )• 3 

Poured 	 0.375-0.391 	 7,8,9 
random 	 0.375 	 8 

Close random 	0.359-0.375 (6 - 7 	 8 - 9' 	10,5,6, 
0.36 	 (mean 	I - 2 	(mean/ 	L 
0.38 	.116.L) 	 8.5)3..3 

Random 	 11 9 8,9 
packing with 
wall effects 

*1. Lamb and Wilhelm(I 963). 
Smith, Foote, Busang(1929); Oman and Watson(1944); Rice(19Li4); 

Happel(19LsJ4); Scott, Charlesworth, Mak(1964); Epstein and 
Young(1962). 

Bernal and Mason(1960). 
L. Scott(196 0 ). 

MacCrae (1961 ) and Gray (1961). 
Rutgers(1962). 
Weatman and Hugill(1930); Madsworth(1960). 
Carman (1937). 
McGeary(1961) 

10, Denton(1957); Scott 1962- Bernal, Mason and Knight(1962). 
11 • Sullivan and Herdel(1 9Lj.0); ZhavoronkoT(i 9L.L); Verman and 

Barierjee(1946); Brown and Hawksley(1946); Leva and 
Grummer(l9Li.7); Aerov(1951); Mott(1951); sonntag(1960); 
Jeschar(1 96L1.). 
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fluidisation velocity ?;hen the spheres srtt.1e to a r'e an voidage 

3 
of about O.)4. 

loose random packing: Values around 0.)4O1are obtained 

by packing the spheres so that they roll into place over similarly 

placed spheres, by individual random hand packing, by dropping 

the spheres into the container as a complete loose mass, or by 

rapid inversion of a container of particles. The model of 

Levine and Chernlck (1965) gave a voidage of 0.391. The Monte 

Carlo models usually produce bulk mean voidage values represen-

tative of loose packings since no shaking down is accounted for. 

poured random packing: When spheres are poured together 

into a container as is often the case in packing an Industrial 

bed, values around 0.381are obtained. The coupled sphere model 

of Blum and ilhelm (1965) gives a value of 0.388 for three 

sphere coupling, 

close random packing: The minimum voldage values of 
1 

round 0.36 are obtained when the bed is vibrated or shaken 

dori vi ;orously. 

uccessive repacking of a bed by the same packing method 

• ives voidage values which have a normal distribution around 

the most probable value. For random packing of equal sized 

cihree :enthn (1957) obtained a range of .009 and a standard 

tin :i ..ui6 for a most probable voidage of 0.391. 

The effect of a rigid container wall enclosing a packing 

V LL1 	 ti 	 r 

1. 

 

' I
. -her vlues for the overall voi1ae, € Q P 7i11 be obtained 

'1 	 • 
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voidage In the region near the wall. The effect of the ratio 

of the particle diameter to container diameter has been examined 

exerimentally for spherical, cylindrical, and irregular particles 

and Raschlg rings (references are given In Table 2.2), It Is 

generally concluded that the effect of the container wall Is 

negligible (i.e. E= E) for DT/DP  greater than about 10 with 

a somewhat higher limit for Irregulr particles. Verman and 

Paiere (1946) used the relationship. 

1-E 0=C13(1-) + (3.-c 23 ) ( E  W_ £ I 	 ....(2.l) 

where Cl=lDp/DT ,  C2=l_2'.Dt,/DT and. 	an 	are 

respectively the width (in particle diameter ' and voidage of 

the ll layer. Aerv (1951) applied this eq"ation to sphere 

packings and obtained 1- E 0=c 12 (.6l + .288('/C 12 -C32 )) .... (2.2) 

where C and C2  are as above and C3=(DT/Dp 2 )/(D/Dp_1 ). 

The data of Sonritag (1961) and Jeachar (1964) for spherical 

pckinga give the equation € = E+0.34 DP/DT 	
.... . 

ere E = .36 for close random packing and = .39 for loose 

random 	inc . 

'•.ny ;orkrs (e.g. Yestman and Hugil]. (1930);  McGeary 

(1961); Yerazunis, Cornell and Winter (1965)) have made exper- 

mental studies of the voidage obtained with mixtures of two 

c: more particle sizes. When smaller particles are mixed Into 

bed of larger particles there are two opposing effects which 

roduco an optimum component composition giving the minimum 

7:idage. The smaller particles tend to increase the voidage by 

icing the larger particles apart and tend to decrease the 

rj Jre by filling the voids formed by the larger narticles. 
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In a theoretical calculation Horafield (1934) showed that 

filling the voids by five successive diminishing sphere 

diameters would give a theoretical minimum voidage of 0.1481. 

Other theoretical studies have been made by Hudson (194 11 and 

Wise (1952,1960). 

Oman and ''atcon (1944) measured dense and loose random 

packing voidages for various particle shapes. The voldage 

Increased in the order cylinders, s'res, granules, Rasohig 

rings, Berl saddles. For irregular particles, overall voidage 

values vary widely (e.g. we.dell(1935)). 

solid surface area, S 

For equel sized spheres the soli cur1ce nrea,S 

is given by (equation A.2) s=6 (1- )/t 	 ... 

This equation is also applicable to other shaped particles by 

replacing Dp bY'Dpe  where is a shape factor (e.g. 9amson (1951), 

Brown et al (1952)) and Dp5  is an equivalent spherical diameter 

(e.g. chechetkin (1957),  Onian and Watson (19L4)). Solid surface 

areas for irregular particles have been given by Carman (1956), 

Jones and Mills (1961) and others. 

layer spacing, ppp 

Since the regular packing form to which random 
tend 

packed beds of equal sized spheres is rhombohedral (Wadsworth 

(1960)), the simplest way or evaluating the layer spacing, 

p DP 18 on the basis of a rhomboheth'al unit cell in which the 

spheres are moved equally apart to give the bulkmean voidage, 

,corresponding to the ridom packing. It may thus be proved 

(Smith (1931)) that 	I 3j2(1-ET 	 .... (2.5) 
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This relationship was used for heat transfer in packed beds by 

Hill and Wilhelm (1959). 

tortuosity, 

The true estimation and definition of tortuosity are 

open to doubt. (Scheideggex' (1960)). Discussion 18 more often 

in terms of X 2  which is the proportionality factor for the 

laminar flow velocity (Carman (1956)). Bartel]. and Osterhof 

(1928)used X 2= '/2 which Is the ratio of the circumference 

to the diameter of a circle. Carman (1937) used X2 "2 based 
on the observation that dye streamlines adopt an average angle 

of 450  to the flow direction. Assuming that the fluid always 

flows in a direction p'olle1 to the surface nearest It,Fowler 

and Hertel (19L0) obtained ) 2=l.5. 

Ionic conductivity measurements have also been used to 

evaluate tortuosity which is slightly dependent on voidage,E 

From conductivity measuxments for random packed glass spheres 

(E =.388..435) Klinkenberg (1951) and Cornell and Katz (195) 

obtained X 2 1.411.43. This value Is based on the somewhat 

loubtful (Carman (1956)) assumption that the effective molecular 

diffusivity in a packed bed is the fluid rioleculer diffusivity 

multiplied by 	
. 

Local Properties 

dtriiution of 1nterparticle distance, R Dqp  

::easurement of the coordinates of each sphere centre 

a random packed bed enables the radial distribution of sphere 

centres relative to a o.se s'rhere centre to be calculated. 

This hs een Jon€ Icr close r'don 	cin' y cott (19E2) 
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and Bernal, Mason and Knight (1962) and for loose random 

packing by Ecott, Charlesworth and Mak (1964). Curve A of 

Fig. 2.2 (Scott (1962)) shows the damped wave nature of the 

distribution. At any given value of R there is a distribution 

of AV_ about the mean value shown on the curve • Using much 

more closely spaced radial intervals, Mason and Clark (1965) 

ht-irmed more detail in the range T1.0-1.35. The radial 

distributions calculated from the various porte O -rlo models 

eneral1y show a similar result to Fig, 2.2, but the local 

Monte Carlo model of Levine and Chernick (1965) shows marked 

d.lfl rces. 

Fig. 2.2 also ohos the radial variation or the total 

number of spheres cut per unit area by a spherical envelope of 

radius RDP. rj  was calculated from the data of scott (1962) 

r summinC over the five shells centred at (R 	3 )D for 

= 	4,.2,0 givin 

ITT 	
1 	iT(R+ p4)2 	

AV 	
-- 	 ... 9 (2.6) 

4'R R- 	LrR'- 	. 

um L 	o 	O1l 	 r 	Bernal and Mason (1960) 

ie value of (NT/4VIrR2 )R1 can be found to be 8.5/IT . It is 

t possible to obtain the standard deviation from Scott's 

, ,irk since the standard deviations of adjacent shells are not 

'i 	ndent, 
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(vi) distribution of coordination numbers 

The earliest measurements of the coordination numbers 

of spheres in random packings were made by Smith, Foote and 

Busang (1929), bt these are open to criticism since lead 

spheres were used which are liable to deformation with heavy 

tamping and the overall voidage values are apparently incorrect 

(Wadsworth (1960)). Bernal and Mason (1960) obtained coordination 

numbers free from wall effects for the closest and loosest 
random packings of equal sized steel spheres. They distinguished  
between close contacts,where the spheres actually touched the 

base sphere,and near conta-ts ;here the spheres almost touched 

(Table 2.2), The distributions are approximately normal about 
the mean valuer (Fig. 2.3). Thdsworth ( 1960) using the s&rne 

paint marking technique found little effect of container size 

on the distribution for poured random packins. He did not 
distinguish between the two types of contact nd the distribution 
obtained (Fig. 2.3) lay between the total contact distributions 

of Bernal and Mason. Bennett and Brown (1940) made similar 

measurements for irregular particles. 

Fig. 2.4 shows the average coordination number for random 

packings plotted against the overall voidage. The model of 

Haughey and Feveridge (19C.6) (Appendix 3) gives n = 22.47-
39•39 	 - is Its the experimental data better than the 

model of Levine and Chernick (1965) or the.rc-latlonahjps of 

Smith, Foote, Busarig (1929) and Kunii and Smith (1960) derived 

from consideration of regular peekings, 
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Marvin (1939) applied axial compression to a random 

packing of lead shot. A moderate compression gave an average 

coordination number of 8,41 which compares well with the total 

coordination number measurement of 8.5 obtained by Bernal and 

Mason (1960) for close random packing. When the compression 

applied *as such that all voids were eliminated the average 

coordination number was 1.16. This indicates that the total 

number of nearest neighbours enclosing a sphere is about lL.. 

Matzke (193.9)  made similar measurements for a mixture of two 

sizes of lead shot. 

The coordination number distribution calculated from the 

theort:tical model of Levine and Chernick (1965)  does not agree 

particularly well with the experimental distributions, Blum 

(1961) obtained a theoretical distribution for a two dimensional 

random packing of circular discs based on the coupled sphere 

model. 

ari,L1r diLL'iution of contact points 
DV:i1flT1C 

flie oaly experimental data for the angular distribution 

o:. contact points were obtained by Scott and Mader (1964), and 

soed 	ount .::L 	- 'L. 	 . ..... ( 	. 2.5). 

hu di Li 	 ,. .Lii br L.LL 	I 	'i ti.1 	oe1 f T.nvine and 

.:-rnick (1965) shows qua1ittive agreement (Fig2.5). 

distribution of local mean voldage 

a basis for calculating local transport property 

:ghey and Beveridge (1966) determined the variation in 

iDcal mean void.age,, in a randomly packed bed of equal sized 

theres (Fig. 2.6). The triangular close packed and triangular 

e 'isr.ced s1111 710dE1r , Yre iei to 4et'r1re t. -he 	-'mr' 
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and minimum local mean voidages, E na, nb for a given 

coordination number, 11. A normal distribution between these 

limits was then 	 11 the basis of the measurements of 

Denton (1957). The distributions for each n were then combined 

with an experimental coordination number frequency distribution 

to obtain the local mean voidage distribution. The method is 

fully explained in Appendix 3. 

The distributions obtained in Jia way were skewed and 

resembled beta distributions. This is due to the existence 

of a definite lower limit for the local maii voidage dictated 

by the closest possible local packing, while the upper limit 

vori. for each coordination number. Over a region of two 

sphere diameters (R=1.0) around any sphere the atndard 

deviation In the local mean voidage is1 - 11 of the mean 

value, compared with a standard deviation about the mean value 

of .1l for the bulk mean voidaga (Dento:) (195')). 

To define the L--,it :ell it was assumed that R=1.0 and 

this choice was confirmed by the fair correspondence of the 

average local mean voidsge VlUu ':l fi 	lk mean voidage values 

both for each value of the coordination number (Fig.2,4) and 

for the complete distribution (TabL. A.2). Exact correspondence 

with the bulk rr•'in voiãe iay be obtained by adjustment of the 

position of the mean value of the local mean void.age between 

the limiting values (Appendix 3.5). This was done in Fig. A.9 

for a voldage of 0.40 which corresponds to the present experimental 

system. 

Haughey and Beveridge (1966) also calculated the variation 
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of the local mean voidage with distance from the reference 

point (Fig.2.7), both using the local sphere shells models 

and using Scott's (1960) inter-particle distance data. For 

packing against a cylindrical wall, this variatton has been 

measured by Roblee, Paird and Tierney (1958) and Benenati 

and Brosilow (1962) (Fig.2.7). 

(iv) distribution of local surface areas 

This may be obtained from the distribution of 

local mean voidage and equation 2.4 which relates the surface 

area to the voldage, (J;:enii 

distributions of local hole size and volume 

Direct experimental methods of measuring pore size 

distribution are discussed by Carman (1956) and scheidegger 

(1957). The effect of grain size on pore size for Irregular 

particles has bcen reviewed by •Cii 1egger (1957). The 

dIstributions of locsl sizes and volumes may be obtained from 

equations A.6 and A.7 which relate these quantities to the 

voldage. The first moment of the hole size distribution Is 

given by equation A.10. 

distributions of local area and volume fractions 

Thoenes (1957) and Greenaway (1959) obtained local 

area fraction data for a plane cut through random paoklngs 

of spheres and Raschig rings respectively. The two dimensional 

cu1valent channel diameter distribution of Thoenes (1957) and 

the three dimensional local mean voldage distribution of Haughey 

and Beveridge (1966) show qualitative agreement. 

Brown and Hawksley (1945) measured local volume fractions 

for a two dimensional packing of spheres (one layer thick). 
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Local volume fraction measurements in three dimensional beds 

have been made in tt 	fiite bed by Thadani and Peebles (1966) 
1 

and for packing sgaint a cylindrical wall by several workers 

who obtained a damped cyclic variation (Fig. 2.8). Based on 

the sphere centre dets of Scott (1960), Haughey and Beveridge 

(1966) (see Appendix 3)obtained similar variations for the local 

voidage in shells around a base sphere (Fig. 2.8). 

For a slice through a random pecking, the ares fraction, 

Is equal to the bulk moan voiJage (Reid (1955) ; Coulson 

and Richardson (1959)9, Blum and iilhelm (1965)). The area 

fraction may be related to the average number of spheres cut 

per unit area, N,/A,by a cross-sectional slice. Plum and 
N 

Nilhela (1965) showed that 1 - 	'9/6 (_I)3 	.... (2.7) 
A 

and obtained values for the mean and variance of NT  for two 

and three coupled sphere units. 

The size distribution of a mixture of sphere sizes may 

be determined from the size distribution of circles for a slice 

through the packing (e.g. Fromm (19148); Lenz (1954)). 

(xii) distribution of local layer spacings 

This may be obtained from the distribution of local 

mean voidage and equation 2.5 h1ch relates the layer spacing 

to the voidage. i  

1. Speck (1955);  Kimura and Kaeda (1955); Roblee, Baird, 
Tierney (1958); Sonritag (1960); enenati and Erosilow 
(1962); Chian (1962). 
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anc. = V0  D 

where Re' a  

s;J, 

3 	(Re '<6) 	 . .. .(2.9) 

and C1 and C2 are structural constants. 

2,2 • FLtJIL FLOW CHARACTFRI TICS OF PACKED BEDS 
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,2.1,Nature of the Fluid Flow 

In packed beds there is no sharp transition tom laminar to 

turbulent flow as in open tubes. This is shown most clearly from 

pressure drop measurements which Indicate a broad transition zone 

over an approximate range of interstitial Reynolds rnbers, 

Re*a  10 - 1000 for spherical particles (e.g. Perkins and Johnston 

(1963)). 

The method of packing can have a marked effect on the nature 

of the fluid flow since the various regular packinga of equal sized 

spheres (Table 2.1) show considerable differences in pressure drop 
1 

and friction factor values. Many experimental investigations have 

been made for random packings over a large range of particle sizes, 
2 

shapes and fluid flow rates. Irobably the most widely accepted 

correlation Is that of Ergun (1952) who obtained 

	

= 150 (1 - 
	)2 (A1Vo 

+ 1,75( 1  -E 
	 .. . .( 2.7) 

L 	 Dp 

where the first term accounts for viscous energy loss and the 

second term for kinetic loss. Brinkman (1947) made a theoretical 

estimation of the viscous loss. More recently 'erov (1963)  obtained 

& 	v 2p / 	r 	1 _a. 	 ni= 	 8\+ C2 ( 	(Re'%) 	 • ...(2.8) 
L 	2g 	E3/ L Re' 	.1 

Martin (195 1 ); Galloway, Komarnicky arid Epstein (1957); 
Chiam (192);  Wentz and Thodos (1963). 

Reviews are given by Carman (1937, 1956); Soheidegger 1 1960); 
Zenz and Othnier (1960);  Chiam (1962); Chechetkin (1957). 
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The pressure drop in a packed bed may also be interpreted as 

equivalent to the pressure drop produced by flow through a 

rough pipe (Gay and Alcorn (1962); Lebedev and Petrov-Denisov 

(1964)) or by flow around a single sphere (Rariz (19)) or 

'bank of tubes. 

.2.2. 	VeiocitrProfiles in Packed Beds 

(1) downstream velocity profiles 

Because of the difficulty of making velocity measure-

ments within the voids of a packed bed, most Investigations 

have measured velocity profiles downstream of the packing. 

A variety of experimental methods have b-en used, including: 

flow rate measurement in individual annuli placed 

at the outlet to the bed (Arthur et al(1950); King (1965)). 

analysis of chemical reaction products or gas 

adsorption In different annuli of the bed (Arthur et al(1950)). 

pitot tube measurements of point velocities (aunders 

and Ford (1940)). 

hot wire anenometer measurements of point velocities 

(Schwartz and Smith (1953); Rhoades (1964);  Mickley, Smith, 

Korchak (1965)). 

circular hot wire anenometer measurement of the average 

velocity at a given radial position (Morales. Spin and Smith 

(195 1 ); Calderbank and Pogoraki (1957)). 

r) thermal conductivity probes (Prausnitz and Wilhelm 

(1957); Cairns and Prausnitz (1959);  Lamb and Wilhelm (1963))  or 

electrode probes (Akehata and Sato (1958)). 
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These methods have been used to measure velocity 

1 	 2 
profiles for both gas and liquid flow in beds of spherical, 

cylindrical and irregular particles. 

The measurements show that there are marked local 

velocity variations over a distance of 1 - 2 particle dlamcters 

du to the Jet effect of the fluid leaving a void. Coberly and 

Marshall (1951) obtained variations as great as 100,, ust 

the packing surface. The jet effect decreases markedly with 

the distance between the velocity probe and the packing surface 

(Morales, Spin, ;mith (195 1 )) and can also show angular variations 

due to local voldage variations caused by the local packing 

arrangement. 

There may also be marked velocity ,iationr- scross the 

bed diameter. These variations are greatly decndent on the 

bed Inlet and outlet conditions. Any varlationsin flow resistance 

over different parts of the bed at the fluid outlet are reflected 

in 	velocity distribution across the bed and the greater 

the variation in inlet velocity, the greater the variation In 

the fluid distribution downstream from the bed. For the parabolic 

velocity profile characteristic of well developed streamline 

flow, the vocity rises i.om zero at the wall toarnaximum  at slightly 

greater than one particle diameter from the wall. This maximum 

may be up to 100% greater than the average velocity. The velocity 

falls to a minimum in the centre of the bed. ThIs velocity 

variation across the bed is greater with incieased flow rate, 

increased packing size or smaller tube diameter. Thwartz and 

Klnney(1929);  Saunders and Ford(1940); rthur et al(1950); 
Morales, Spin and Smith(1951);  'chwartz and Smith(1953); 
Calderbank and Pogoreki(1957); Coberly and Marsha].l(1951); 
Collins(1957); Mickley, Smith and Korohak(1965). 

Akebata and 	to(1958) Cairns and Prausnitz(1959); XIng(1965)0 
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Smith (1953) obtained a maximum deviation of less than 20% 

for DT/DP >30.  kin friction causes the decrease in velocity 

at the wall. The maximum near the wall is usually explained 

as being due to a combination of the greater voidage and the 

less tortuous flow path near the wall, For flat velocity 

profiles at the entrance to the bed, Cairns and Prauanitz (1959) 

and Coberly and Marshall (1951) obtained virtually flat mean 

velocity profiles just downstream from the bed. The profile 

measurements of the present work (Fig.52)conrlrm this. 

velocity profiles within the bed in the wall region 

Chiam (1962) measured the velocity distribution 

within a region of one particle diameter from the wall by 

measuring the effect of fluid flow rate on the bed pressure 

drop for the application of successive wax annuli. For both 

liquids and gases he obtained a maximum of one third of the 

average velocity a 	0.4. DP. For gas flow with Drj/Dp  5.4, 52% 

of the flow was within an annulus of 0.5 D from the wall. For 

water with DT/DP 2.7 	there was 83%  of the flow in this 

region. Chiam found the velocity profile near the wall was 

similar to the radial voidage variation in this region. 

From kinetic studies of the catalytic transfer of 

1c erium, Palmer (1960) estimated that for a catalyst bed with 

Dip/Dp  = 27, the gas flow through this peripheral wall zone was 

24% of the total and for Drj,/Dp = 7 it was 6L%. 

velocity profiles within packirx.g voids 

?iickley, Smith and Korchak (1965) mede hot wire 

:ter 	ur - rnts in the voids of 	cubic packing at 
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particle Reynolds numbers of 4780 and 7010. Velocity peaks 

were obtained on either side of the void due to flow around 

the particles. A wall effect was found to exist even If split 

prtic1ea were used at the wall of the bed to give a constant 

voidage. The mean velocity In the wall voids was 10% higher 

than for voids In the centre of the packing. It was concluded 

that the wall itself decreases the total resistance to flow in 

the wall region so that for a given pressure drop more fluid 

will flow through this region. There was little correlation 

with the velocity distribution downstream from the packing. 

From velocity measurements In the voids of a cubic packing at 

a particle Reynolds number of 266, Nield and Ross (1966) showed 

that 80% of the gas flows through a void aea e.ivlcnt to 

the unobstructed free area. 

Hirai (1954) and Akehata and Sato (1958) inserted 

electrode probes Inside a packing and determined the velocity 

diffusion controlled electrode reaction. 

(iv) theoretical approaches 

rtz and  Smith  (1953)  combined a mixing length 

q :sed on an assumed mixing length of Dp/2 with pressure 

Jro) C .tions to give a predictei velocity at a given radial 

iton R In the form v = j,( 	D 9  R 	L) 	....(2.l0) 

King (1965)  and Rhoades(1964) made similar theoretical 

roaches. 

:3ynder and Stewart (1966) made a theoretical study of the 

;r:icity and pressure profiles for creeping flow In a cubic 
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2.2.3, Turbulent Inte:.sities in Packed Beds 

From their measurements of downstream concentration 

fluctuations for U uid flow at Fynolds numbers of 216 - 

566, Prausnitz and Wilhelm (1957) deduced a turbulent intensity 

of about 50%.  For measurements in the voids of a cubic packing 

Mickley, Smith and Korchak (1965) obtained a similar figure in 

the void centre, but obtained values down to 15% in the 

constricted region between two spheres. The turbulent 

intensity relative to the local mean velocity increased slightly 

with greater Reynolds numbers, 

Nield and Ross (1966) found that the regions of reatest 

turbulent intensity In a packing void are where the fluid flow 

enters a rapidly widening area region from a narrow area region 

downstream. 

2.3. AXIAL DISPERSION AND MIXING IN RACKED BEDS 

When heat or mass transfer takes place during fluid flow 

through a packed bed, dispersion and cliffuslonal mixing occur, 

This Is the transport of heat or mass through the fluid In the 

bed under the Influence of a temperature or concentration 

irradlent by whatever mechanism this transport occurs. For 

uniform radial overall temperature and velocity profiles as 

in the present experimental system there can only be nett 

dispersion In the 	Iirecton, although radial dispersion 

 1uun -till 	iL 	scnle, 

2.3.1. MechaniBMS of Axial Dispersion 

xiql dispersion may occur by any combination of the 

oi1o.;ing mechanisms-  
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Molecular diffusion may occur due to either mass 

diffusion or themal conduction in the presence of a transport 

gradient. 

The packing particles cause a random displacement or 

sidestepping of the fluid streams Impinging upon them. Partial 

recombination of the streams occurs in the next void. 

There is a mixing effect due to fluid flow through 

alternately converging and diverging void passages. 

The radial velocity profiles within individual voids 

may produce lateral diffusion within a void. 

Variations in average void velocities due to local 

voidage variations may produce lateral diffusion on a local 

scale. 

i: t low 

itIea. 

Turbulent eddies may be generated by the onset of 

in the fluid flow. 

Eddies may be shed from the wake on the downstream 

• a particle. 

The finite heat or mass transfer rate between 

and the surrounding fluid may produce dispersion 

rt 4 cThrly for large transfer flux gradients. 

turbulence measurements of Mickley, Smith and 

•965) indicate that (h) does not contribute substan-

to the dispersion in a packed bed. The experiments of 
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bed do not produce a significant amount of backmlxing by 

diffusive baokf].ow against the mainstream over a distance 

greater than the length of a mixing stage. This would seem 

to indicate that there is no real physical basis for the 

diffusion model (4.3) although in fact this model tends to 

the mixing cell model for long beds. 

.3.2. Characterisation - and Measurement of Axial Dispersion 

The amount at axial dispersion in a packed ted is most 

commonly characterised and measured in terms of an axial or 

longitudinal Peclet number, This may be based on either the 

particle diarnetr, Dp or the bed length L. Thus 

V0Dp 	 V 
Pe= 	 , Pe=  OL 

EEz 	 £Ez 

. . . .(2.lo) 

where v is the bulk velocity based on the empty bed container 

cross-sectional area and Ez is the axial eddy diffusivity 

characterising the dispersion. Thus the Peclet number 

represents the ratio of characteristic times for flow and 

dispersion, 

Axial dispersion of heat or mass is measured experimentally 

by transient methods based on either dispersion of a tracer 

step input, attenuation of a tracer pulse input or damping an 

phase lag of a tracer sinusoidal input. Evaluation of the 

eddy diffusivity or Pec].et number from the experiments is 

usually based on the d..Ltision model (4.3). For axial mass 

transfer the diffusion modal equations (4.3) reduce to 

Ez 2C* 	T  

2 
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This equation is then solved for the boundary and initial 

conditions relevant to the experimental bed and tracer 

input system. Levenspie]. (1962a) and Bischoff and 

Levenspiel (1962) summarise and generalise dispersion models 

based on solutions of the diffusion equation. 

Several dispersion models  account for the presence of 

stagnant fluid regions in the bed which is particularly 

important in the case of liquid flow. Various forms of a 

capi].liary network model for dispersion have been used by 

Echeidegger (1953,1954,1960) and Saffinan (1959,1960). 

2.3.3. Effect of ystem Vriables on p.xlal Dtspersioi of (cis 

(1) fluid flow 	te 

Fig. 2.9 and Fig, 2.10 illustrate the effect of 

Reynolds number and molecular dii.fusion on the Peclet number. 

At low Reynolds numbers only molecular diffusion causes dis-

persion and the Peclet number increases in proportion to the 

Reynolds number. At higher Reynolds numbers dispersion by 

molecular diffusion is negligible in comparison with the 

)ther dispersion mechaxilema and the Peclet number is approximately 

iatant. Between these two regions, dispersion is affected 

ioth molecular diffusion and turbulent mixing mechanisms. 

(ii) rii ture of the mixing transfer 

i. 	r'ner (1958, 1959);  Aria  (1959); Dens and Lapidus (1960); 
tsch1ich (1963); Teans (1963). 
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appear to have been made for gases but Kimura (1961) and 

Green, Perry and Babcock (1964) have made measurements of the 

1ong1 Una1 dispersion of heat by liquids. The results 

obtained agreed with the literature mass dispersion results. 

The radial heat transfer Peclet numbers obtained from radial 

thermal conductivity measurements by Baddour and Yoon (1960) 

and Singer and Wilhelm (1950) also agree with the corresponding 

mass transfer values. This evidence Indicates that mass 

transfer dispersion data for packed beds may be applied equally 

well to heat transfer In packed beds. 

presence of Interphase transfer 

The only data on dispersion in the presence of 

transfer between the solid particles and the fluid are given 

in the recent study of Chao and Hoelscher (1966) on gas 

adsorption. The longitudinal Peclet number values :t tned 

during the adsorption process were substantially lower than 

those obtained for dispersive mixin g. - lone. 

nature of the fluid or Schmidt number value 

Axial dispersion Peclet numbers for liquids are 

lower tn those for gases at Reynolds numbers where molecular 

diffusion is unimportant. This Is th case for Re > l000E 
Sc 

(Hiby (1962)) for which the Peclet number is solely a function 

clrIdt number. This Is generally attributed (e.g. 

othiich (1963)) to the presence of stagnant liquid regloas 

gests that an Increased 

liUidS as compared with 
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gases contributes to this effect. 

(v) wall and end effects 

Peclet number values based on mixing across the 

complete bed cross section are decreased in the presence of 

a significant wall effect (D/D  (0.1). This has been shown 

for axial dispersion In laminar flow by HIby (1962) and Perkins 

and Johnston (1963) and for axial dispersion In turbulent flow 

by Latinen (1951), :Inger and Wilhelm (1950) and Fahien and 

Smith (1955).  The dependence of Pe1et number on Dr/Dp 

disappears if it Is based on the hydraulic diameter of the 

voids. HIby (1962) used the relationship 

2i 
Dh = 	 ) 

Dp 	 ....(2912) 

Other workers use 	Dli = F- DT/ 	(DT/Dp) ( 1 -) + 1] ....(2.13) 

which correctly gives Dh = T vhen € = 1 for an empty tube. 

More detailed information on the effect oi the velocity 

profile across the bed on axial dispersion was given by 

Converse (1960), Bonlfaz (1962) and Fesenrneier (1965). 

The Influence of bed end effects on axial dispersion 

measurements is discussed by Liles and Geankoplis (1960) and 

Ilby (1962). HIby found the Peclet number increased with 

values of DT/L for axial dispersion in laminar 

I. Mott (1951); Wilhelm (1953); Cairns and Prausriitz (1960); 
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(vi) particle and packing characteristics 

Non—spherical particles generally give greater 

dispersion than spherical particles 	do wide particle size 

distributions (Perkins and Tohxiton (1963)). 

Most axial dispersion measurements hve 	i made for 

random packings but Jacques and Vermuelen (1957) and Hiby (1962) 

also used regular packings. Hiby found that the Peclet numbers 

for liquid flow through random packings of spheres were 

generally intermediate between the values for cubic and 

rhombohed.ra]. packings. Huyten, van Beersum and Rijndera (1960) 

found that the method of filling and consolidating random 

packings affected the dispersion characteristics of the bed. 

With very fine particles bridging can increase dispersion 

(Perkins and Johnston ( 1963)). 

2.3.4. Axial Di 'spersionin the Experimental hystern 

For the present experimental system, inforii 4 on is  
required on the axial dispersion of heat by a gas flowing 

through a random packed bed over a range Re = C 3 - 5.0. 

At these Reynolds numbers both molecular diffusion and the 

eddy mixing type of mechanism can affect the dispersion. No 

1irect experimental data is available for these conditions.  
• 	 h 	ble experimental data for mass 

tnisms during gas flow through  

.idom packed beds. These data 1nicate tht at eTcient1y 

. 	iard and Viihelm (1950'; Carberry (1958); Fbach and 
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low Reynolds numbers only molecular diffusion controls while 

for Re ) 10 the dispersion corresponds to perfect stage 

mixing (143). For the present experimental system these two 

limits are given by (Fig. 2.11). 

P. (moleoulnr) = D PVO = .69 Re 	....(214) 

P. (perfect stage mixing) = Dv
0  = = 2.142 ....(2 9 15) 

Between these two limits the Peclet number values were 

taken from the interpolated values of Wilhelm (1962) (Fig2.9). 

Over the lower part of the transition region these agree with 

the prediction of the generalised dispersion model of 11ethoft 

and Levenspiel (1962). However the latter gives a lower upper 

limit than the perfect stage mixing obtained experimentally 

by McHenry and Wilhelm (1957) and Sinclair and Potter (1965). 
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CHAPTER 3 	MECHJ'ITISMS OF AXIAL HEAT TRANSFER IN PACKED BEDS 

3.1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE MECHANISMS 

There are three basic modes of heat transfer - conduction, 

convection and radiation. For a stagnant gas in the bed, 
1 

conduction and radiation are the contributing modes. When 

the gas flows through the bed all three modes contribute to 

the heat transfer in the form of various mechanisms which 

interact by a number of series and parallel paths. 

The following possible mechanisms have been identified 

(Fig. 3.1): 

conduction mechanisms 

conduction through the solid particles. 

conduction across the stagnant gas in the voids. 

3, conduction across the stagnant gas surrounding the points 

of contact of particles. 

Li, conduction through the points of contact of particles. 

radiation mechanisms 

5, radiation between adjacent particle surfaces. 

radiation between particle surfaces seen through more than 

one void space. 

radiation absorption by the gas, 

convection mechanisms 

8, natural convection in the gas. 

9. forced convection solid-gas heat transfer. 

Argo and Smith (19 ); 
Kunli and smith (1960); schotte (1960); 

Glaser (1961). 
Leva and Grummer (1948); Singer and Wilhelm (1950); Echuler, 

Stallings and Smith (1952); yagi and Kunli (1957); 
Baddour and Yoon (1960). 
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10. forced convection due to bulk flow, turbulent diffusion 

or mixing of the gas. 

3.2. EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

Heat transfer in heterogeneous two phase systems is 

most commonly characterised by the concept of an effective 

thermal conductivity. This concept treats the system as 

homogeneous with respect to heat transfer through it and thus 

enables the Fourier equation to be applied to give 

Q 	ke  A (dT/dz) 

	

Y = ks/kg  = (Q/A )ftg ( 	dT/dz) 	 . . . . (3 • 2) 

In the following descriptions of models which have been 

proposed to predict the effective thermal conductivities of 

such systems emphasis is placed on application to packed beds 

of spheres which Is the present experimental system. In the 

majority of oases (and unleBs otherwise stated) the basic 

assumption Inherent In the models Is that there is no bending 

of the flux lines so that the heat flow is one dimensional. 

3.3. CONDUCTION MECHANISMS 

Only the conduction mechanisms need to be considered 

under conditions of no gas flow through the bed (eliminates 

forced convection), sufficiently small particles (negligible 

natural convection) and sufficiently low temperatures 

(er1Iible radiation). 

oe the conduction mechanisms, the effective thermal 

't.uet:vty ratio, y0 , is primarily dependent on (a) the 

eihectivc tierm'l oeJ.uot1vit1es of the EoIid end eras phases 
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(k m , k) (b) the bulk mean voidage, , hich is a measure 

of the volume concentration of the phases (a) the structure 

of the system as represented by the shape and arrangement of 

the phases and contact points. 

3.3.1. Conduction through Solid and Gas Phases (mechanisms 1,2,3.) 

This section describes models which account for the 

closely related mechanisms 1, 2 and 3, but which do not specif-

ically account for mechanism Li.. Some of the models do not 

distinguish between the two gas conduction mechanisms 2 and 3. 

(i) pseudo-regular models 

This type of model considers a random heterogeneous 

system as a regular arrangement of phase elements for the 

purpose of conduction heat transfer evaluation. In some oases 

the voldage of the model is adjusted to correspond with the 

random system voldage. 

For a cubic packing of equal sized spheres, Deissler 

and Elan (1952)  and Baddour and loon (1960) showed that 

YC 21-
(_X 
	2 )1riX - (x 	+ ( 1 - ._) 

.4s 11e,-e . k 5/h 
A model of a cubic array of spherical voids in an expanded 

solid was considered by Topper (1955).  For an ortJoric 

packing Shimokawa (1962) replaced 1T  by !... in equation (3.3) 
2 

and this expression may be generalised for 1 -E < W/3 J 
(Godbee and Ziegler (1966)). Baddour and Yoon (1960) gave 

the variation of YC  with X for a close packed tetrahedral 

packing of solid spheres. Rayleigh (1892) gave a general 
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series relationship for any regular packing of equal sized 

1 
spheres 

10 
YC 	1-3(1 ..E )/[(2 + X 	(1 	£ ) (_ - X c(l _)T+...] 

LU -xl LV3 + X) 

A different expression was obtained by Webb (1956) and 

Woodside (1958) using the assumption that ka=.o perpendicular 

to the heat flow 

16(1 - € 	_1c2  - 	(C + i1 -I 

L 	i1 	-11 	L0 	ii 	\c-iij 

where C 	1 + L/rr (x l)(l;E 

Fig. 3.2 shows effeoive thermal conductivities for 

conduction in regular packings of equal sized spheres. 

For a random packing of voidageplEs Deissler and Elan 

(1952) interpolated between the effective thermal conductivity 

values for regular packings of fixed voidage. A unit cell of 

close packed tetrahedral spheres was used by Dul'flev and 

8lga1ov (1965).  It was assumed that k 2  =*0  and that the 

random bed voidage was attained by a spherical gas envelope 

completely surrounding each sphere • In this case for E.< .75 

YC  .C?. 	rr n( 	- 1) + 2t( 	c - i)J 	.... (3.6) 
C 	L 	C - l 

1. De Vries (1952) gives the following values for C: simple 
cubic, 1.31; body centred cubic, .129;  face centred 
cubic, .0752. 
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Tetrahedral Packing: 

F = Baddour and Yoon(1960) 
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An unorthodox mathematical treatment was used by 

Schumann and VOBB (1934) for cylinders with a hyperbolic 

surfaoe ±o give 

YC 	
X 	 c(i + C) (X - 1) In  (1 + C' 

1 -c(x-1) 	\cx IL) 

where £ C(l + C) In [(1 + 	- C. Gorring and Churchill 

(1961) used a constant C obtained through a volume balance of 

the phases to define the amount of contact area perpendicular 

to the heat flow direction in a model of a cubic array of 

particles bounded by parabalolds of revalution, 	For X>50 

the result was 	Yc  = 1.92 (X/c2 ) 

Pseudo-regular models have also been based on cubical 

and cylindrical packing elements. 

The assumption of no bending of the flux lines has been 

tested by the application of relaxation techniques 
2
and found 

to be poor in some oases. Fig. 3.3 shows that the isothermal 

lines and hence flux lines are crowded together near the points 

of contact indicating thct most of the heat flow takes place 

there. This effect is accentuated as X increases (Pi9,3.3) 

The relaxation solutions give higher values for the effective 

thermal conductivity than solutions based on the no flux line 

RayleIgh(1892); Lichtenecker (192Li.)j Russell (1935); 
Topper (1955); Deissler and Elan (1952), 

Delssler and Elan (1952); Deissler and Boegli (1958); 
Stephenson and Woodside (1958). 
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bending assumption. For example, at X = 40 the relaxation 

solution for a cubic packing of spheres gives Y = 5.0 while 

the simplified solution gives Y = 3.6. 

(ii) models based on means of the phase contributions 

Since meohanisLi 1 acts over the solid volume, 

1 - E, and mechanisms 2 and 3 act over the gas volume, € , 

the effective thermal conductivity of the system may be 

predicted from a mean of the two phase contributions, 

(e.g. Deissler and Boegli (1958)). The form of the mean 

depends on the arrangement of the two phases. 

The maximum value of Y0 is given by the rithffletic me-,7.r-

corresponding to a parallel arrangement of the phases 

for which 	 E + (1 - E )x 

Conversely the minimum value is given by the harmonic mean 

corresponding to a series arrangement of the phases 

for which 	Y = X/ [EX + (1 —E  

Fig. 3.5 shows that for the values of € and X relevant to packed beds 

of spheres, the arrangement of the phases has considerable 

significance. 

Since in most heterogeneous materials thL two phases 

are arranged with some degree of randomness, the effective 

thermal conductivity ratio lies between the above limits. 
I 

Thus a geometric mean formula has been proposed which has the 

form 	 Y = x 1 	
000.0.8 

1. Lichtenecker (1926); :saad (1955); .ornerton (1958); 
Woodside and Messmer (1961), 
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(iii) Probabilistic models 

Maxwell (1892) derived an equation for the 

electrical conductivity of a random distribution of solid 

spheres In a continuous medium based on the assumption that 

the spheres were far enough apart not to mutually Interact. 

This has often been applied to the effective thermal 

conductivity of heterogeneous materials in the form 1  

2€.. + (3 - 2E )x 
(3 - & ) + x 

The limitation of no Interaction between the particles was 

avoided by Strickler (1954) who applied two empirical 

constants (functions of surface area and solid thermal 

conductivity) to equation 3.9, 

Tsao (1961) used the limiting Par'1iel and series 

equations (3,6, 3.7) to derive a probability model which 

required two experimentally determined statistical parameters. 

The mathematical basis of this model was criticised by Warren 

and Messrer (1962). 

(iv) geometric models 

Models based on idealised geometric arrangements 

of the solid and gas phases have often been used, The various 

models proposed are basically similar and consider the packed 

bed to be represented by a gaseous conduction path (mechanism 2) 

1. Extensions of this treatment have been made to account for more than two dispersed phases (Eucken(1932); Brailaford. Major (1961i)), non—sperloal particles (Burgers ( 1919); Fricke (19 2 4.); De Vries (1952); Sehr (195 - ); Hamilton and Crosser (1962)) arid a size distribution of particles 
(Bruggeman (1935)). 
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in parallel with a combined solid-gas series path 

(mechanisms 1 and 3). The basic assumption of uni-directional 

heat flow again applies. 
1 

In most models the two heat transfer paths are insulated 

from each other. Pig. 3.4 shows a unit cell for this case 

where summation of the parallel and series heat transfer 

resistances gives 

a E 	
+ 
	

0 - E1) 	
....(3910) 

+ (1 —o/x 

where °( 	/f3 and since the total gas volume per unit 

volume must be S , it follows that E 	 - (EoC)/(1 -ofl.Al  
The various models differ in their evaluations of the 

parameter P and 0 (or ( ) and E which are in some oasesAl 	
2 

based on erroneous or inconsistent assumptions. 

Godbee and Ziegler (1966) assumed an isothermal line 

completely across the unit cell at the solid-gas interface 

in the series path which gives 

YC  a 1/ 
{ c +  

Al 	(i - EM)} 	
....(3.11) 

The value of O(was obtained from the relationship I" I 
1 - 

here is a shape factor. 

Kessler (1962) used a set of series solid-gas layers 

in series with a set of parallel solid-gas layers, 

1 • Van Loon (1952); Yagi and Kunil (1957); Kuni i and Smith 
(1960); .1illhite, Kunli and Smith (1962); Masaniune and 
Smith (1963). 

2. The contribution of the parallel gaseous conduction path 
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(Footnote 2 continued) (mechanism 2) was neglected completely 
by Yagi and Kul2ii (1957). The parameter o was obtained by ass-

uming f I fitting the experimental data to get (for air, 

= .4, o( = . 034), 
Kunli and Smith (1960) incorectly assumed EM z € , derived 

maximum and minimum limits for 13  of 1.0 and .895  respectively 
and assumed that the solid path length is the length of a 

cylinder having the same volume as a spherical particle to obtain 
(3 - 	. But they also determined 95from the heat flow through 

a cubic packing of spheres (equation 3,3) by assuming that 1/ 
of the total heat flux passed through the fluid film near one 
contact point. The value of the coordination number, n was 

obtained from empirical considerations of closest and loosest 

packing arrangements. But this approach gave 	s a function of 

X and £ which is incompatible with the previous assumption of a 

constant value of 	( = 	if (3 = 1). 

The latter approach to determine 6 was also used by wi1Thite, 
Kunii, Smith (1962) except that n was determined from the equation 

of Smith, Foote and Busang (1929). Low conductivity spherical 

particle systems were correlated using the assumption (3 

while for non-spherical or high conductivity spherical systems 

the value is - 	= I was used. It was pointed out that EAI 
must be positive. This condition is given by < 	which requires 

04 1  for € - . 4 and j3 -= . But the above values imply 

that (3 <.834 which Is less than the minimum value for 13 given 
by Kunli and Smith (1960). 

Masamune and Smith (1963) based the determination of F-  Al an 

the erroneous equation € = CAI + 	The assumption of erjual 

area and volume fractions cannot be xncide for a unit cell of 

definite geometric configuration and only applies to the bulk 
mean voldage over a large region of random packing. The deter-

mination of o( was based on the assumption that the complete 
surface area of each particle was in contact with gas In pendular 

rings (FIg.4. 2 ) which compose the gas phase part of the series 

path. But the intersection of a pendular ring and a sphere is a 
circle and thus the surface cannot be completely covered by such 

rings without overlapping of the rings. It Is also incorrect to 

base the determination of o(  on the number of rings around one sphere 
instead of the number of rings In the unit cell volume. 
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Fig. 3.5 shows the effective thermal conoudtivities 

for random packings of voiclage 0,40 pródioted by some of the 

above models. 

3.3.2. Conduction through the Points of Contact of Particles 
(mechanism Li.) 

Several approaches have been made to include mechanism 

Li. in conduction models. 

(1) equivalent conductivity 

Wilhelm at al (1948) used an empirical equivalent 

conductivity correction, k, to correlate experimental 

effective thermal conductivity measurements with the model 

of Schumann and Voss (1934). Thus 

- Y(equation 3.7) + kp/k 	 •...(3.12) 

where 	log10  k a - . 678 + .00107 (k/ ) 	00000-13) 

But this approach incorrectly implies that mechanism 1. is in 

parallel with the combination of mechanisms 1, 2, 3, and does 

not account for the effects of particle loading, deformation 

and surface characteristics. 

(ii) equivalent heat transfer coefficient 

Kunil and Smith (1960) accounted for mechanism Li. 

by postulating an equivalent heat transfer coefficient h which 

is a characteristic of the solid material and type of 

consolidation. The coefficient was regarded as providing heat 

transfer resistance in parallel with the gas phase portion 

of the :'ries oath of the geometric model so that 
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YC" CAI + (1 - fA1)/{1/f 
+ I) + . 	J 	(314) kg 	X 

However Kunil and Smith incorrectly assumed that h W 0 for 

:nronso1i1ted particles. 

(iii) equivalent contact area 

This approach assumes a finite area of perfect 

solid contact between particles which gives a heat transfer 

rate equivalent to mechanism Li.. 

Riemarin (1919) used the model of a cubic packing of 

truncated spheres which made contact over a circle of 

diameter CD where C was determined from the voidage mass 

balance. The assumptions of kg  - 0 and C 4 I implied that only 

mechanisms 1 and Li. contributed to the heat transfer and gave 

the relationship 	YC - x(c + 	in 2C)- ' 	....(3.15) 

Takeoka and Nishimura (1963) analysed the heat transfer through 

the contact points of a soldered packed bed. 

To include mechanism Li.  in the geometric models a 

parallel path of solid conduction is added to the unit cell 

(Fig.3.4). It Is usually erroneously assumed that there Is 
1 

no heat transfer at right angles to this solid path which 

gives 

+ EA.,---1 	
+ I -o( 	

+ EA3 	x 	....(3.16) 

Van Loon (1952) and Yagi and KunlI (1957) incorrectly assumed 

- 0 in quantitative calculations. 

1. Van Loon (1952);  YagI and Kunil (1957); "oodside and 
Messmer (1961); Masamune and Smith (1963). 
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Masamune and Smith (1963) determined  €A3 from vacuum 

thermal conductivity measurements. From equation 3,16 

€ A3 Y/X 	but the assumption of no 	•. . . ( 3.17) 

bending of the flux lines is very poor under vacuum conditions. 

They also Incorrectly related EA3 to a contact angle based 

on one point of contact instead of the number of contact 

points in the unit coil. Harper and El Sahrlgi (1964) 

allowed for interaction between the parallel paths at atmos-

pheric pressure but used equation 3,17 for vacuum condition.. 

Dul'nev and Sigalova (1965) made a semi-empirical 

analysis of the loading and deformation of a unit cell 

contact point In their pseudo-regular model (3.3.1) and 

estimated the heat transfer resistance of the gas and solid 

contact areas. Considerable work has recently been done on 

the thermal conductance of contacting fiat metal surfaces 

(e.g. Fenech and Rosenhow (1963); VIdoni (1965)). 

3.3.3. Effect of System Variables on Conduction Mechanisms 

Table 3.1 Indicates which system variables influence 

heat transfer due to a particular conduction mechanism. 

(I) phase variables 

All the models Indicate that the effective thermal 

conductivity Increases with both gas and solid thermal 

conductivities, but the gas conductivity has a greater effect. 

A large amount of experimental data confirms this and may be 

correlated by equations of the form 	Y W c1-.72  

(e.g. Verschoor and Bohuit (195:), Kunli and Smith (1960)). 



Table 3.1 • System Variables affecting Heat Transfer Mechanisms 
in Packed Beds. (x indicates that a variable has an effect) 

Mechanism (as in 3.1) 
Variable Condu- Radi- Conve- 

ction ation etion 
I 23L. 567 8910 

solid thermal k x x x x x 
conductivity 

solid emissivity e x x 
gas thermal k x x 

conductivity g 

Phase gas emissivity 
Variables gas density x x 

gas specific C x x 
heat 

gas viscosity 
- x x x 

gas volumetric x 
expansion co- 12 
efficient 

YDidage xxxx xxx xxx 
packing method xxxx x x x x 
packing * 

orientation x x x x x x 
Structural 
Variables particle size** D x x x 

particle shape x x x x x x 
particle surface S x 

area 

particle surface x x 
roughness 

temperature TOT  X X X X X X X X X 

temperature dT 1  x x 
gradient 'dz 

gas pressure P X  x x 
Operational gas flow rate G x x x x x 
Variables direction of x 

gas flow 

direction of x 
heat flow 

direction of x 
transfer flux 

applied loading x x x 
* For regular packings, 

For equal-sized packings. 
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(ii) structural variables 

The models predict that the effective thermal 

conductivity decreases with increased voidage and the 

decrease Is more marked for high values of X. For example 

at X = 30 Deissler and Elan (1952)1 - redicted a 12% decrease in 

Y for a voldage change of .35 to .40. The range of bulk 

mean voldages in random packed beds is relatively small, and 

experimental investigations of this variable are more often 

concerned with consolidated systems (e.g. Woodside and Messmer 

(1961)), partially sintered systems (e.g. Grootenhius, 

Mackworth and Saunders (1951)) and powders (e.g. Godbee. 9nd 

Ziegler (1966)). 

The models do not distinguish between a regular packing 

of voidage, , and a random packing of the same voidage. 

However a change In the method of packing normally gives 

rise to a change In voldage and coordination number and thus 

affects the conduction mechanisms. Bretsnajder and Zlolkoweki 

(1959) examined the effect of repacking a random racked bed of 

aluminium cylinders on the effective thermal conductivity and 
1 

also compared the results with measurements on regular packings. 

For regular packings the packing orientation with respect 

to the direction of heat flow affects the conduction mechanisms. 

1. For £ a .360 - .415 the range of Y. values was - 17.2% to 
+ 14.1% about the mean value. For two repackinga having 
the same voldage ( E - .36) the values of Ydiffered by 
2.6% compared with an error of .8% in the Individual 
values. A triangular array of the cylinders (heat flow 
perpendicular to axes, = .096) gave a 19.6% increase in 
Y compared with 41.2% for a square array (heat flow 
parallel to axes , E = .25). 
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For relaxation solutions of a square array of cylinders, 

Delsaler and Elan (1952) obtained a 7% increase In YC  (for 

X = 30) when the heat flow was at 45°  to the line joining 

two cylinder centres compared with heat flow parallel to this 

line. The increase was greater for larger values of X. 

For equal sized particles both models and experimental 

results (e.g. Mesamune and Smith (1963)) show that the 

magnitude of the particle size has no effect on the effective 

thermal conductivity. For a range of particle sizes, a change 

in the size of one component will change the voidage and thus 

affect the conduction mechanisms, 

Hamilton and Crosser (1962) measured the effective 

thermal conductivity of balsa wood and aluminium particles of 

various shapes embedded In rubber and found a decrease with 

increased sphericity of the particles, 

Differing solid surface characteristics can have a 

considerable effect on mechanism 14 (Masanmne and Smith (1963)). 

(iii) operational variables 

For pressures Less than atmospheric the graph of 

effective thermal conductivity versus log P Is an 8-shaped 

curve (e.g. Masamune and Smith (1963)), 
1 
This Is due to a 

reduction in the gas thermal conductivity when the path 

length for gaseous conduction is of the same order as the 

mean free path of the gas molecules. At very low pressures 

gaseous conduction becomes negligible and the thermal conductivity 

tends to a constant vaIJue indicating that heat transfer through 

1. .s predicted by the kinetic theory of gases (Kennard (1938)). 
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the contact points is the controlling mechanism. Experimental 

thermal conductivity measurements at low pressures have been 
1 made for a variety of heterogeneous two phase systems At 

high pressures the effective thermal conductivity increases 
slightly but tends to an asymptotic value (e.g. Deissler and 
Elan (1952)). 

When gas flows through a packed bed, mechanism 1 is 

unchanged, but mechanisms 2 and 3 are dependent on the amount 

Of mixing of the gas in the void spaces. 

Increased temperature increases conduction heat transfer 

in a packed bed., due mainly to the increased gas thermal 

conductivity, but temperature gradient has no effect on the 

effective conduction thermal conductivity. 

An applied load on the bed Increases the effective 

thermal conductivity due to a decrease in the contact point 

resistance (Woodside and Messmer (1961)). If the solid 

material Is compressible there will also be a decrease In 
voldage, thus affecting mechanisms 2 and 3 (Kistler and 
Caldwell ( 1934)). 

1, •J1-:iziJ spheres e.g. Schumann and Voss (1934); Voodsi4e 
and Messmer (1961); Kessler (1962); Masamune and Smith 
(1963); Dul'nev and Slgalova ( 1965); powders e.g.G-odbee 
and Ziegler (1966); freeze dried material e.g. Harper 
and El Sahrlgi (1964); consolidated rocks e.g. Woodside 
and Messmer (191). 
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3.4. RADIATION MECHANISMS AND THEIR INTERACTION '.ITH CONDUCTION 

MECHANISMS 

5.4.1. Application of the Laws of Radiative Transfer to Packed Bed 

Systems 

There are three types of radiative transfer - 

absorption-emission, transmission, and reflection or scattering. 

All of these processes can occur In packed bed systems. If 

A 	
f*0 

are the fractions of the total radiant flux 

accounted for by the above processes, It follows that 

	

* 	* 	* 
A + 	T + 	S = I 	 ...9(3.18) 

(I) absorption-emission 

Kiohoft's Law states that at thermal equilibrium 

the ratio of the emissive power of a surface (i.e, the radiant 

flux density I) to its absorptivity, At  Is the same for all 

bodies. But for a blackbody (of emissive power, IB), ffA - J. 

Thus 	 I/tA - lB/I 	 • • . (3.19) 

and since the emissivity e = i/is  It follows that at thermal 

equilibrium e = f * 

The Stefan-Boltzniann law states that the emissive power 

of a blackbody depends only on temperature. Thus 

	

1B CSB TA 	 ....(3.20) 

and I : 	CSB TA' 	CSB TA1 	 ....(3.21) 

at thermal equilibrium, 

Both emissivity and absorptivity are functions of 

temperature and surface roughness. Emissivity Is also a 

function of direction but an integrated total emissivity Is 

o U 
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normally used. The absorptivity is also a function of the 

spectral energy distribution. The relationship between the 

monochromatic emissive power of a black body at wavelength 

' 	• and the absolute temperature, TA is given by 

Planck's law which has the form 

I/TA = i (\TA) 
	 .. .,(3.22) 

A gray surface is one for which the total absorptivity, 

does not depend on the spectral energy distribution. For 

each wavelength the intensity of radiation will be smaller 

than that for a black body by a fixed ratio. Thus for a source 

of material 1 and a sink of material 2 

A1,2 	r 1,1  =e1 	 ....(3.23) 

It follows that for a gray surt:.. 	the emissivity, 5, may be 

used in substitution for the absorptivity, f, even although 

the source and sink temperatures are not equal. From equations 

3.21 and 3.23 the nett radiant energy transfer between two gray 

eufaoea of the same material is given by 

e CSBP Ii A1 TAI - A2T) 
	 . .. .(3.24) 

where F*12  Is a view factor defined as the fraction of radiation 

leaving a gray surface I which Is intercepted by a gray surface 2. 

For packed bed systems the assumption of gray surfaÔes 

Is normally a good approximation. Packed beds may also be 

assumed to emit radiation diffusely (I.e. give an equal 

distribution of radiant flux density in all directions). 
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For very smooth particle surfaces unsymmetrical specular 

reflections may invalidate this assumption (Baddour and Yoon 

(1960)). 

transmission 

Transmission of radiation through the solid 

particle material need only be considered when the material 

is not opaque to radiation as is the case for glass (e.g. Chen 

and Churchill (1963)). 

scattering 

Scattering occurs when electro'-magnetio waves 

encounter a discontinuity in refractive index. Thus an 

assumption of no scattering assumes a refractive index of unity, 

Scattering of backward radiation flux in the forward direction 

increases heat transfer and occurs when radiation hits a 

particle with dimensions smaller than the radiation wavelength 

(Glaser (1961)). The laws of scattering for small particles 

are given by Jenkins and White (1957), scattering can be a 

significant process of radiation transfer in packed bed 

systems (Chen and Churchill (1963); Vianta (1964)). 

3.14.2. Radiation between particle surfaces (meohansime 5 and 6) 

The only difference between mechanisms 5 and 6 is the path 

length over which radiation occurs. For mechanism , radiation 

takes place across a single void space, while for mechanism 6 

diation takes place across more than one void. 

(1) geometric models 

The simplest ieometrlc model considers a packed bed 
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as containing radiating planes a distance D apart. The nett 

radiation heat transfer between two infinite, gray planes is 

given by (McAdams (1954)) 

Oj 	2 	
..00(3.25) 

An equivalent radiation thermal conductivity, k 
ro  or 

equivalent radiation heat transfer coefficient, hr may be 

defined by 

r /A = - k  dT/dz = hr (T 2  - T1 ) 	
.... (3•26) 

Thus taking e I = e - e and using the approximations for 

small values of 

- T1  that dT/tiz (T2  - T1 ) / D and T 2  TIA = TA,  

It follows from equations 3.25 and 3.26 that 

IC 	
, e 	

T3 r hD 	14 C SB "2 - Wi' P A 	....(3.27) 

Darnkohler (1937) replaced the emissivity factor 	e by the 

factor C. e and Dul'nev and SIgalova (1965) by the factor e 2/2. 

Godbee and Ziegler (1966) use the factor 

a,2e( 

where CO  is the refactive index of the gaseous media, This 

model does not allow for Interaction between conduction and 

radiation mechanisms, and does not distinguish between mech- 

aniems 5 and 6. 

Schotte (1960) uses an analysis similar to that of 

Argo and Smith (1953) to distIn,uith between these mechanisms 

by considering the radiation between two planes located on 
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either side of a particle. The result may be expressed as 

Yr= 	' -
c 	

+ EX 
I/X+ iix 	rg 	 ....(3.28)

rs  

where 

Xrs  = Xrg1  = hrDp/kg = 4 CSBBTA/kg  

It is then assumed that Y = YC + Y but due to the inter-

action implied in equation 3.28 these quantities are not 

additive. 

A more satisfactory approach is to apply effective 

radiation coefficients to the surfaces of a geometric conduction 

model (Van Loon (1952);  YagI and Kunhi (1957;  Kunhi and Smith 

(1960 )). Thus equation 3.16 becomes 

Yo  = £ ( 1 + Xrg ) + 	° /(i + 0 X8) + 
	

]+ E 3  X 

.(3.29) 
(ii) pseudo-homogeneous models 

In pseudo-homogeneous models the bed and gas are 

considered as a single homogeneous medium. This converts the 

problem to heat transfer in a radiating fluid which may be 

descrh1D 	'y either differential or integro-differential 

equations. Considerable attention has recently been paid to 

the numerical solution of such equations for conduction and 

Is XrB  refers to mechanism 5 and Xrg  to mechanism 6 

ed the xrrnics "re 
	32 - e TA 3  

in and sparrow(1960); Viskanta and Grosh(1961,1962a, 
962b,1964); Viskanta(1964); Heaslet and Warming(1965); 

Howell(1965). Radiation was considered as a diffusive 
'i 	y  	L1d 	 tte1(1962rocese 	;; 	 rg 	 ).  
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radiation in absorbing and scattering materials. The 

addition of a radiation term to the Fourier equation was used 

by Van der Held (1953) to obtain 

Y 	
SBTA 

P 	 (a + b) 	 00..(3.30) 

where a and b are absorption and scattering CPOSB sections 

per unit volume of packing. 

Hamaker (1947)  applied the two flux model of Schuster 

(1905) for the transmission and reflection of light in 

scattering material to the present radiation - conduction 

problem. This approach Is one dimensional and represents the 

radiation Intensity as a forward flux, I, and a backward flux, 

J 9  (Fig. 3.6). In passing through a differential layer dz 

a fraction,aidz,of the Incident flux will be absorbed and a 

traction, bjdz, lost by scattering. The forward flux Is 

increased by scattering of the backward flux Into the 

forward direction and by radiant emission from the solid. 
1 

The basic differential equations are thus 

duds = - (a + b) I + bj + a CSB TA 	 ....(3.31) 

dj/d.z = - (a + b) j + bi + a C 	TA' 	.0.0(3.32) 

1, scattering sideways has been disregarded and it Is 
supposed that any loss of radiant energy in a sideward 
direction is compensated by an equal contribution from 
the neighbouring parts of the layer. Thus the area of 
the layer rust be large compared with the thickness. 
The equations are only applicable to diffuse radiation. 



forward radiant
\  flux density i 	

fraction scattered forward 
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fraction 	 (1 - a - b)dz 
Scattered backward 
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absorbed 'N  
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FIG. 3.6T1,70-FLUX PSEUDO-HOMOGENEOUS RADIATION MODEL 
e.g. Larkin and Churchill (1959) 
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and an energy balance gives 

1c dr/d + a (i. + j) - 2a CSB TA4 - 

Solutions to the equations based on various approximations 

have been obtained by Hamaker (1947), Larkin and Churchill 

(1959) and Chen and Churchill(1963). Sufficiently far from  

the boundaries of an optically thick bed Chen and Churchill 
1 

obtained the result 

8 CSBTA3 
r kg(a + 2b) 

finite difference transmission model 

Hill and Wilhelm (1959) used a model combining 

the characteristics of both a geometric model and Hamaker's 

approach to diffuse energy transfer. A general finite 

difference method was used to derive both overall and local 

radiation thermal conductivities. For axial one dimensional 

heat transfer the local conductivity was given by 

Yr
- 	

'SB 	
- f* + f 

kg 	I + f8 * - T jP D  P 	 0000(3-35) 

random walk mode]. 

By taking the mean free path for photon diffusion 

equal to D. In Roaseland's (1936) random walk interpretation 

1. Based on the boundary conditions 

T - T1 , I = e1 CSB TAI + (1 - Si):. at z 

	

and T-T2, 	 TL +(1 	atz=L 



of radiant energy transfer Bosworth (1952) obtained 	
58 

Yr  LD TA3,'3k 
	 ....(3.36) 

3.4.3.Radiation Absorption by the Gas (mechanism 7) 

Absorption of radiation by the gas in the bed has to 

be considered for heteropolar gases such as carbon dioxide, 

water vapour and sulphur dioxide. 

In this case 	
I ),z 

a 	 ex:p 	Z 

and 	 a1 - exp 	 99.0(3,38)\Iz 

where for a gray gas the absorption constant, C 	, is 

independent of temperature and distance into the absorbing 

medium. 

Air may be considered non-absorbing and thus mechanism 

7 may be neglected for the present experimental system. 

3.4.4.Effect of System Variables on the Radiation Mechanisms 

Experimental thermal conductivity measurements under 

radiation conditions have been made on a variety of heterogeneous 
I 

two phase materials. The radiation contribution has been 

obtained either by subtraction of the conduction contribution 

e.g. Hill and Wilhelm (1959) or by direct measurement of the 

attenuation of radiation transmission through the material 

e.g. Chen and Churchill (1963). The magnitude of the 

1. Packed beds:- Yagi and Kunli (1957); Hill and Wilhelm (1959); 
Baddotn' and Yoori (1960); Chen and Churchill (1963). 
Foamed insulations e.g. Larkin and Churchill (1959). 
Fibrous insulations e.g. Verachoor and Greebler (1952). 
Ceramic materials e.g. Kingery, Klein and MoQuarr1 (1958). 
Powders e.g. 0odbee and Ziegler (1966). 
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radiation contribution (Table 3.2) is determined by a number 

of system variables (Table 3.1). 

(I) phase varlatleB 

The solid thermal conductivity affects the interaction 

of the radiation and conduction mechanisms. The experimental 

results of Baddour and Yoon (1960) show that a greater solid 

thermal conductivity increases the radiation contribution. 

The solid emissivity affects the value of the radiation 

heat transfer coefficients, h. ,  and h, and thus Influences 

mechanisms 5 and 6. For metals the emissivity is low and 

approximately proportional to the absolute temperature, while 

for non-metals the emissivity Is much greater and generally 

decreases with Increasing temperature. 

The gas emlssivlty which controlc -echanIsm 7 depends 

on the gas temperature, pressure and nlo..Ljcular structure. 

(ii) structural variables 

The structural variables of voidage, packing 

method, packing orientation (for regular psokinga), particle 

size and shape affect the radiation view factors and path 

lengths and thus affect mechanisms 5 and 6. For example, the 

results of Yagi and Kunil (1957) and Baddour and Yoon (1960) 

showed increased radiation effects with Increased particle 

size. Radiation increases with a more open structure. For 

example, In a cubic packing of spheres some points on a 

particle can see completely through the bed compared with a 

close-packed tetrahedral packing in which no point on a 



Table 3.2. Radiation Contribution to Radiation-Conduction 

Heat Transfer in Packed Beds. 

Reference 	Material 	Particle 	Temperature 
size D 	 T 

Yagi and 	Iron, cement 	I - 10 mm. 	8400c 	.80 
Kunhi(1957) 	firebricks 
(analysed by 
Schotte) - 
(1960)) 

Mill and 	Alumina 	3 - 8 mm, 	1000C 	 .10 
Wilhelm 	spheres 	 i000°c 	 .55 
(1959) 

Chen and 	Glass spheres, 3 - 5 mm, 	2000P 	 .85 
Churchill 	Irregular 	I - 7 mm, 	2000 F 	 .35 
(1963) 	 Silicon 

Carbide grains 

Larkin and 	Foamed 	 80-200°F 	.05-,20 
Churchill 	Insulation 
(1959) 



particle can see further than the next void space. 

(iii) operational variables 

All models and experimental results (e.g. Table 3.2) 

show a strong dependence on temperature level. This arises 

from the temperature dependence of h.., b_,-TA),  emlasivities 

and the solid thermal conductivity. Below about 2000C the 

radiation contribution to the effective thermal conductivity 

is generally less than 10% and is often neglected. 

Large temperature gradients might be expected to increase 

the interaction of radiation and conduction mechanisms. However, 

the results of Hill and \filhelm (1959) and Baddour and Yoon (1960) 

show no significant effect of temperature gradient (' 500°F/in.). 

The gas pressure Influences mechanism 7. 

3.5. CONVECTION MECHANISMS 

5.5.1. Natural Convection in the Gas (mechanism 8) 

No direct investigations of natural convection In the voids 

of porous media appear to have been made. 	en a gas layer 

between two parallel plates is heated from below, natural 

convection commences at a critical value of the Rayleigh 

number given by (Thompson and sogln (1966)) 

Ra 	1P 2  gap 
Gr.Pr 	( 	J L AT 	1793 + 80 	....(3.39) 

L 'ltg I 

1  

and for 8000 Ra 300,000 (Bosworth (1952)) 
-1 

Nu = 1114/kg 	.208 Ra Z 	 ....(3.Li0) 
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Indirect evidence indicates that natural convection within the 

voids may be neglected in heterogeneous two-phase systems for 

the particle sizes and temperature gradients normally 

encountered. 

Horton and Rogers (1945) studied natural convection 

through porous media and found a critical temperature difference 

given by 

AT = r 
p  L 1°'igc 

.(3.Li.Oa) 

where p is the permeability of the bed and L the length of 

the bed. Bosworth (1952) pointed out that this expression 

is equivalent to stating that the criterion for the onset of 

convection is €Ra. Further studies have been made by 

Morrison (1947); Morrison, Rogers and Horton (1949) and Rogers 

and Morrison (1950). Gopalaratham et al (1961) included an 

empirical naturrl convection tcrrn in the model of Yagi and 

Kunii(1957). 

3.5.2. Forced Convection 113o1id-Gaa Heat Transfer (mechanism 9) 

Mechanism 9 occurs in packed beds whenever there is a 

temperature difference between the surface of a solid particle 

in the bed and a gas flowing through the surrounding voids. 

Thus for an c1tment of solid surface area dA, 

dQ=hdA(T-t) 

ahere h is th solid-gas heat transfer coefficient. 

1. 	:aok (1948); Verachoor and Greebler (1952); Deissler 
and Fian (1952); Hill and 7ilhe1m 1959). 
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The coefficient, h, varies locally around a narticle in 

the bed, approaching zero at the contact points and reaching 

a maximum value at points furthest away from the contact points 
1 

on the upstream side of the particle. For a sphere In a 

cubic ck1n.' the variations In Ii over most of the surface are 

in the range 80 - 150% of the average value (Denton (1951)). 

Since the local variations are very dependent on local 

structural and hydrodynamic factors It is better to describe 

mechanism 9 in terms of an average value of h which is much 

less dependent on such factors. 

Values of h may be deterr'tinei from heat, mass or 

simultaneous heat and mass transfer considerations, since the 

two processes are closely analagous in packed bed systems. 

(I) theoretical models for the solid-gas transfer 

coefficient, h 

Ranz (1952) and Weisman (1955) related packed bed 

coefficients to those for single spheres and staggered tube 

banks respectively by considering equivalent Reynolds numbers 

for the different geometries. 

A boundary layer model was ued by Carberry 1960) by 

considering transient molecular diffusion into a boundary 

layer which alternately developed and collapsed over a distance 

of one particle diameter, 

1. Denton (1951); Aerov et al (1960)j Ozialk Korsmyer and 
Rhoden (1961); Rhodes and Peebles (19655; Nawaz (i966). 
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= _h 
	= 1.15 (Re 	) 	 fl 4 R < 1000) 	(3) 

C pa 	 S 

Pfeffer (1964) combined a free surface model with a 

thin boundary layer solution of the diffusion equation. A 

unit cell in the bed was represented as a solid sphere 

surrounded by a spherical envelope of fluid (giving a cell 

voidage € ) 
which had a frictionless or free outer surface 

with the temperature or concentration of the forward moving 

fluid. The solution Is applicable for low Reynolds numbers 

and high Peclet numbers and has the result 
2 

J 1.26 fl 	
. 	

Re 

where C1  = 2 - C2  + 3C25  + 2026  and E = I - C 23  

A similar approach was taken by Kitaura and Tanaka (1964). 

Kolar (1962) applied the penetration theory. 

(ii) experimental determination and correlation of the 

solid-gas transfer coefficient. h 

Numerous experimental derivations of h have been 

made but the wide range of results Indicates that the data 

obtained must be considered. In relation to the particular 

experimental technique used and the limitations thereof. 

a) sublimation of solid into gas. The mass transfer 

from a sublimable material in the form of a solid or coated 

particle is measured under steady state conditions (e.g. Rowe 

and Claxton (1965)). Napthalene-air is the most common system 

and measurements have been made In the range Re = .2 - 20,000. 
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Most determinations have not corrected for axial mixing of 

the gas (Bradshaw and Bennett(1961)). 

dissolution of solid in liquid. The mass transfer 

of a soluble material in the form of a solid or coated particle 

is measured under steady state conditions (e.g. Williamson, 

Bazaire and GeankopliB (1963)). Benzoic acid-water is the 

most common system. Errors due to natural convection may 

occur at low Reynolds numbers, 

steady state heat transfer. Such methods have 

included internally heated spheres placed in the centre of 

the bed (e.g. Glaser (1962)), induction heating throughout 

the bed (e.g. Baumeister and Bennett(1958)) and axial heat 

transfer through the bed (e.g. Kunhi and Smith (1961)). 

unsteady state heat transfer. This method obtains 

the coefficient h from an analysis of the temperature-time 

graph of the outlet gas temperature for either a step change 

(e.g. Saunders and Prd (1940))  or a cyclic variation 

(e.g. Meek (1962)) in the inlet gas temperature. 

evaporation of a liquid from a porous solid. The bed 

particles consist of porous particles saturated with liquid 

which Is evaporated under constant rate conditions ( e.g. Kramers 

and Thoenes (1958); Gupta and Thodos (1963)).  These workers 

also discuss the errors present In this method. 

r) heterogeneous gas-solid reactions. The transfer 
coefficient may be obtained from the temperature or 

concentration profiles In a reacting (Chukanov (1963)) or 

catalytic (Satterfield. and Resnick (1954))  bed of solids. 
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Experimental data are usually correlated in terms of 

J factors as a function of some form of Reynolds number or 

in terms of Nueselt numbers as a function of Reynolds and 

either Prandtl or Schmidt numbers. 

Yoh (1961) gave a generalised correlation which 

included fluidised bed data. 

J 'Re = NU/Pr 3 = .85 Re 
.65 	 ( 4) 

Jd  Re = Nu/S? .80 Re 
• 60 	. . , (3 • L5) 

Yoshida, Ramaswami and Hougen (1962) gave the generalised 

correlations 	3h.- 0.91 Re" - 051 	(Re"Z50) ....(3.Li.6) 

	

0,85 Re - .51 	(Re" 50) ....(3.47) =  

	

- *41 	(Re" 50) ....(3.L.8) 3h 0,61 Re 

where Re" - G/(S,LL6 ). 

For low Reynolds numbers the most accurate data appear 

to be those obtained using a solid dissolution method by 

Williamson, Bazaire and Geankoplia (1963) for which 

jd  = 2.50 Re .66 	(035(Re55) 	....(3.49) 

Further recent work by Wilson and Geankoplla (1966) confirmed 

and extended this data. In the absence of any available 

solid-gas transfer coefficient measurements at low Reynolds 

numbers equation 3.49 is used for the analysis of the present 

experimental data. 



35.3.Forced Convection due to Bulk Flow and Mixing of the Gas 

(mechanism 10) 

Mechanism 10 makes a considerable contribution to the 

heat transfer when gas flows through the bed. Since the 

bulk flow of the gas is dependent on the 'ynolds number and 

the void mixing of the gas is dependent on the Peclet number 

(2.3), this mechanism is accounted for directly in the 

diffusion and mixing cell models (4.3). 

3.5.4.Effect of System Variables on Convection Mechanisms 

Table 3.1 indicates the system variables which affect 

the convection mechanisms. 

(I) phase variables 

The fluid properties of density, viscosity, specific 

heat, volumetric expansion coefficient and thermal conductivity 

affect one or more of the convection mechanisms. 

(equation 3.39 - 49). 

(ii) structural vaLt1es 

An increase in bed voidage gives a decreased 

transfer coefficient, h. This is often accounted for by 

using a Reynolds number based on the interstitial velocity, 

v0 /g. For regular packings of spheres Galloway, Komarnloky 

and Epstein (1957) found some dependence on the method of 

packing. 

Most investigations have found no effect of particle 

size on mechanism 9, but it does affect mechanism 8 

(equations 3.39 - liD). The effect of surface  roughness of 



the particles does not appear to have been investigated, 

but it may well be a factor accounting for some of the 

wide range of results obtained for transfer coefficients. 

(iii) operational variables 

°ince temperature affects the fluid properties 

it has a small effect on all the convection mechanisms. 

Temperature gradient is a controlling factor for mechanism 8 

and also affects the solid-gas temperature difference for 

mechanism 9. Increased gas flow rate tends to eliminate 

mechanism 8 and substantially Increase heat transfer by the 

forced convection mechanisms 9 and 10. 

Any differences In heat transfer between upward and 

downward fluid flow or heat flow are due to natural convection 

effects. Different results have sometimes been obtained 

for solid-gas and gas-solid heat transfer, but this was 

probably due to conduction and rAdiation effects in the 

experimental system. Slightly k1kervalues have usually 

been obtained for heat transfer 2 J fcc+ocs .:mpared with 

mass transfer Y1ctcws 	e.g. 	= 1.076 (Gupta and 

Thodos (1963)). However this effect may be due to heat losses 

since by taking special precautions McConnachie and Thodos 

(1963), obtained J. = 
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3.6. SIMULTANEOUS CONDUCTION, CONVECTION, AND RADIATION MCHANISMS 

The only previous experimental investigations of axial 

heat transfer with a flowing fluid in packed bed systems 

(Table 3.3) have been for heat flow countercurrent to the 

fluid flow and for low bed temperatures (<300°c)  where 

radiation effects are small and have been neglected. All 

the investigators have expressed their results in terms of 

an overall effective thermal conductivity, k, which does not 

distinguish between the conduction and convection mechanisms 

and assumes equal solid and fluid temperatures. Axial heat 

transfer was found to increase with the solid thermal 

conductivity, fluid flow rate and fluid Prandtl number and 

more efficient void mixing of the fluid represented by the 

constant C in correlations of the form 

= YO + C RePr 

However, Bischoff (1962) showed that the overall axial 

effective thermal conductivity could not be separated into 

a stagnant contribution and a flowing contribution as is 

implied in such correlations. 

Bischoff (1962) estimated axial conductivities from 
1 

data on radial conductivities by comparing second moments 

of temperatu'C distributions assuming equal solid and fluid 

temperatures, to obtain 

1, heat flow perpendicular to fluid flow, 
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 ....(3.51) 

14 'rad 

where Yrad = Y + C2  RePr and C 1  and C2  are radial dispersion 

constants. Huang and Smith (1963)  related the axial and 

radial conductivities through Peolet number values for mass 

transfer by the relationship 

O"rad 	0) 	Pe /Pe 	0040(3-52-)     Per '-Z z 

where 	Peraã = 
v0D 

€ 1 r  

Weiner and Edwards (1963)  made a theoretical study of 

one dimensional heat transfer by conduction, convection and 

radiation in an absorbing bed. The bed was assumed semi-

infinite, gray and non-scattering and to be in thermal 

equilibrium with a constant property transparent fluid flowing 

through it. 
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CHAPTER 4 THEORTICIL ODELS 

4.1 • CONDUCTION MODEL 

4.1 .1 .Nature of the Model 

The model developed here for the conduction mechanisms 

Is a geometric type of model in which the thermal conductivity 

of a random packed bed of spheres Is calculated from an 

idealised arrangement of the gas and solid phases. This type 

of model has been chosen since It is a simple one-di - :sional 

representation and is thus well suited for axial heat transfer 

as In the present experimental system. It may also be extended 

to Include the radiation mechanisms as in 4.2. 

The geometric models developed by previous workers were 

discussed In 3.3.1  where various errors, Inconsistencies and 

poor assumptions were pointed out. In the model developed 

here It Is intended to avoid these faults and to base the 

evaluation of model parameters on fundamental rather than 

semi-empirical considerations. 

4.1 ,2.Unit Cell of the Model 

The packing of the bed consists of a random (or regular) 

arrangement of equal-sized spheres. To apply a conduction 

model the bed is considered to consist of an assembly of unit 

cells (defined in 2.1 .1) built up from parallel rows of unit 

cells placed on top of each other In the direction of axial 

heat flow. The axial positions of unit cells in succeBsive 

rows are randomly displaced with respect to each other 

(Fig. 4.1) so that a cross-sectional slice across the bed has 
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an area gas fraction equal to the bulk mean voidage of the 

bed (2.1.4). 

The unit cell Is a rectangular slab (Fig. 4.1) of unit 

cross-sectional area and thickness equal to the average layer 

spacing, (3D. The cell consists of a fractional volume 

(1 - E) of solid material of thermal conductivity k. and a 

fractional volume € of stagnant gas of thermal conductivity k. 

The unit cross sectional area Is divided into three 

parallel paths of areas A1, A2 and A3 (Fig. 4.1) to 

account for the following conduction mechanisms. Conduction 

across the gas In the bulk of the voids (mechanism 2) is 

represented by the heat transfer through the area 

across a gas layer of thickness 13D. Conduction through the 

solid (mechanism 1) is represented by heat transfer through an 

area EA2 + £A3 across a solid layer of thickness (l3-)D 

in series with 

a gas layer of thickness pD and area E  accounting 

for the series path conduction across the stagnant gas 

surrounding the points of contact (mechanism 3) and 

a solid layer of thickness AD and area EA3  accounting 

for the conduction through the points of contact of particles 

(mechanism L). 

The major difference from previous geometric models (3.3.1) 

is that the contact point path of area EA3  is not Insulated 

adiabatically from the series solid path of area £A2  (compare 

Fig. 3.4 and Fig • 4.1). The bending of the isothermal lines 

in Fig. 3.1 shows that heat transfer does take place across the 
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boundary between these paths. Under vacuum conditions the 

previous models with an adiabatic line only gave heat transfer 

through the solid in the contact point path. But in tact 

heat transfer takes place throughout the solid particles and 

the greater the number of contact points the more uniformly 

is the flux distributed through the particles. The present 

model under vacuum conditions allows for this by giving heat 

flow through the solid area EA2 + EA3 over the length 

( P - 0 	and then out Into the next cell through the contact 
area £A3. 

The side boundaries of the unit cell are considered 

adiabatic. This implies that any sideways heat outflow from 

one part of the cell Is compensated by sideways heat inflow 

into another part, which Is a reasonable assumption for nett 

axial heat flow. The end boundaries of the unit cell, the 

solid-gas Interface in the series path and the line extending 

the Interface Into the contact area path are all considered 

Isothermal (Fig. 4.1). 

1,1 .3.Etfective Thermal Conductivity of the Model 

ConsIder the assembly of unit cells shown in Fig. 4.1, 

Let 	be the heat transfer resistance of a unit cell, 

R1 , R2 ..,.* m the resistances of m parallel cell paths, and 

the resistance of a complete bed assembly m calla long. 

Since a unit cell has unit cross sectional area 

= jS DpAea (cel:L) 

and 	 = 'J'D/k50(bed) 	 ....(Li..2) 
IF 
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Since in each parallel path there are in cells in series 

....(14.3) 
and since there are m parallel paths 

M I 	I 	in 	I 	 (l) 1= 	= o 	 ....  

therefore 	= 	 •.. o (4-5) 
From equations Li.I, 4.2, and 4.5 It follows that 

kec 	ec (bed) = k (cell) 
	 ..,.(Li.6) 

Thus the thermal conductivity of the bed may be evaluated 

from the thermal conductivity of a unit cell. 

Applying the Fourier equation to the gas parallel 

path gives 

= kg €A1 	T/ PD P  

Applying the Fourier equation to the solid-gas series and 

contact area paths gives the temperature drops A T and A. 

across the lengths ([3 - Ø)D and 0 D as 

, T. 
= ( II + £A3) ( t3 - O)D 

 
k8  £A2 + EA3) 

___+ €A3)O D 
and 	_ = 	 ... 9 (4.9) 

kg2 +ks  EA3 

since the gas and solid paths of area EA2  and A3 are In 

parallel over the length 0 Di,. 
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Since the axial temperature drop across the unit cell, 

AT, is given by A T = AT + AT 	 ....(14.lO) 

equations 14.8, 14.9, LL.Tgive 

I 	 fT 
(EA2 + EA3) 

= if  - 0 	 0 	DP 
A) 

k f A2 + £A3) + kg €A2 + k5 €A3 

....(Li.il ) 

Since the continuous gas and gas-solid-contact area paths 

are in parallel 

kec AT 

= 	
Q. C-Al 	+ 	( A2 + EA3) 	

660.(14.12) 

From equations 14.7, 14.11 and 14.12 it follows that 

= Al k + g 	$3 -40 	 40 	
...(14.13) 

k5( €A2 + EA3) + k € + k gA2 	a 
C
A3 

I 
therefore Yc =Al + 1 -° 

x(l - Al + CA2 + X G A3 

where YC = kec/kg X = k8/kg  and c( = Ø1(3 

Under vacuum conditions the contributions from the gas 

phase resistances disappear giving 

* 	 x 
Y

C  = 	
0 00(14.15) 

Al 	E A3 
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4.1 .L.Evaluation of Model Parameters 

(1) assumptions 

It is assumed that the volume of the gas layer in 

the series conduction path is equal to the volume of pendular 

gas rings surrounding each contact point between particles 

in the unit cell (Pig. 4.2). It is further assumed that these 

pendular rings cover the maximum possible surfac :•ra of each 

particle. This condition is obtained when the contact points 

on each particle are equispaced from each other and the 

pendular rings of adjacent contact points touch each other on 

the particle surface. 

pendular ring angle, 0  P 
The pendular ring angle, G is half the anglePR  

subtended at the centre of a rirticle by the circumference 

of a pendular ring which touches the particle surface (Fig.4.2). 

For the assumption of equiBpaced contact points given above 

it follows from equations A.46 and A.47 that 

PR 	
- 1 	cos : -ir n/3(n - 2)1 	) ....(Li.16) 

I - cosL n/3(n - 2)1 

coordination number n 

It was shown in 2,1 .Li. that a suitable relationship 

between the coordination number, n and the voidage C is the 

equation of Haughey and Beveridge (1966), 

n = 22.47 - 39.39t 	 ....(407) 
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fractional series gas layer thickness. 

Since the unit cell volume is 13 D, the fractional 

volume of solid is I - , the volume of one sphere l81rD 3/6 

and each of the n contact points on a sphere is associated with 

two spheres, the total number or contact points and hence the 

total number of pendular rid,. -  in a unit cell is given Lj 

3(1 . -E )Bn 
NpRNfl 	 ....(4.18) 

Fisher (19 26 ) and Rose (1958) showed that the volume of a 

pendular ring is given by 

(Sec ePR - 	1• - - PR tan OpR 	.00(4.19) 

From the assumptions given above, the gas volume in the series 

path Is 	NPR VPR = 0 DE, A2 	
. ... (Li.. 20) 

therefore 	 = PR VPR 

DEf1 

From equatlons 4.18, 4.19 and L..21 

0 - I n (sec ePR j )2[ I - ( - 0 )tanOpRI 
4 	

A2 

It Is convenient to define a paxaTneter * by 

= 	 (1 -) n  (secepR_ 1)2[i 	_PR)tanPR] 

....(Li.23) 

rrea fractions  E  Al 	A2 

Since the cell i i .-nit cross—sectioial area we 

have 	 AI + 	+ CA3 	
1• 	....(4 9 24) 

and since the total gas volume in the cell is S P Dp  we have 

E Ai  fl Dp  + EA2 0 Dp = 	p D 	.. . . (Li.. 25) 
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Thus since O - Ø/13 it follows that 

Al + d i A2 - E 

From equations 14.24 and 4.26 

- 	 ( t 

€Ai _ 
1., o' 

EA2 
1—o 

SubstItuting o( - & 	into equations 4.25 and 4.27 

gives 	E A2 	I 	
+ cc 	(4.29) 

and 	 EM 	I 	° 

(vi) area traction.. 2 A3 

Since the contact point area fraction , 	
is a 

function of particle surface characteristics, solid elasticity 

and particle loading,it cannot be evaluated solely from the 

bed geometry, but must be obtained from an experimental 

effective thermal conductivity measurement under the required 

particle surface and loading conditions. The experimental 

- t used may be made either under vacuum or at 

atmospheric pressure at a temperature such that radiation 

effects are insignificant. 

For a vacuum effective thermal conductivity measurement 

substituting equations 14.29 and 4.30 Into 14.15 and solving gives 

E 	
- [c2 12 = IC3 ] 

	
066.(4.31) A3 	

L 	2C1 



*  
where 	C1  =(i — + o i— 

x 	 78 
 -•1 

I 	* 
Yc 

C2(1-€)-(1- E+o(*) 
X 

* 
YC 

3= 	
*(j - E + 

For an atmospheric effective thermal conductivity 

measurement, substituting equations 4.29 and 4.30 into 4.14 

and solving gives 

C + 

A3 
TC

22 - 4c1C3 

2C 
.. . . (4.32) 

I 
where 	C1  =(X_1)\ 

Lx(1 	E + o) 	(Y - 	+ 

C = (1 - 	
i 	 _______ 

x(1 - E + o() 	(y - E 
+ o(* )  + 

2 
  

1(y(x 

 

= 	( + 04 
*[ (1 - + o( - 

( 

I - 

- L +o( X -E 

i) 

 

contact point area angle. e , 
If the contact area EA3 Is assumed to be composed 

of a circular area of contact at each contact point within 

the unit cell, then a contact area angle 0 may be evaluated. 



This angle is defined as half the angle subtended at a sphere 

centre by the circumference of the contact area at each contact 

point (Fig. 14.2). Thus it follows that 

Dp 
N w(— Sin 

9)2 	EA3 
2 

and from equation 14.18 

14 €A3 
op  M Sin 	

3(1 E )n 
.. .. 

(14.314) 

4.1 .5.Solutiofl of the Model 

The effective condution thermal conductivity ratio, 

yC  is given by equations 4.14, 14.16, 14.17, 14.23 and either 

14.31 or 4.32:. These equations show that the conduction effec- 
a 

tive thermal conductivity ratio Is function solely of the 

bulk mean voidage . and the contact area EA3• The contact 

area, €A3 must be determined by an experimental measurement 

and may be related to a contact area angle O(equatIon 14.34). 

If the model Is applied at conditions between atmospheric 

and vacuum then the effect of pressure on the thermal 

conductivity of the gas in the series path should be evaluated 

from kinetic theory of gases (e.g. Kennard. (1938)(see 3.3.3). 

4.1 .6.Effect of Model Parameters 

Using the above equations, Fig. 14.3 and 4.4 show the 

effect of the solid and gas thermal conductivities and the 

1k mean voldage on the conduction effective thermal conduc-

ti• Lty and the conduction vacuum conductivity respectively. 

The thermal conductivities Increase with the ratio of solid. 
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to gas thermal conductivity, linearly in the case of the 

vacuum conductivity, he effective thermal conductivities 

decrease linearly over the voidage range .26 - ,45 corres-

ponding to packed beds of spheres. 

The effect of the contact point area A3 is shown in 

Fig. 4.5. Both the effective thermal conductivity and 

vacuum conductivity Increase with EA3  but the effect is 

very much greater on the vacuum conductivity. 

4.2. CONDUCTION—RADIATION MODEL 

4.2.1.Incluaion of Radiation Mechanisms 

The radiation mechs,-ni-s-ric 5 and 6 may be incorporated 

by an extension of the conduction model, Radiation bLt.cfl 

adjacent particle surfaces (mechanism 5) is accounted for 

by the application of a radiation heat transfer coefficient, 

hrs. over the area A2  of the solid—gas Interface in the 

ser 	path.'Radiation between particle surfaces seen through 

more than one void (mechanism 6) is accounted for by the appli-

cation of the radiation heat transfer coefficient, hrgP over 

the area EAI of the gas parallel path. To produce this 

rdition mechanism physically, successive unit cells placed 

on top of each other In the bed assembly (Fig. 4.1) may be 

regarded as being rotated throughISO O  with respect to each 

Both radiation paths are in parallel with the 

respective gas conduction paths. 

Ic 
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4,2.2,Erfective Thermal Conductivity of the Model 

With the inclusion of radiation ) equation 4.7 becomes 

€ 	- ( 	+ h) E 	t T 
	

....(4.35) 

and equation 4.9 becomes 

Equations 4.8, 4.10 and 4.36 give 

 
+ &3) 	

- 0) D 	 øD 
+ 	

) + k8 
A3 k3( EA2 + 	 £A2(kg + øDh

.(Ls..37) ... 

:rOm e!udtiOrlS ),7, L.37 nd 14,12 it 1oi1os nt 

= E , Cl  kg  (1 + 3 hrgDp) + 

....(Li.38) 
'3 

(3_Ø 	+ 

k5( A2 + £A3) 
	

+ 0D) + k8 EA3 

therefore 

Yo 	£A1(kg  + Hrg ) 	
10 

	 I 

x(1 - L i ) + €(i + of firs) + XA3 

....(14.39) 



where 	H = p hi
gDp 	 j3hrsDp 

rg 	k 	afldHr  = e 	k g 	 g 
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Since in practice the value of the fractional series 

gas layer thic °( is small and of the order O.t it is 

good approximation to assume h = h = h and hence rg 	re 	r 
H =H =H rg 	re 	r Thus equation 4.39 becomes 

Yo= 	+ H:) 4
Al 	 I - 
	 1! 

x(i - 	+ EA20 	 + 	
A3 

. . . . (Li. • 1..0) 

4.2,3,Evaluation of Model Parameters 

The area 'rctione E 1 , E A2 v  EA3 are evaluated 

from the model for conduction alone (4,1 ,4). 

Due to unknown view factors, emissivity factors, tem-

perature factors, and radiation scattering factors it does 

not appear possible to evaluate the radiation parameter Hr 

solely from the geometry of the model and it must be obtained 

by fit t1L the model to experimental thermal conductivity 

measurements made at temperatures such that radiation is 

significant. 	ving equation 4,40 for H1, gives 

JC2
2 
 2 	4C 1  C2  

H = - 	 •...(L.Li.f) r 	 2C 
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where 	Cl  = 
x(l - EAI) 

x(i : 	
[ (Y EAl) 	EAI( € 	+ xE 3 ) _o(EAl+E)] 

Al)  

1(t - o( )(Y 
 C 	 + x E 3) ± 	(

Y - = 1 AO 3 	x(l_EAl) 

4.2.4-Effect-of model parameters 

The effects of phase conductivities, voidage and contact 

area on the effective thermal conductivity are similar to 

the effects on the conduction model. Fig. 4.6 shows how the 

effective thermal conductivity increases with the radiation 

parameter Hr and that the effect is much greater at higher 

values of Hr corresponding to higher temperatures. 

4.3. CONDUCTION-CONVECTION MODELS 

A. Diffusion Model 

4.3.f,aeneral Description of the Model 

The diffusion model applies differential equations to a 

homogeneous medium. For a packed bed this may be done In 

two ways. The first method allows for different gas and 

solid temperatures and treats the gas and solid phases as 

separate, continucus, homogeneous media. The second method 

assumes equal solid and gas temperatures throughout the bed and 

treats the solid-gas system as one continuous homogeneous 

media. Thus the validity of the diffusion model for an actual 

packed bed depends on the degree of heterogeneity of the bed 

being much smaller than the length of the bed (i.e. D <( L). 
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14,3.2.General Equations of the Model 

For heat transfer including chemical reaction the 

general equations for the diffusion model of a packed bed 

have been discussed by Singer and Wilhelm (1950), Baddour 

and Yoon (1960) and Beveridge (1960, 1962 1, 1963). 

For heat transfer in a packed bed with no chemical 

reaction, a similar consideration of a differential element 

of bed volume leads to the following basic differential heat 

balance equations. For the gaseous phase 

- dlv[_ oPE grad (t) - dlv (Gct) + hvS (T - t) 

= €.cP ( at/ 4 r  

where successive terms represent axial dispersion, bulk flow, 

Interphase transfer and heat accumulation. The diffusivity, 

E, is the sum of an effective gas molecular thermal diffusivity 

and the turbulent eddy diffusivity. Thus for a tortuosity X 
(2.1 .14), 

E = 	
kg 	

+ Et 	....(14.143) 
cP p 

For the solid phase 

- dlvL 	es k 	(1 - E ) grad (T) - hvs (T t) 

....(Li.144) 

= (1 - E ) P S C. ( T/T  ) 

where successive terms represent conduction through the solid 

phase and contact points, interphase transfer and heat 

accumulation, 
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i1th the assumption of equal gas and solid temperatures 

equations 4.42 and 4.44 become 

- dlv - 	f E grEad(T)] - dlv (GcT) - dlv [-. k05 (1 - )grad(T)} 

= P8  c9  ( T/ 	) 

4.3.3.One Dimensional steady State Model Equations 

For gas flow in the direction of positive z and steady 

state heat flow cocurrent or countercurrent to the gas flow 

direction, equations 4.42, 4.44 and 4.45 become respectively 

P 

	

d 2  t 	dt 
0 	

Z 	
- 	 + hS(Tt) = 0  

dz 2 	dz 

k55  (1 - E ) 

cpPE —  j  -Gop 
dz  

i!Z 	h(!r_t) =0 
dz2  - 

dT  es (1-E.) 	=0 - 

dz 	 dz2 

These equations may be written in dimensionless form by using 

the transformations 

t 	 T  * 	m 	 m 
t = 	 , T = 

T-T 	 T 	T 
0 m 	 0  

Z x z/L whore T0 , Tmp are the solid temperatures at the bed 

inlet and outlet respectively. Thus equations 4.46, 14.47 

and 4.48 become respectively 
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* 	* 

I 	d 
2 
 t 	dt - 	+ HL (

T* - t*) = 0 	....(4.Li.9) 

	

;;; dZ2 	dZ 

d2Ir*  

KL dZ2 - L (? - t*) = 0 

* 
I 	d2T

* 
	dT 

	

(KL + 
	

(4 • 51 - - = 0 	 ... . 	) 
 dZ2 	dZ 

where 

kes 	kes(l - E ) 	(kes/kg)(1 - E ) 	Y(1 - E ) D 

KL Go PL 	GcL 	- (L/D)(RePr) = RePr 

•...(Li..51a) 

and 
hSL 	NuL 	JhSL 

HL = GCp  = RePr 	2/3 	
....(!4.51b) 

4.3.4.Boundary_Conditions for the Gas Phase 

(1) gas phase ecuations at boundaries 

Fig. 4.7 shows a packed bed with unpacked inlet and 

outlet diffusion sections at opposite ends of the bed 

(Wehner and Wilhelm (1956)). For the packed section (2) 

equation 4.49 applies directly. For the end sections (1) 

and (2), the last term of equation 4.49 disappears. The three 

sections may in general have different Peclet number values. 

Thus the gas phase equations for the three sections are as 

follows 



gas flow 

o o 	 + 00 

-, —z 

F 1G. 14.7 PACKED BFI) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE DIFFUSION MODEL 

(Wehner and Wilhelm (1956)) 



section (1): 	I 	
d2t1 * 	dtl* = 0 

(z 4 0) 	PeLI 	dZ2 	dz 

* 
section ç2): 	

dt2 	dt2  + 

(ozI) 	 d 	dZ 	
}iL(T2_ t2*) = 0 

..(Ls..53) 

> 

section (3): 	
d t 3 	dt3

dZ 2 	- 
(z I) 	

Pe L3 

(ii) general boundary conditions 

The following general boundary conditions apply 

to the above equations 

t1  

	

* 
(_o0) 	

* 
= t (by definition) 

For a continuous gas temperature profile at Z. = 0 9  

* f• ••• \ 	- 	* 	
I, 

"I 	/ - 

(a) For a constant gas specific heat, c, A he.4 L.'e -F ZO p*es 

* - 	t 	
dt1 *(0_) 	* + 
	I 	

dt2*(o+) 

t1  (0 ) 
- PeLI 	dZ 	

= t2  (0 ) - 

	

Pe 	dZ12 

(d) For a continuous gas temperature profile at z = 1.. 

t2 
(1) = t3*(It) 	 9640(4.58) 

(a) For a constant gas specific heat, c a heat balsnce at 

Z = 1 rives 



* - 	I 	
dt2*(i) 	

I 	dt3 	
88 

(1k) 	•••(•59) 
Pe L2dZ 	

t3*(I+) 
Pe 

L3 

(f) Since t3*(+ob)  cannot be infinite it is a necessary 

condition that 

t(+eo) = finite 	006.(4.60) 

(iii) simplified boundary conditions 

A simplification In the boundary conditions given 

above is possible. This allows solutions to the bed section 

(2) to be obtained independently of the inlet and outlet 

sections. 

The gr 	1 3J.utns 01 eu:tlons 	arid • L are 

respectively 

Pe Z 
tl* = C  + C 2  0 

L 

Pe Z 
and 	t3 	c 3  + 	e L 	 ....(4962) 

From equations 

	

	nd 4.60 rectivciy it i)110' t:rFt 

C 1  = t0  

C1 O 	 ....(Li.6L.) 

Substituting equation 4.63 Into equation 4.61 gives 

= t 	
+ 2 	 0000(4.65) 

and 	 dt1*(0) 

= PCLC2 	 ....(Li.66) 
dZ 
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Substituting equations 4.65 and 4,66 into equation 4.57 gives 

i 	dt 
= t2(o) - (p 	) 	( ok) 	....(4.67) 

L2 dZ 

From equations 4.64 and 4,62 it follows that 

dt3*(1 +) 

= 0 	 ....(4,68) 
dZ 

Substituting equations 4.68 and 4.58 into equation 459  gives 

dt2*(t) 

= 0 
dZ 

Equations 4.67 and 4.69 represent the simplified boundary 

conditions at Z =-0  and Z = L respectively. These are often 

called the Danckwerts boundary conditions and have frequently 

been applied to tubular flow reactors! They apply under all 

steady state conditions for any order o ieactlon (fischoff 

(1961)) but unde sady state conditions are only true if 

there is no diL 	ion in the end sections (i.e. PeLI = Pe L2 

= oO) (Van Cauwenberghe (1966). 

If there is plug flow in section (1) so that Pe L1 = 00 

it follows that 
t1 ' (o) = t0  

and there is then a dIsc.:ntiiuity in gas temperature at 

Z = 0. 

I • e.g. Danokwerts(1 953); Kramers and Alberda(1 953); vebner 
and Wilhelm(1956)1 Fan and Bailie(1960); Levens?iel and. 
Blschoff(1959); Pearson(1959); Fan and Ahn(1962). 



(iv) approximate boundary conditions 

To obtain simpler solutions to equation 4.53 

approximate boundary conditions have sometimes been applied. 

Hulbert (1944) neglected the diffusion in the entrance section 

(1) and used a boundary condition equivalent to 

+ t2 * (0 ) = t0  , 	 at Z = 0 	....(4.70a) 

in conjunction with equation 4.69. Levenspiel and Smith (1957) 

and Otake and Kunugita (1958) U6td the approximate boundary 

condition given by equation 4.70qin conjunction with the 

approximation that a reactor or packed bed of finite length 

is equivalent to one of infinite length so that 

* 
t2  =0, atZ=oO •1•S (4.71 

Fan and A.bn (1962) made a quantitative comparison of the 

solutions using the approximate boundary conditions of equations 

14.70and 4.71 and the exact boundary conditions of equations 

4.67 and 4.69 for first and greater order reactions in a 

tubular flow reactor. They obtained the domains for which the 

approximate boundary conditions gave conversions inconsistent 

with the limit of a stirred tank reactor (Pe 2  = a) and showed 

that the approximate boundary condition set of equations 

4.7()aand 4.71 gave both simpler and more accurate solutions than 

the approximate 	boundary condition set of equations 

4.70aand 4.69. 



4,3,5.Boundary Conditions for the Solid Phase 

From the dimensionless solid temperature definition 

of 	 T - T * 	m 

T-T 
0 	In 

it is evident that the 

following solid phase boundary conditions must always apply; 

at Z = 0 (gas inlet), 	 = I 
and 

at Z 	I (gas outlet), 	T = 0 	 ....(4 9 73) 

If semi-infinite boundary conditions are employed by the use 

of equation 4.71,  the letter condition becomes 

at Z = 00 	 T 	t'  0 

Yagi, Kurili and Iakao (1960) and Ikeda, Nishimura, and 

Kubota (1964) used the condition that the heat supplied to 

the solid particles at one end of the bed is equal to the 

enthalpy change of the gas through the bed so that 

at Z = 0 (cocurrent gas and heat flow) 

or Z I (countercurrent gas and heat flow) 

it follows that 

k es 
d.T* 

- -+ oG(t t  
L dZ 	P 	m - o 	

0 	0000(4-75) 

or 
dZ 	

+ (ta*  - t0 ) 	 0 	...(4.76) 

dT* 
or 	 = C 

dZ 	
l 	

....(.77) 

) 
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4.3..Boundary Conditions for Equal Gas and Solid Temperatures 

Equations 14.72, 14.73 and 14.74 are the applicable 

boundary conditions for the case of equal gas and solid 

temperatures. 

43.7.RelatiVe Directions of Gas and Heat Flow 

The above diffusion 	't er,uatlone and boundary conditions 

are applicable to conditions of both cocurrent and countercurrent 

gas and heat flows, provided the convention of Z = 0 at the 

gas inlet is observed. 

For countercurrent gas and heat flow, it is usually more 

convenient to define Z = 0 at the gas outlet. In this case 

the diffusion model solutions are the mirror images of the 

cocurrerit case solutions given here (e.g. see Fig. 14.8). 

14.3.8.Model Solution for Unequal Gas and Solid Temperatures using 

the Exact Boundary Conditions 

The general solutions to equations 4.49 and 14,50 for 

unequal gas and solid temperatures are respectively 

* 	I1 z 	1 2z 
	
A 
3 
 Z 

T 	C 1 e 	+ 	+ 0 3e 	+ 0 14 	 • ...(14.78) 

AZ 	 AaZ 
t * c 1  ( A 	K/H) e 	+ 2 (A - KL/HL) S 

I\ 3Z 
+C (A 	- XL/HL) e 	+ 0 14 	 ....(14.79) 

where t, A, and h are the roots of 

2 HL  

	

PeLts - 	( 1 + XLPeL)A + PeLH 	= 0 	....(Li.80) 
XL 

K 
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FIG. 4 .8 DIFFUSION MODEL SOLUTION FOR EQUAL GAS AND SOLID 

TEMPERATURES 

(for both cocurrent and countercurrent gas and heat flows) 
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Application of the boundary conditions given y ojuatiofla 

4.67, 14.69, 14.72 and 14.73 gives the values of the constants 

C1  C 2  C3  and C as 

A2 (?a 

A2 
e 

I 

A1 
t 1 (t 2- KL/HL)e 

'1 e 

\ 

I  

A(A 	KL/HL)e 3  

" 3 e 

1 3  

I 

o C 1  

1 	02 

I 	C14  

0 

0 

- to/KL 
	 . . ..(14.1 ) 

0 

14.3.9.Other Model Solutions 

Table 4.1 gives the diffusion model solutions for both 

non-equal and equal gas and solid temperatures for various 

system conditions. These include plug flow (Pe = 

finite Peclet number, Infinite bed length and finite bed. 

length. 	- 

Steart (1965) proposed the application of a diffusion 

model which does not allow propagation of heat or mass in 

the upstream direction. This was called the wave model 
because of similarities t the wave 	uations 
of optics and acoustics. The advantage of the model is that 

the equations may be solved by moving sequentially along the 

length of the bed as is possible in the mixing cell model. 



TLE 1.4.1 	IF1 LiD; MOFL 	uIIO 	i'Di 	L•L 	 'FR I F CKkD FEDS 

J Diffusion model  Boundary  Conditions 
System Conditions I 	equation Solution Used by o z W I z = 

Ebed
nite S 	d2T T. 0 (i - z/x) Yagi,Kunii, 
1enth Wakas 

Plug  flow  1  (1960) 

-o Finite T 	0 * 0Z'X 	51/K Kiiflhi and 
bed dZ  

_______ 

T Smith(1960) 
___________ Equal gas length •i/x Adivarahan, 

and solid Z Xunii,Smith 
temperatures  (1962) 
(t 	T) 

Z a 1)d2T T 41 :00 
1-? a 	1..-Z/(K+PeL) This work 

(x+ 
Finite ________ Pet dZ2  -* Peclet dT* Z = 
number - 	a 0 PeL/(KPeL+f) dZ e 	 -e 

Pe 	/ XPOL + 0 This work 

M  H(T**) (d) a * 	* 
T =t =0 

* 	AZ T we 	where 	\ is the Plug 
flow T50 

negetive root of This work 
(PO-00) Z xLL. .H(T*_t*) no 

dZ2 
A 2 + HA- H/K a 0 
Appendix 6  This wo rk 

Unequal 
gas and T 

* 	
I - 

CIt =0 

solid 
temperatures dT a 

Zu oO I 	(d2t') 	dt t=T°a0 Yagi,Kunli 
t and T P O L 	dZ2 	dZ d.Z dt' Appendix 6 Wakao(1 960) 

Finite 
H(T 	- t5 ) = 0 

- a 0 
dZ 

Ikeda,Nishi- 
m 	, uraKubota 

Pe ci et _________ (1964) 
number 

P.  2T (T'tS.o 
t0at(0) z 

Equations 4.78 - 4.81 This work 
- dL 
Nd~  + dZ- 
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4.3.10.Effect of Model Parameters 

Fig. 4.8 shows that decreasing values of the effective 

thermal conductivity parameter, (KL + 1 /PeL), (or K   in the 

case of PeL W 00) increase the departure of the dimensionless 

temperature profile from linearity. These curves are based 

on the assumption of equri 	.1' 	J gas temperatua (Table 14.1). 

For the non-equal solid and gas temperature solution 

(equations 14.78 - 81) 9  Fig. 14.9 shows the effect of Peclet 

number. For Peclet numbers in the range .5 2 there Is little 

change in the dimensionless temperature profile and the effect 

of Peclet number decreases further for longer beds. The 

effects of the convection and conduction parameters HL  and KL  

are similar to the effects of the mixing cell model parameters 

H and K (Figs. 14.16 and 14.15). 

Be Mixing Cell Model 

,3.11.General Description of the Model 

The mixing cell model of a packed bed considers gas flow 

through the bed to be equivalent to gas flow through an array 

of perfectly mixed tanks or cells. For a one-dimensional 

model the cells are arranged in series as a cascade. The 

number of cells equivalent to the bed length is chosen to 

give the correct amount of axial diapersion.For a two-

dimensional model the inlet and outlet gas streams for each 

cell branch to two cells at different radial positions. This 

arrangement accounts for radial dispersion. 
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Thus heat (and mass) transfer processes in the bed are 

considered in a sequence of finite stages. This characteristic 

gives the mixing cell model the following advantages compared 

with the diffusion model. 

(1) It is suitable for straightforward stepwise computer 

computation. 

Continuous stagewise adjustment of the model 

parameters along the length of the bed is possible, 

It is more suitable for the inclusion of the 

discrete process of radiation heat transfer than the diffusion 

model. 

Heat transfer resistance at particle contact 

points may be placed at a point In the cell Instead of merely 

being included in an effective solid path thermal conductivity 

throughout the cell. 

Li.. 3.1 2.Number of Mixing Celia along the Bed Length, m 

The number of mixing cells, m, along the bed length L 

directly determines the mixing cell stage length, 1, if this 

is assumed constant for each cell, since 1 = L/m. 

(I) ideal bed 

For an idealised bed each void in the bed corresponds 

to a mixing cell in the model. In this case the stage 

length 1 is the equivalent void length on layer spacing 

and the number of cells in the bed length is given by 

mL/pD 	 ....(Li..82) 

It may be shown (Aria and Amundson (1957)) that this 



9 an 	 6  
corresponds to axial Peclet number given by 

Pe = 2/ 

so that for a stage length of one particle diameter Ps 2 

and the closer the packing the greater the Peclet number and 

the lower the il 1spersion For regular paokings or 
equal-sized 	 I 

	
Table 2.1 and ir random 

packinga by equation 2.5. 

(ii) actual bed 

The value of m for an actual bed may be found In 

two ways 

(a)directly from the residence time distribution 

For m perfectly mixed cells In series the variance 

of the output tracer curve (the C curve) obtained from the 

response to a pulse tracer Input Is related to m by the 

equation (Levensplel (1962)) 

m = 	 0060(4.84) 

(b) iom axial dispersion data interpreted on the 

i:s1s of the diffusion model 

The axial dispersion data discussed in 2.3 from which 

a Peclet number based on the diffusion model has been derived 

may also be used to calculate m This may be done by equating 

a variety of parameters for both the mixing cell and diffusion 

models (Levenspie]. (1962c)) and the various equations for m 

are given In Table 4.2. For relatively long beds with 

POL >1 0 and rn ) 5 all the formula tend to the simplest 



TABLE 14.2 METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER OF MIXING CELLS. a. FROM THE AXIAL PECLET NUMBER. 

Parameters equated Validity of equation 
for limiting conditions 

Plug flow Complete Reference NlxlLrig cell model 	Diffusion model Equation for a 
limit mixing 

limit 

m1 

Aria and variance or C curve approximate variance a = PeL /2 valid not valid 
Amundsen(1957) of C curve for all 

bed end. conditions 
McHenry and approximate inlet/ approximate inlet/ a = 	L /2 valid not valid 
Wilhelm(1957) outlet amplitude outlet amplitude 

ratio for sinusoldal ratio for sinusoidal 
tracer input tracer input 

Carberry(1 958) mean residence time Einstein equation M = PT /2 valid not valid 
for one mixing cell diffusion time constant 

for bed length 1 

Kramer's and variance of C curve corrected approximate in 	Pe, /2 + I valid valid 
Alberda(f 953) variance of C curve for 

all bed end conditions 
Van dci' Laan 

(1958) 
variance of C curve variance of C curve for 

2 	2 	-Pe 	- valid valid 
closed bed and - 

a 	I/r 	 2( 	
L) 

conditions I POI. 	P.11  

?raaboue(1 960) maxima of C curve maxima of C curve in(iri - I) (14m - 	7) valid valid 

Traabouze( 1960) ordinate of C curve ordinate of C curve 
at mean residence at mean residence time (p. 	2 	- 	)2 

eL PeL 
valid not valid 

time 
(1+—')2 

I2xn 
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equation which Is 

Lv 	PeL 	Pe. (E) 
2E 	2 	2D 

L - 2D 
Hence 	1=-. - - 

m 	Fe 
....(4.86) 

For a random packed bed at a given Reynolds number the 

Peclet number given by Figs. 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, may be used in 

equation 4.85 to give the value of m. 

Thus l 1 and m are measures of the mixing efficiency 

of an actual bed which may be defined from equations 4.82 and 

4.85 as (Carberry (1958)) 

bed mixing efficiency = m (actual) 
	13Pe ....(4.87) 

m (ideal) 	2 

4.3,13.PrevioUB Mixing Cell Models 

Epstein (1958) gives the solution of a mixing cell model 

for the ele case of constant solid temperature throughout 

the bed (r Ii r,stant rate drying for example). In this 

case there tn no axial conduction in the solid and assuming 

no gaseous conduction the solution is 

to  -T 
(1 + HL )m 

t  

I • The stage length 1 is sometimes called the height of a 
mixing unit, H.M.U. 
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Deans and Lapidus (1960) used a two-dimensional mixing 

cell model for numerical steady and unsteady state solutions 

under conditions of non-isothermal and non-Ideal flow in a 

packed bed with and without chemical reactions. Crider and 

Foss (1965) used a similar form of one and two-dimensional 

models. In contrast to Deans and Lapidus solid and fluid 

temperatures were not assumed equal at each stage. Neither 

the Deans and 	 nor the Crider and Foss' models accounted 

for axial conduction, 

4.3.14.A One-Dimensional Mixing Cell Model for Conduction and 

Convection in a Piked Bed with Non-equal Gas and Solid 

Temperatures 

(1) description and assumptions of the model 

The model is shown in dlagramatic form In Fig.4.1 1. 

The packed bed Is considered to consist of non-reactive particles 

and have a bulk mean voidage, E , a length L and unit cross-

sectional area. Gas flows through the voids of the bed under 

conditions of steady state heat transfer. The gas and solid 

temperatures at the gas Inlet to the bed are to  and T0  respectively, 

and at the gas outlet from the bed tm  and T   respectively, It Is 

assumed that the nett heat flow Is one-dimensional so tht there 

is no heat transfer across the bed container walls In a direction 

perpendicular to the axial flow direction. This implies that 

either the container walls are perfectly insulated or that the 

bed Is large and effectively Infinite In diameter, but the 

container walls may be of any geometrical shape. 
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The flow of gas through the voids is considered as flow 

through a series of m perfectly mixed stages each of cross 

sectional area £ and length 1. This arrangement accounts for 

the heat transfer by bulk flow and axial mixing or dispersion 

of the gas (mechaniin 10). The gas flow velocity through 

each stage is the interstitial velocity V0. 

In contact with the perfectly mixed gas In each cell, 

there is a solid section which represents the solid particles 

as a finite rod which has any arbitrary shape, a cross-sections]. 

area I - S and a surface area equal to the particle surface 

area per cell, Si. The rod Is assumed to have an infinite 

thermal conductivity in a direction perpendicular to the bed 

axis and thus has a constant temperature in this direction. 

Axial conduction In the rod Is accounted for by an effective 

solid thermal conductivity k5 In the axial direction. The 

direction of heat flow L. 	solid rod may be either cocurrent 

or countercurrent to the direction of the gas flow. The 

effective lid thermal conductivity kes represents the heat 

transfer ri1 	 of the solid material (mechanism 1). The 

heat transfer resistance at the contact points of the particles 

(mechanisms 3 and 14) is represented by a heat transfer coeffic-

ient h (dimensionless parameter N;) applied at the mid point 

of the solid path of each mixing cell. Solid-gas convection 

at the rod surface (mechanism-9) Is accounted for by applying 

a convection coefficient h at this surface. 

The stage length 1 may either be kept constant or varied 
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from stage to stage. The model heat transfer parameters 

(!!, K, N) representing the above mechanisms may be similarly 

varied between stages but are assumed to be constant within 

each stage. 

(ii) unit cell  cjuctionn 

Fig. 4.12 gives the boundary conditions for the 

r + I th mixing cell. The temperature at any distance Z 

along a finite rod of length 1 in which ieat transfer takes 

place both by axial conduction and by tr. 	. the rod 

surface to a gas of temperature t +ji is given r the following 

equation (Carsiaw and Jaegar (1948)) 

- t 	= 'e 	

WH 
(.) 

T z 	i r + 	
+ C2e 

A heat balance on the solid at z. = b gives ( c \ e 

 
-k as (1 _)(il) 	h(i -)(T 	- T ) 	k (I b- 	b+ 	08 

lence 	 ].(_~.2) - 	 9..,(4991 ) 
b 

and Tb... Tb+ 

From equations 4.89, 4.9I 9  4.92 the solid temperature and 

temperature gradient at any position z in the cell may be 

derived from the cell gas temperature t 	and the boundary 

conditions aL the Inlet to the cell at z - a which are 
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T = T a =T  r' _-2  = 

The complete unit cell equations are given in Appendix : 

(iii) model stage equations 

From the above discussion it follows that the 

solid temperature at the cell outlet (z - c) is given by 

euations (A .92) which have the forms 
(F.'13) 

T 	= r + i 	ftr+iI TIO 	r' H, K, NP*, l j 	..640.(4.93)  

A heat balance at each end of the cell gives 

* 
Pr 	es 

Q = Go t - k (1 - ) 

r+1 	es 
-Gct 	-k 	(1 -E) 	

Zr+l 

. . . 

Hence 	=
Go 
	

t  - Ki 	 .. (Li. 95) 

-Kl() r+1 	
r+1 

8040(4.96) 

Thus starting from the bed inlet temperatures T 0 , to , 

equations 14.93, 14.96, 4.95 enable a stepwise solution to be 

made for the temperatures T  9  t   at each successive stage along 

the bed. For constant values of the model parameters throughout 

the bed an analytical solution may be obtained as described 

below. 
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(iv) difference equations for constant parameter values 

Eliminating (--) 	and 	 between equation 

14,93, 14.95 -rid 4.96 enables a second order difference 

equation to be obtained for the gas temperature. This has 

the form 

C1t 	 +Ct+c=O 

where the constants C, 020 C3  and C are functions of the 

model parameters H. K, N *
and 

GC 

The complementary function and particular integral for this 

equation give a solution of the form 

tr=CSBr+CGDr+C 	 ....(4.98) 

Substituting equation 14.98 into equations 14.93, 1.96 •i.d 

14.95 gives a solution for the solid temperature of the form 

Tr = C8  Br + C9 Dr + C7 	 00 0 .(14.99) 

The constant C which is the only constant involvinZ the heat 7 
flow parameter (-) is eliminated by writing equations 14.98 

P 

and 1499 in dimensionless form to give 

t -T * 	r 	m 
r 

at C10  B' + C11 Dr 0.00(4.100) 

* T-T 
and 	T 

1' 	T  
C m 

= C12 Br + C13  D 



Apart from the model 

independent constant 

C12  and C13  and this 

temperature t0  or ti 

parameters H. K and 

is involved in the const 

18 evaluated from either 

ie gas outlet temperature 

103 
only one 

ante C10 , C11 , 

the gas inlet 
* 

t I 

(v) model solution for constant parameters 

In terms of the basic model parameters the solutions 

given by equations 4.100 and 4.101 are 

* 	(B + i)(D - l)(Br_Dm) + w(B - 1)(D + 1)(D' Dm) 
P 	= 	 ...(Li.102) Tr 

(B + 1)(D - f)(i - Bm) + w(B - f)(D + 	- Dm) 

*  
t 	

L2Br (BD - 1) 	Bm(B + 1)(D - 1)] + W[2D(BD - 1) - = r 	
(B + 1)(D - )(i - BM ) + w(B - fl  (D + 1) 

.... r(B - 1)(D + n1 
	

.. . , (Li. .103) 

(1 - L Th ) 

where 

W 	+ 1)(D 1)tBm + t0*(1 - B)j - 2(BD - 1)i =-. 

0 

* 
- 1)(D + l){Dm + t ( - 	2(BD -  

((B + 1)(D - i)1B'L tm*(1 - Btm )) - 2Bm(BD - 
...(.1o5) 

— 1)(D + )[ptm_ ta(1 - Dm)) - 2Dm(BD -  

B = - 	I + Jl - L / 	1 	....(14.106) 

D=U/[1 	Jj -L/U 	 ..00(1.107) 
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= JiFY, sin h + (cosh - 1) + I ....(24.1o8) 

= -   [( C + Np* J) sinh  R +coahJ(P +2)P] 

... 

(vi) model solution for 	= 0 

If N = 0 any contact point resistance (mechanisms 

3 and 4) Is included in the conduction parameter K and the 
derived parameters and U! simplify to 

0 = JIK Bin h,J1 + I 	 .. . .(24.109a) 

,Jk sin h 	+ ? cosh Al 
	

(24.1 09b) 

..3.15.Evaluatjon of Model Parameters 

From equations 4.102 - 109 it Is seen that the dimen- 

sionless gas and solid temperatures t and T respectively 
I at any dimensionless distance Z 	

= 
z r

;; along the bed are 

determined by three heat transfer parameters (H, K, N)an 

I • To be strictly correct r must be an integer 80 that 
equations 24.102 - 109 Only determine the solid temperatures 
at either end of a cell. To determine te and T z * where 
Z and m do not give an Integer value for r 80 that Z lies 
within a cell,equatlons 24.102 —.109 may Btill be applied 
to give values corresponding to smooth profiles passing 
through the temperatures at the end of th:  cell. 
Alternatively the true temperatures corresponding to the 
temperature profiles within a cell as given by the model 
may be obtained by using the next Integer value higher than 
r In equation 4.103 for

Z  * and equations A.83 and A.89 for 
z. 
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axial mixing parameter in and a gas boundary temperature 

(either t or trn* ) I  These parameters arise from the basic 

model equations (Appendix 7) and may be written in various 

forms. 

(1) conduction parameter, K 

Th is in effect a conduction Stanton number and 

gives the heat transfer by effective solid conduction, 

(mechanisms 1, 3, and Lj.) relative to thheat transfer by bulk 

flow of gas (mechanismsl0) 

k ( ,  1 - E 
) 	

(lc,'k )(i -) 	Y (1 -E) (2) ...(L.iio) ___________ 	g 	 _________ es 	= _____________ ________ 

1 RePr 	RePr Gc 	1 
(ç  )  

convection parameter, if 

This represents ti.... E1id-gas convectiun coefficient 

(Mechanism 9) relative to at transfer coefficient for bulk 

flow of the gas in the form of a convection Stanton number 

ltSl 	I(uSl = 	= 	= 
	

66660(4.111) 

Gc, 	RePr 	2/3 

contact point parameter, 

This represents the heat transfer resistance at 

the contact points (Mechanisms 3 and Ls) relative to the effective 

solid coniuction resistance (Mechanism 1) in the form of an 

inverse Icusselt number 

h1 
1'1 ( 	 ) 

	 0000(4.112) 
kes 
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Thus for no contact point resistance N; 0. 

number of mixing 	m 

This determines the stage length since 1 = L/m ...(4.113) 

and is evaluated from the axial mixing and dlsperi ton charac-

teristics of the bed as described in 2.3. 

total heat flow parameter, NQ ' 

The total axial beat flow parameter NQ  may be 

determined from the basic model parameters. The defining 

eqiation may be obtained by substituting equt1ons 4.102, and 

4.103 Into equations 4.94 - 4.96 written in dimensionless f' torm 

to give 

* 	I 

T -T 
0 	m 

I I (Q*DP 

[ RePr 1 kg  
-Ti 

0-I ..(L.i1L1) 

= 	(B + 1)(D - i)+ W (B - 1)(D - 1) 

(B + ll)(D - 1)(1 - B11 ) + w(B - 1)(D 	I )(i 	D11 ) 

(vi) relative heat flow pararnt. 

From equation 4.95 written in dimensionless form, 

the ratio of the a 	heat flow through the solid phase 

(mechanisms 1, 3, and L) to the heat flow in the gas (mechanism 

10) at any dimensionless distance 	z( = = 	) along the 

length of the bed Is given by 

N+1 

tr 	=t 
 

r 
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The enthalpy change in the gas, during flow through 

the bed, relative to the total axial heat flow rate 	is 

a measure of the importance of the gas-solid convection 

mechanism (mechanism 9). This ratio 18 given by 

Gc 
(t-t) 	 ....(Li.11Ga) 

or from equation 4.114 ** 
to 	tm 

* 	 Tm  
NQ  +11(1 -) 

00 00(4.116b) 

..3.16.Soph1stioation of Model Mixing Characteristics 

The model Is capable of greater sophistication to 

account more closely for local void mixing characteristics 

such as a stagnant or by-passing fluid regions., ihis may 

be done by the use of mixed models consisting of various 

Interconnected arrangements of perfectly mixed regions, 

stagnant regions and plug flow regions. This approach has 

been used to account for Incomplete mixing in an actual rnIxIg 

vessel. (Cholette and Cloutier (1959), Levensplel (1962a,c), 

Cholette and Blanchet (1961)). 

Li.3.17.Evaluation of the Contact Point Parameter N from the 

Stagnant Gas Conduction Model 

81nc the stagnant gas conduction model (Li.i) specifically 

accounts for the contact point mechanisms 3 and Li, the contact 

point parameter NP, for the mixing cell model may be estimated 
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by equating the conduction resistance over the bed length L 

for the two models. Thus regarding the parallel gas paths 

in the two models as perfectly mixed within each unit cell 

and hence t contributing to the conduction resistance gives 

QC 
= 	 + 

x(i -) 
	

x(1 - 9- Ad 

Since for the mixing cell model (Fig, 14.11) 

1 	 1 

k as 	k5 (1 —€ ) 

t 
+ 

hp  (1 —E ) 
6060(4.118) 

If the gas in the series path is also perfectly mixed, 

equation 14.117 becomes 

* 
1+N  

+  

Al 	EA3 

If the value of Np*  obtained from either equation 14.118 or 

14.119 is used in the mixing cell model, the effective 

conduction parameter, K will still Include the radiation 

effects but not the contact point resistance. 

• 3.18.Effect of Model Parameters 

Pigs. 14.13 - 13 and Table 14.3 show the effect of the 

mixing cell model parameters on the dimensionless solid 

temperature profile by varying one parameter at a time. 

Table 14.3 also shows the effect of the parameters on the 



TABLE 13 EFFECT OF MIXING CELL MODEL PARAMETER VALUES ON 
MODEL VARLABLEB 

- indicate increased and decreased parameter or variable 
values respectively. 

Mixing cell Mixing cell model variable 

model parameter 
+ 

- t• 
trTr 

inlet gas temperature 
t 

C 
+ + + 	 + 

number or mixing cells, 
rn + + - 	 - 

conduction parameter, 
K - - - 	 + 

convection parameter, 
9 + - 	- - 

contact point parameter 

N; + + + 	 - 

Reynolds number 

Re + + + 
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dimensionless gas temperature, dimensionless gas-solid 

temperature difference and the heat flow parameter NQ*. 

Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.13 show that  the Inlet gas temper-

ature has very little effect on the solid temperature profile. 

Figures 4.1 14, 4.15, 4.17 and 14.18 respectively, show that 

increased values of the number of mixing cells m, (or bed 

length L), the conduction parameter K, the contact point 

parameter N and the Reynolds number give temperature 

profiles with greater curvatures. Fig. 4.16 shows that the 

effect of an increased value of the convection parameter, if, 

Is Initially to give a more curved profile but for H>10, 

Increased H gives a more linear profile. 

Fig. 6.35 shows a typical model dimensionless gas 

temperature profile with the corresponding solid temperature 

profile. 

4.3.19.omparieon of the mixing cell model with the diffusion model 

The mixing cell model uses the parameters m, H, K and 

Np*. The diffusion model uses the rarameters Pe 
LP 

HL and 

XL. To compare solutions of the two models reit1onsMI 

between corresponding parameters are required. 

From equation 14.85, 

Ps 	 2m 

From eqwtions 4.51b and 4.111, 

HL  a mH 	 ....(4.121) 



TABLE 4.4 EECT 0? INLET GAS TEMPERATURE (t0*) ON GAS AND 

SOLID TEMPERATURES (t T*)  AT MID POINT OF BED  

(z  = .5) 

I(17.5 H1O.0 N0 m55 

to 	
t 	

- .5) 	 = .5) 

2.00 • 8436 .8357 

1.50 18309 .8234 

1.20 .8220 .8143 

1.15 .8220 • 8143 

1 1 10 .8208 .8131 

1.05 .8195 .8118 

1 1 00 .8182 .8106 

0.9 .8157 .8080 

0.5 .8055 .7980 

0 1 1 .7954 .7880 

- 0.5 .7802 .7729 
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Using equations 4.110, 4.113 and 4.511a and equating the 

combined conduction and contact point resistances for the 

two models gives 

XL (diffusion model) = 	
K 	

....(Li.122) 
m(1 +) 

Fig. 4.19 compares the solid temperature profile given 

by the mixing cell model for m = 10 th the solid profile 

given by the diffusion model solution for exact boundary 

conditions (equations 4.78 - 4.81). The corresponding 

parameter values were taken from equations 4,120 - 4022. 

Even for m = 10 the prf 	re quite similar and agreement 

Is even better for larger values of m corresponding to a 

longer bed. 

Fig. 4.20 compares the 	temperature profiles within 

a typical unit cell for the two models. The diffusion model 

generally agrees closely with the mixing cell model at the 

cell boundaries and passes through t mid point of the 

temperature drop caused by the contact point resistance In 

the mixing cell model. 

4. 4. CONDUCTION-CON ECTI0N-RADIATI ON MODELS 

Radiation may be allowed for in the diffusion and mixing 

cell models by including its effect in the value of the 

effective solid conductivity kes  

Attempts were also made to include radiation as a 

specific mechanism in the mixing cell model (Fig. 4.21) but 
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complex unit cell equations were obtained. Even allowing 

only for intercell radiation, the solution of an equation 

involving seventh power terms was required for each successive 

cell along the bed length, 

An alternative approach is to include radiation effects 

in the contact point parameter, N, by equating the conduction 

resistance for the mixing cell model and for the stagnant gas 

conduction-radiation model (14.2). egarding the parallel gas 

paths In the two models as perfectly mixed in each unit cell 

and thus not contributing to the conduction resistance gives 

(from equations 14,118 and 14.140) 

x(i -) 

I 

I 
= Y -€ = EAIH 1(1_- 	

( 	 + x £ 
A3 

1 	
Al 	A2' 1   

If the gas in the series path is also rerfectly mixed 

equation 4.123 becomes 

x(i -.) 

I + NJ," 	A1 7  r + 

Al 	Hp EA2+X EA3 

Thus by solving equation 4.123 or 4.124 for Np", radiation 

effects may be accounted for in each mixing cell of the 

mixing cell model. 
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5.1 E)(Pr'RI 4ENTAL SYSTEM 

The reasons for the choice of the basic experimental 

system as axial, steady state heat transfer in an inert bed 

are discussed in 1.3. 

5.1.1. Solid Packing 

In order to simulate conditions in reacting gas-solid 

systems It was desirable that the Inert solid should be 

randomly packed, coarse sized particles of a low conductivity 

material. A spherical shape was preferred to simplify 

geometric factors in the analysis of results. These 

conditions were fulfilled by the choice of j in. dia, 

alumina silicate balls whose shape was approximately 

spherical. 77he relevant properties of the ball material are 

given in 6.1.2, 

5,1,2, Gaseous Medium 

Air Is the usual gaseous medium in r :ting gas-solid 

systems and thus was used in this investigation. The relevant 

properties of air are given in 6.1.1. 

5.1.3. Bed Size and Shape 

A cylindrical bed container was used for simplicity 

in construction and to give radial and angular uniformity 

of temperature and velocity. The 6 in, dia. bed (DT"Dp = 24) 

was large enough to ensure that wall effects were negligible 

and to give a flat velocity profile across the bed, The bed 

length was 12 in. (48 Dp). This was sufficiently long to give 
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satisfactory temperature profile measurements, to avoid 

significant end effects and to apply a mixing cell model. 

52. EXPTRIYENTAL CONDITIONS 

5.2.1. Directions of Gas and Heat Flow 

To simulate the co-current and countercurrent gas and 

heat flow conditions present in reacting gas-solid systems 

(1.2), an electrically heated hot zone was placed across 

the centre of the Inert packed bed. 

It was most convenient for the air to enter at the 

bottom of the bed. This arrangement gave countercurrent 

gas and heat flow in the bottom half of the bed and co-current 

gas and heat flow in the top half. 

To allow independent access to the lower half of the 

bed for repacking purposes, the hot zone and top half of 

the bed were supported on rollers which could be slid to one 

aide when the two halves of the bed were disengaged. This 

was achieved by removing a one inch thick spacer ring irom 

underneath the 6 - 9 In. enlarging section (g. 5.1) and 

lowering the bat m half of the bed away from the hot zone 

section on supporting cams. 

Ideally, beat transfer measurements c:u1d have been 

made simultaneously on both halves of the bed. However, 

since this would have required duplication of equipment for 

radial heat loss compensation and for solid temperature 

measurements, attention was concentrated on the co-current 

gas and heat flows in the upper half of the bed. This 

half was chosen for study for the following reasons: 



KEY TO FIG, 5.1 

I • centrifugal blower 

2. air Inlet control 

3, air bleed 

14, orifice plate 
pulsation dampener 
mIcromanometer 
10 ft. vertical length of 6 In.diao pipe containing brass 
gauzes. 

1 in. thick spacer ring 

6 in.-9 in. enlarging section 

lower bed 
rollers supporting hot zone and upper bed 

refractory brick 
silicon carbide elements 
indanyo box enclosing hot zone 

inlet gas thermocouple 

gas mixing space 
expanded stainless steel plate 

Flberfra.X cylinders containing guard and test beds 

test bed 
guard bed 

21 • Fiberfrax cylinder supporting radial heaters 

radial heaters (13 along bed length) 

test bed particle thermocouple - 
65 in total 

guard bed particle thermocouple ç  

magnesium oxide insulation 

26, aluminium sheet cylinder 

Sindanyo sheet 
outlet gas temperature meter (see Fig. 5.5) 

copper coil 

water bath 
test bed gas rotameter 

suction pump 
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F:rQ,5.1 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF EXPERIMENTAL EQUIfl.ENT - GAS FLOW RUNS 

(For stagnant bed runs the outlet gas temperature rnter was replaced 
by the brick heat flow meter (Fig, 5.4)) 
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In a reacting gas-solid system this is the 

section which is ahead of the moving reaction zone and thus 

has most effect on the zone velocity. 

The only previous experimental measurements of 

axial heat transfer for gas flow through packed beds have 

been for countercurrent gas and heat flow (3.4.4). 

Adiabatic conditions are easiest to achieve and 

temperature profile measurements are the most accurate for 

the flatter portion of the profile. For the upper half of 

the bed this portion OCCUT8 at the high temperature end of 

the bed where radiation effects are greatest and where 

accurate measurements are most desired. 

The axial heat flux is higher for, the co-current 

case. 

The presence of the countercurrent section prior 

to the co-current section increases the uniformity of the 

gas velocity profile. 

5.2.2.Range of Gas Flow Rates and Bee. Temperatures 

Various combinations of the basic experimental variables 
I 

of gas flow rate and bed hot-face temperature can cause the 

predominance of one or more heat transfer mechanisms. Thus 

It was necessary to provide experimental conditions for: 

stagnant gas - low temperatures (conduction mechanisms) 

stagnant gas - high temperatures (conduction - 

convection mechanisms) 

gas flow - low temperatures (conduction - convection 

mechanisms) 

I • The temperature at the hot zone and gas init end of the bed. 
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(d) gas flow - high temperatures (conduction - 

convection - radiation mechanisms) 

As the gas flow rate was increased from zero the high 

temperature end of the temperature profile became Increasingly 

hatter and at higher flow rates the profile changed very 

little with increased flow rates. This limiting flow rate 

for which useful results could be obtained was greater the 

higher the hot-face temperate of the bed. The maxIxnijj 
flow rate used was 21.7 lb/ hr ft2  which Corresponded to a 

particle Reynolds number at the mid-point of the bed of 4.76, 
The maximum bed hot-face temperature was limited by 

the maximum temperature that the radial heat loss heaters 

would withstand during Continuous operation. For this 

reason, experiments were carried out at temperatures below 

750°c. 

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL EUIPMT 

.3.1. Outline of Equipment 

The experimental arrangement Is indicate diagrammatically,  
in Fig, 5.1. 

Air was passed by a centrifugal blower through an 

orifice plate into the bottom section of the bed, The hot 

zone which generated the axial heat flow consisted of silicon 

carbide elements covered with packing and surrounded by 

refractory bricks. The hot zone was connected to the test 
bed and the surrounding guard bed by a gas mixing space. 
The guard bed was surrounded by a large cylinder of magnesium 

oxide powder containing the strip heaters which compensated 
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for the radial heat 1088. 

For stagnant bed runs a brick heat flow meter was 

placed on top of the bed. For gas flow runs an outlet gas 

temperature meter was connected to the top of the test bed. 

The test bed gas was drawn through this by a suction pump 
connected to a rotameter. 

5.3.2, Air Liow Equipment 

The air flow through the bed was provided by a Keith 

Blackman 20 in. dia., cast iron, two stage centrifugal 

blower. The blower was directly driven by 6j H.P. motor 

at 2900 rpm, and could deliver up to 750 oTh. at 30 ins, water 

gauge. The motor was cooled by the action of the blower. 

The air flow rate could be varied either by a bevelled disc 

closing over the blower intake, or by bleed—off valves on 

the outlet line from the blower. 

The pressure drop through the outlet gas temperature 

meter was supplied by a Genevac suction pump driven by a 

1 H.P. motor, 

.3,3. Attainment of a Uniform Velocity Profile 

The air was supplied to the bottom of the lower packed 

bed section through a vertical 10 ft. length of 6 in. dia. 
cast iron 	iitot tube traverses at various axial positions 

on this calrnin Jngth showed that the velocity was non-uniform. 

There was a minimum velocity towards the centre of the pipe. The 

position of this minimum varied with axial distance along the 

pipe indicating the presence of swirl in the air flow, 
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Three types of flow straightening devices were tested - 

radial vanes, a honeycomb insert and a brass gauze (11n. dia, 

holes on a triangular pitch). Since the latter was found to 

be the most effective, three such gauzes were permanently 

installed at different axial positions alon7 the calming 

length. ith this arrangement, Pitot tube traverses (Fig-5.2) 

indicated a uniform velocity profile (+ 	't all points 

across the entrance pipe. 

For velocity profile measurements ônstream of the 

packing, a hot wire anenoineter system was dcv loped (Appendix 8 ) 

since the pitot tube manometer measurements were not sufficiently 

sensitive for this purpose. A typical profile Is shown In 

Fig. 5.2 which indicated that the mean velocity profile across 

the bed was uniform. The peaks on the profile were due to 

the jet effect of the gas leaving the voids at the top of the 

bed. 

5.3.4. Hot Zone Equipment 

Electrical resistance heating is the best method for 

providing a continuous, variable and high temperature heat 

source. Silicon carbide heating rods (Morgan Cruallite 

Type T) were used in preference to wire wound heaters because 

of (a) higher maximum operating temperatures (up to 15750C) 

(b) higher heat flux per unit volume (c) no effect from 

intermittent current switching (a) longer life (e) easy 

replacement. 

To provide a narrow hot zone, as is the case in a 

reacting gas-solid system, a single row of rods was used at 
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right angles to the bed axis. The minimum recommended 

centre-centre spacing for the rods was 21 rod diameters. For 

a rod diameter of 1.4 cm. this enabled six rods of hot lengths 

5.8 In. (x2), 7.85 in., and 9.05 in. (x2) to be Instalir'. 'tie 

resistance ratings at 8000C of these hot lengths were 2.0, 

2.65 and 3.0 ohms respectively. Alternate rods were connected 

in series to form two independent circuits 	 . The 

power inputs to the circuits were controlled by independent 

variace (0 - 270 volts, 0 - 30 amps). Thus the maximum 

power input obtainable from each rod circit, was 3.35 K.W. 

This allowed for more than the heat flow required in practice 

and made available adequate reserve voltage to compensate for 

any increase in rod resistance due to ageing with continuous 

use. 

The heating rods were supported in j  in. dig, holes 

drilled in Morganite 1.1128 refractory bricks. The 9 in. x 4j in. 

x 3 in. bricks were cut to fit Into a 4 in. hlcih hexagonal 

Bindanyo box (Fig. 5.3) and to form a 9 in. 	. 

containing the rod hot lengths. In this way the bed hot zone 

was completely surrounded by at least a 6 in. thickness of 

refractory brick. The bricks interlocked with each other so 

that they remained in fixed positions Inside the box. Four 

silica bricks were set Into the refractory bricks to support 

the weight of the bed. The EInnyo box was sealed with 

AvildIte. The cement asbestos cylinder containing the 9  in. dig, 

lower bed fitted into the bottom of the Slndanyo box. This 

joint was sealed with sodium silicate. The heating rods were 
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covered with packing since this was found t" Ive a more 

uniform radial temperature distribution. 

One of the heating rod circuits was actuated by a 

smiths on-off controller which controlled the hot-face 

temperature of the bed to within ± 5°C of the Bet point. 

The sensing element for the controller was a particle 

thermocouple (5.4.3,) placed on the centre of the expanded 

metal disc supporting the bed (5.3.5), 

5.3.5. Bed Container and Support 

The test bed and guard bed were conthtned in specially 

constructed, rigid, ceramic fibre cylinder. T  ceramic 

fibre material was .04 in. thick Carborundm 	rfrax 

paper (grade 970F). his material was used since It could 

withstand high teperatures (up to 1260°C) without thermal 

shock, had a low thermal conductivity (k = .5-1.0 BTU/hr-ft 

( °F/in) at 0-81500 and could be obtained In small thicknesses. 

The latter two properties enabled longitudinal heat conduction 

up the container walls to be kept to a minimum. 

The cylinders were constructed by soaking the Fiberfrax 

paper In Fiberfrax rigidizer solution and laying the paper 

around a former of the required diameter (9 In, for the guard 

bed, 6 in, i'or the teat bed). When the solution inled (at 

room temperature) a rigid cylinder was obtained. 

The 18 In, dia. eupportincylinder for the radial heat 

loss heaters (5.3.6.) was similarly constructed from Fiberfrax 

paper. In this case, four layers of paper were used with 

successive layers being stuck together by Fiberfrax Coating 
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Cement (QF - 180 Blue). 

The guard bed and test bed were supported on a j rin. thick, 

fine mesh, expanded stainless steel disc. This disc was 

connected to an identical disc by 3 in. x1C in, dia. steel 

rode. The space between the two discs 	as a mixing space 

(Fig. 5.1) for the gas leaving the heating rods to ensure a 

uniform gas temperature at the bed entrance. The two discs 

were sealed inside the bottom of the guard bed container with 

coating cement and the complete unit sealed into the top of 

the Sindanyo box so that the silica bricks supported the 

weight of the led. The test bed container was placed on the 

top disc and kept in position by the packing on either side 

of the container wall. 

5.3.6. Radial Heat Loss Compensation Eguipment 

The following possible methods for achieving local 

adiabatic conditions along the axial length of the bed were 

considered z 

A vacuum jacket surrounding the bed I a common 

method of preventing radial heat loss in axial thermal 

conductivity measurements In packed beds at low temperatures, 1  

While this method minimises heat losses due to conduction and 

convection, losses due to radiation are still present and would 

be significant at the temperatures used in this work. 

A guard ring of the me material as the test material 

Is also used In some methods of axial thermal conductivity 

measurement. dditional control over the radial heat loss 

1. Yagi, Kunil, Wakao (1960); Kunil and Smith (1961); 
Masamune and Smith (1963). 
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could be obtained with the present system by providing 

independent variation of the gas flow rates through the guard 

bed and test beds. 

(o) Pectional heatiziL either by elecuical resistance 

heating or by a heat trr fluid would provide the most 

localized method of heat loss control. 

Initially only method (c) was employed by using local 

resistance heating. But after preliminary trials a guard 

bed was also incorporated both to decrease the heater loads 

and to improve the detection of any radial heat loss. 

The guard bed consisted of a 11 in. .vide nulus 

packing around the main bed and the presence of nodial heat 

loss was detected from any difference In readings between 

thermocouples Installed in the guard and test beds at the same 

axial positions (5.4.3.) 

The local electrical resistance heating consisted of 

thirteen heaters wound on Micanite strips and supported on 

a Flberfrax cylinder (5.3.5.) at one inch a;ial spacings. 

The heater BtTpS were formed by cutting notches at I in. 

spacings on I in. wide Micanite to fix the resistance wire 

(Tophet 30, .0126 in. dia., 4.148 ohms/ft) in position. 

After winding on the wire, the shellac in the Micanite was 

burnt off so that the heater strip became flexible and could 

be wrapped around the supporting cylinder. lach heater unit 

was formed from two such wound strips joined in parallel to 

give a resistance of 110 ohms. The strips were insulated 
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from each other by a strip of Fiberfrax paper and supported 

on ceramic pegs pushed into the Fiberfrax cylinder. The 4 in, 

wide annulus between the heaters and the guard bed was filled 

with magnesium oxide powder. A similar annulus of powder 

around the outside of the heaters was contained in a 

27 in, dia, cylinder of thin gauge aluminium which was screwed 

to a Sindanyo base. 

On the outside of the cylinder a Elndanyo terminal board 

connected the heaters to the leads from the thirteen heater 

varlaos (0 - 270 volts, 0 - 2 .5  amps). Provision Was made 

to connect an ammeter in Beri with one of the leads of 

each varic in turn to meacure the currents drRwn by each 

heater. 

5.4 EXPERIMENTAL M:AEUiEMENTS 

5.4.1. Gas Flow Rate 

The gas flow rate through the test bed was measured by 

a rotameter (metric series 10 or 7). The calibrations were 

'ked on a wet displacement gas meter. The gas in the outlet 

line from the test bed was cooled to room temperature on 

passing through 20 ft. of air-exposed, 1 In. dia, copper tubing 

and then a 25 ft, j--Ll of i in. iTh. copper tubing (in a water 

bath) before entering the rotarnter. 

The total gas flow rate through both the guard and test 

beds was measured by ain. ia. !.S, orifice plate placed 

in the 3 In, dia. gas inlet line connecting the blower to the 

bed. The orifice plate was preceeded by a straight iming 

length of 10 ft, and the pressure drop across the plate was 
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measured on a Mercury Electronic micromanonietep with a 

range of 0 - 30 m.m. water gauge. 

,4.2. Heat Flow Rate for the Stagnant Bed 

Measurement of the heat flow rate for the stagnant 

bed was based on the measurement of the temperature gradient 

in an adiabatic block of known thermal conductivity material 

placed in series with the bed. 

The material chosen for this pur ' e was refractory 

brick (Morganite MI 28) since this satisfied the requirements 

of withstanding high temperatures and having a thermal conductivity 

similar to that of the bed. The variation of the therm ~ 

conductIvity with temperature Is given in Pig. 6.1o. 

The heat flow meter was constructed by cutting and 

cementing together several M128 refractory bricks to form a 

Lij in. thick slab on top of the guard and test beds. Further 

bricks were out and placed ai 	t. the central section to form 

an insulating slab extending to a diameter of 27 Ins. 

Fine hypodermic tubin ws used to Irill holes through 

the brick in a horizontal plane to accommodate a Pyrotenax 

chromel-alumel thermocouple unit. Five holes were posltione& 

in the guard brick and test brick sections as shown In Fig. 5.4 

at every one inch along the brick axis. 

,4.3. Solid Temperatures 

The thermocouples for solid particle temperature 

measurements were formed by fusing together .0076 in. dia. 

chromel and aluinel wires (British Driver-Harris T1/T2 

thermocouple alloys). Each of the thermocouples was 
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calibrated, against a platinum resistance thermometer in a 

furance at 450
0C. The emf, values obtained corresponded to 

the resistance thermometer temperatures to within the 

manufacturers specified tolerance  (+ .75%). 

Balls of moist alumina silicate clay of 4 in. dia. were 

prepared and the thermocouples embedded in the centre with 

the positive and negative wires passing diametrically through 

opposite sides of the balls. fter dr,r1ng at 15 0 C overnight, 

the balls were fired at 600°c. 	higher firing temperature 

was not used since this tended to cause oxidation and 

disintegration of the thermocouple wires. A total of t5 

thermocouples were prepared in this war. 

At every one inch along the bed, starting from the 

supporting grid plate, five thermocouples were installed 

across a diameter in the positions shown in Fig. 5,4. The 

diameters along which the t2000uples were placed were at 9Q0 

to each other at the successive one Inch intervals along the 

bed axis. 

The particles containing tiLei1nocoupl6 were placed 

in position by threading the thermoccuple wires through the 

FIberfraX tubes containing the guard bed and test bed so 

that the dres were at right angles to each diameter along which 

the balls were jlaod (Fig. 5.4). The bed was then packed 

randomly by droppi In particles. As the bed level reached 

each thermocouple particle, it was placed in a stable position 

on the packing. The exact axial position of the particle was 
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then measured by placing a pointer attached to a steel rod 

on top of the rarticle. This rod could only be move& 

vertically inside a sleeve fixed above the bed. Measurement 

(with a ruler) of the distance between a fixed mark on the 

rod and the top of the ci ye enabled the exial position of 

the thermocouple to be estimated to within 2. in. The rod 

and pointer were then removed and particles placed around 

and on top of the thermocouple particle without disturbing 

its position. 	c .rcec1ue vv,-,s repeated until the complete 

bed was built 	and every 	rriocouple was in a fixed and 

known position. 

The throa 	 to the c  

Fiberbrax wall of the guard bed with Fiberfrax cement. The 

thermocouple wires from the lower half of the bed were 

passed downwards along the guard bed wall and out between 

the radial insulation support ind the top of the hot zone. 

The thermocouple wl.reB from the top half of the bed were 

passed upwards along the guard bed and out above the radial 

Insulation jacket. Once the wires were away from the Insulation 

jacket they were no longer fixed In position and were 

therefore insuJ.eted from each other with either ceramic or 

polythene sleevini. 

All the thermocouple dires were trden to en ice 

junction where the chromel and alwnel wires were brazed to 

insulated copper wiring. Each positive junction was fixed 

with aellotape in an Individual in. di.-t. .:lass tube with 

a sealed lower end. The negative junctions at each axial 
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position were brazd together and placed in j In, dla,test 

tubes. The glass tubes and test tubes were fixed ith .ildite 

into uhe lid of an ice bath surrounded by polythene insulation, 

A mercury-in-glass thermometer graduated to 7 	could be 

placed In the Ice bath in a number of positions to ensure 

that a temperature of 0 0 
 C was maintained during any thermocouple 

temperature measurements. 

The positive and negative 	 ds were taken to 

a junction box where each lead was soldered to a small 

single pin socket. All the negative sockets were Interconnected, 

The junction box also contained sockets connected to a 

potentiometer and a Sunvlc 12 point ieccrder and a 3 point 

Ether Indicorder. External connection between sockets enabled 

the emf. of any selected thermocouple In the bed to be read 

on the potentiometer to .01 m.v, or several selected thermocouple 

readings to be followed contiuuously on the recorder or 

indicorder to test for steady state conditions. 

5.4.4. Gas Temperatures 

The gas temperature at the inlet to the bed was measured 

with 	'yx'otenax chromel-alumel thermocouple unit contained 

In a ceramic sheath. The sheath was sealed into the hot zone 

bricks 	below the lower expanded metal disc (Fig. 5.1). 

The wiring and cold junctions for the thermocouple were 

Installed in a similar manner to the solid particle thermocouple 

installation. 

Fig. 5.5, shows the construction of the outlet gas 

temperature meter. This was Intended to measure the mixed 
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mean outlet temperature of the gas from the test bed with a 

minimum of radiation effects on the measuring thermocouple. 

This meter consisted of a 3 in. high brass cone which collected 

the outlet gas from the bed Into a 1 In. dia. copper tube 

containing coarse gauzes and an orifice plate to promote 

mixing of the gas as it flowed past the measuring thermocouple 

In the centre of the tube. The gauzes also shielded the 

measuring thermocouple from any radiation from the top of the 

bed or radiation to the cooler upper section of the outlet 

copper tube. To obtain adiabatic conditions a resistance 

heating wire was wrapped around the cone and tube on top of 

a J in. thickness of refractory cement. The bottom of the 

cone screwed inside a 6 In. dia. brass cylinder which was 

filled with Vermiculite Insulation. The cylinder was supported 

just above the top surface of the bed and the test bed 

Fiberfrax cylinder was sealed on to the brass cylinder with 

a jubilee clip. The air leaving the guard bed was passed 

upwards between the gas temperature meter and an extension 

of the Fiberfrax wall enclosing the guard bed. 

Two Pyrotenax thermocouples were installed outside the 

cone wall. One of these was brazed to the outside of the 

wall and the other embedded in. out from the wall In the 

refractory cement (Fig. .5). A Pyrotenax thermocouple was also placed 

in a hole drilled into the orifice plate to form a thermocouple 

pair with the measuring thermocouple. 

The power Input to the heater was adjusted by a varlac 

until the temperatures Indicated by each of the individual 
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thermocouples forming a pair were equal. Fig. 5.6 shows the 

variation of the thermocouple temperature with the heater 

voltage for a typical run. The correct temperature of the 

orifice plate pair was slightly greater than the cone pair 

due to the mixing of the gas at this point. The outlet gas 

temperature was taken as the temperature of the measuring 

thermocouple when the above conditions were achieved. 

5 .5.  EXPERI MENTAL PROCEDURE 

5.5.1. Stagnant Bed Runs 

The temperature controller set point was adjusted to 

a value slightly higher than the desired hot-face temperature 

of the bed. The axial heat flow varlacs were adjusted to give 

a sufficient power input to maintain this temperature. 

When steady state conditions were attained as Indicated by 

constant particle thermocouple readings, comparison of these 

readings in the guard bed and test bed was made along the 

axial length of the bed. Similar readings were made with a 

Pyrotenax chromel-alumel thermocouple in the guard brick and 

test brick portions of the heat flow meter. The radial 

heat loss heater variacs were individually adjusted In 

accordance with these temperature readings and the system 

was again allowed to attain steady state conditions. 

This process was repeated uiti1 the guard bed and brick 

temperatures corresponded closely to the test bed and brick 

temperatures (Fig.6.5, 6. ) so that there was no radial 

heat loss from the test bed or test brick portion of the 

heat flow meter. Because of the large thermal capacity of 
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the insulation jacket, the time required to achieve these 

conditions was 3 - 7 days. The solid particle temperature 

readings and the brick heat flow meter temperature readings 

were then recorded. 

5.5.2. Gas Flow Runs 

The outlet valve on the test bed gas line was adjusted 

to give the desired gas flow rate as indicated on the 

rotameter. The inlet valve on the blower was adjusted to 

give a total gas flow rate (as indicated by the orifice 

plate pressure drop) such that the gas flow rate per unit 

area would be the same in both the guard bed and the test 

bed. Steady state, radially adiabatic conditions for the 

desired hot-face temperature were then obtained by the same 

procedure as for the stagnant bed runs (Fig.6.5). The heat 

loss variac on the outlet gas temperature meter :as similarly 

adjusted to give adiabatic conditions as indicated by the 

thermocouple pairs. The time required to achieve these 

conditions was again 3 - 7 clays. The solid particle 

temperatures, inlet and outlet gas temperatures and the gas 

flow rate readings were then recorded. 
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6.1. PROPERTIES OF 'i SOLID AND GAS PHASES 

The evaluation of the various heat transfer mechanisms 

from the experi:nnt:1ly determined thermal conductivity 

measurements requires information on a number of properties 

of the solid and gas phases. 

61 .1 .Gas Phase Properties 

(1) Bulk mean voidae 

Since in situ measurement was not practicable, the 

bulk mean voidage was evaluated from experimental density 

measurements. he bulk density of the bed was 85 lb./ft 3  

and the solid .jai'tlClS density 142 lb./ft. 3  which corresponds 

to a voidage of 0.399.  Thus a value 0.40 was used for the 

bulk mean voidage in all calculations. 

(ii) Gas thermal conductivity 

The variation of' the thermal condut1vity of air 

with temperature was taken from the data of Glassman and 

Bonilla (1953) and is given in Fig. 6.1. 

Gas viscosity 

The variation of the viscosity of air with 

temperature was taken from the nomogram given by Perry (1963) 

and is given in Fig. 6.1. 

6,1 .2.Solid Phase proJ?ertiea 

(1) Solid chemical composition 

The alumina silicate balls were fired to complete 

vitrification and had a composition of S1O2  62%; A1203,  32%; 

Fe 203 , 1%; T102,  2%;  Alkalies 3% (Browning (1964)). 
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Solid thermal conductivity 

The solid thermal conductivity values used (Fig.6.2) 

were based on an experimental measurement at room temperature 

and the temperature variation of the thermal conductivity of 

a porcelain (Wologdine and Queneau (1909)) which had a very 

similar chemical composition to the particle material. 

The experimental measurement (Gordon (1966)) was based on the 

ball comparator method and is described in Appendix 9. The 

average value of the solid thermal conductivity obtained was 

9.55 BTU/hr ft, 2  ( °F/in.) at 200C with a + 10% scatter of 

results. The variation with temperature of the solid thermal 

conductivity is shown in Fir. 6.2 arA relative to the gas  

thermal conductivity in Fig. 6.3. 

Solid emissivity 

The variation with temperature of the emissivity 

of the solid material may be taken from the data of Pirani 

(1939) for a fire clay of similar composition to the ball 

material (Fig. 6.4) 

6.2. STAGNANT BED RESULTS 

6.2.1 .Temperature Profiles 

The steady state temperature readings given by the 

particle thermocouples in the test bed and the guard bed are 

shown for a typical run in Fig. 6.5. The guard bed readings 

are close to the test bed readings at any axial position 

showing that radially adiabatic conditions were obtained in 

the test bed. Thus the nett heat flow was solely in the axial 

direction and the temperature profile was determined for each 
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run by drawing a smooth curve through the test bed temperature 

readings. These profiles were reproducible to within 2% as 

shown in dimensionless form in Fig. 6.6. Experience of the 

effect of heater settings and guard-test bed temperature 

differences indicated that the correct adiabatic dimensionless 

profiles were obtained to .ithin 5% error. 

The experimental temperature profiit.s obtained using the 

refractory brick heat flow meter are given In Fig. 6.7. These 

covered a range of bed hot-face temperatures of 67 - 65700. 

The steeper profiles obtained without the brick heat flow 

meter are given In Fig. 6.8. In these runs the cold end of 

the bed lost heat either to the atmosphere or to the gas 

temperature mtr. The range of bed hot face temperatures 

was 74 - 778°C. 

6.2.2.Heat Flow Rates 

The refractory brick heat flow meter temperature profile 

Is shown for a typical stagnant bed run In Fig. 6.9. Heat 

flow can be considered as solely axial since the profile is 

linear and the guard brik temperature readings are close to 

the test brick readings. Thus the axial heat flow rate per 

unit area, 	is given by the Fourier equation as 

dTbzJdZbr 	 .... . 

( 6.1) 

The value of the brick thermal conductivity, kbr 

(Haigh (1965))  was taken from Fig. 60C) at the mean brick 

temperature. The brick temperature gradient, crrblJdzbr  

was taken as equal to the slope of the least squares straight 

line through the brick temperature readings plotted against 

the axial distance along the brick as in Fig, 6. . It was 
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assumed that the uncertainty in Zbr  was insignificant 

compared with the uncertainty in Tb,,. Thus it follows that 

N 	 N 	N 
dTb,, ITb Zb 	(7 Tb)(E zbr )/N 

dz 	N 	 N 
br 	

- ( z) IN 

where N Is the number of brick temperature readings for a given 

run. 

Fig. 6.11 shows the values of 	obtained from equations 

6.1 and 6.2 plotted against the hot face temperature, T0 . 

The effect of radiation is apparent at the higher temperatuzee 

where the curve becomes non linear. 

6.2,3.Oyerall Effective Thermal Conductivit 

The overall effective thermal conductivity of the bed, 

kov, may be defined as the thermal conductivity value which 
gives the overall temperature drop. T0 - T  v  for a heat flow 

rate per unit area, Q • Thus from the Fourier equation it 

follows that 
Q*L 

'nov 	 •...(6.3) 
(T0 - T) 

The value of k includes any end effects in the bed (forOV 

example radiation from the supporting hot ace plate) and 

averages out the variation In local thermal conductivity with 
the temperature at each nxlal point along the bed. 

Fig. 6.12 shows the values of 	obtained from equationOV 
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6.3 using the values of Q given by the points on Fig. 6,11 

and the values of T0 — T  shown on Fig. 6.7. The value of 

the overall conductivity increases with temperature as would 

be expected. 

6.2.4.Local Effective Thermal Conductivity 

The local effective thermal conductivity of the 

stagnant bed, k50 , is defined as the thermal conductivity 

value which gives the measured local solid temperature 

gradient, dT/dz for a heat flow rate, Q. 

Therefore 	k = */(dT/d)60 

The local temperature r1ients were measured graphically 

after plotting the profiles given in Fig. 6.7. and 6.6 on 

large scale graph paper. To determine keoat  a given local 

bed temperature the temperature gradients, dT/dz, obtained 

at that temperature in the various rune were plotted against 

as shown in Fig. 6.13.  For a typical temperature level, 

the linearity of this plot shows that there is apparently no 

effect of heat flow rate on the local effective thermal 

conductivity over the temperature range studied. Thus keo 

'.rJ.s evaluated irm equation 6.4 as the inverse of the slope 

of the least squares line through the origin for the above 

plot. It was assumed that the uncertainty in 	was negligible 
dT 

cDrf. red with the uncertainty in dz-. Thus it follows that 

k 	= 	 ....(6.5) 
So 	N *,dT% 

where N is the number of temperature gradient measurements 
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at a given local bed temperature. 

To Include the :inperature gradient data obtained from 

Fig, 6.8 It was necessary to determine the heat flow rates 

Q for these runs Indirectly. This was done by comparison 

of the corresponding temperature gradients,(!) 2  of these 
dT 

runs with the gradients, 	of the runs with directly 

measured heat flows, 	, at the same temperature. Thus 

from the Fourier equation 

QI * 
	* 

k = 	= - 	0000(6.6)  

eo dT 	dT 

The value of Q at a given temperature was obtained from 

the average of such comparisons with N directly measured 

heat flow runs and these Q2  values were then averaged over 

It2  different temperature levels so that 

dT * - N1N2
IQI _ 

2 -z dT 	
6900(6.7) 

dz'i 

NtN2 

The values of the local effective thermal conductivity 

based on equation 6,5 using all the temperature gradient 

urements described above are given in Curve A of Fig. 6.I4. 

The effect of the radiation mechanisms is apparent from the 

significant non-linearity of the curve above about ?OO°C. 
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6.3. ANALYSIS OF HEAT TRAITSFER MEMLAINISNS FROM STAGNANT BED RESULTS 

6.3.1.Conductiofl Mechanisms for the Present Experimental Results 

The conduction model (L.i) was used to evaluate the 

contributions of the conduction mechanisms from the experimental 

stagnant bed results and to predict the conduction effective 

thermal conductivity at any temperature. 

It was assumed that at 0 
0  C no radiation effects 

contributed to the effective thermal conductivity of the bed 

so that this would be completely predicted by the conduction 

model. Fig. 6.1L gives the value of the effective thermal 

conductivity at 0°C as 1.34  BTTJ/hr ft 
2  ( °F/in.) which 

corresponds to nn effective conduction thermal conductivity 

ratio relative to the gas, Y, of 8.02. This value was used 

to calculate the contact point area,from equation 

4.32 using the model parameter values given in Table 6.1. 

From equation 4,,14 these parameters give the dependence of 

the effective conduction thermal conductivity ratio, Y, 

on the solid-gas thermal conductivity ratio, X, as 

= .3076 
I 

1.248 	- 	.1355 
+ 

X 	06823 + . oiollX 

EubstitUtiflg values of X from Fig. 6.3 into equation 6.8 gives 

the variation of Y with temperature shown in Fig. 6.15 or 

in terms of 	in Fig. 6.14 (curve B). 

Table 6.2 gives the relative contributions of the four 

conduction mecharisihe tc conduction heat transfer in the 

experimental system. The contributions have been evaluated 
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TABLE 6.1 CONDUCTION MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL 
SYSTEM  

Parameter 	 Value 	 Determining 
Equation 

n 4.17 

PR 6.714 4.16 

14.2 	36' 

0.09245 4.23 

.1355 4.22 

EAI .3076 4.27 

.6823 4.28 

A3 
1 01011 4.32 

3 	19' 4.34 

TABLE 6.2 RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE CONDUCTION MECHANISMS 

TO CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFFR IN THE EXP ER IMENTAL SYSTEM 

Mechanism Fraction of total conductive heat flow 
the mechanism path 

through 

T'u'300C Tr706C 

J,Solid series 
Path  1 

y .963 .963 .951 .943 

?.Gas parallel 
path 

Y 
'.1 

.037 1049 .057 

3,Gas  series 
path (1—)( ) .522 .682 .69 2  

- XEA3+EA2 

.Solid contact .441 .268 .2i point path 
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A = experimental Y 	

d B = present conduction model, Y 	
/ C = Masamune and Smith: (1963) model Y 
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from the fraction of the total heat flow which passes through 

the various mechanism paths. From Table 6.2 the order of 

importance of the conduction meohanisais 

(1) mechanism I - solid series path 

ç(iii) mechanism Lj. - solid contact point path 

((i) mechanism 3 - gas series path 

(iv) mechanism 2 - gas parallel path 

The latter mechanism accounts for less than 6% of the heat 

flow. Since X decreases with increasing temperature (Fig. 6,3) 

the contributions of the solid mechanisms (1 and Li.) decrease 

with increased temperature whereas the contributions of the 
ia Iq4r(e- 

gs mechanisms (CO- and 3) increase. The/ccrLtribution of the 

solid contact point mechanism is quite significantly dependent 

on temperature at low temperatures. 

Fig. 6.15 compares the Y values of the present model 

with those given by previous models which explicitly include 

conduction at the contact points. Most previous models do 

not account for this and their predictions for Y cover a wide 

range of values as shown in Fig. 6.16. For comparison Line C 

shows the prediction of the present model if EA3 = 0 

Equation 4.15 gives the predicted vacuum conductivity 

ratio as 	 Yc *  = X/14.658 	 ....(6.9) 

At 0 0  C this gives Yc 	 3.885 or k* .643 BTU/hr.ft.2(°F/in.), 
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6.3.2.ConductiOfl Mechanisms for the Literature Experimental Results 

(1) vacuum thermal conductivity measurements 

Vacuum thermal conductivity measurements made in 

conjunction with atmospheric pressure thermal conductivity 

measurements enable an independent teat of the validity of 

the model predictions. Table 6.3 shows the literature 

results ava1lablefor steady state conductivity measurements 

under both condition, 	for packed beds of spheres. The value 

of the contact area, £A3 was predicted from the vacuum 

thermal conductivity measurements by means of equation 4,31 

and along with the other conduction model parameters 

(equations 4..16. 4.17, 4.23) used to predict the model value 

for the effective thermal conductivity at atmospheric pressure 

(equation 4.14). Table 6.3 shows that there Is good agreement 

between the model and the experimentally measured values both 

for low and high solid thermal conductivities. Data measured 

by unsteady state methods (Schumann and Voss (1934), •roodside 

and Messmer (1961)) did not show good agreement with either 

steady state experimental results on the same materials or 

with the conduction model. This Is most probably be - se the 

contact between the spheres and the heat transfer surface has 

a very significant effect on the results for unsteady state 

methods, particularly under vacuum conditions. 

(ii) atmospheric pressure thermal conductivity meaB11reentB 

The available literature data for the effective 

thermal conductivity at atmospheric pressure of random packed 



TABLE 6.3 COMPARISON OF EX1RIMKNTAL MEASUREMENTS AND CONDUCTION MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES 

OF RANDOM FACED BEDS OF SPRERES 

Experimental 
Reference 	 System 	 X method 	(exptal) 	(exptal) (model) 

Nasamune and Smith 	glass spheres 	 38.53 	axial steady 	1,913 	6.62 	6.40 
(1963) 	 2.9 - 147.0 X 	ca.d.iae 	 state 

c=.38 

Iaaamms and Smith 	stainless steel shot 	 600.0 	axial steady 	0.639 	9.26 	9.36 
(1963) 	 7.1 x 10 3  am.dla. 	 state 

ie -.265 

aflflUiUik and 	 glass pewder, 	 41h9 	To 	steady 	1,31 	 6,62 	6.6 
± 	(f933) 	 35 	 state 	 - 
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beds of spheres was extrapolated to 0C to eliminate radiation 

effects and analysed by the conduction model using the method 

employed for the present experimental results (6.3.1). 

Fig. 6.18 shows the contact area angles, - which 

determine the contact point heat transfer, as obtained by 

such an analysis. The scatter of the data points which 

cover a voidage range, E = .38 -.50, and a solid thermal 

conductivity ratio, X n 4.5 - 8410 indicate the significant 

effect the surface characteristics and loading of the particles 

have on this mechanism particularly for lower solid thermal 

conductivity systems. 

6.3.3.Radiation Mechanisms for the Present Experimental Results 

(1) radiation parameter. 

The conduction-radiation model (4.2) was used to 

evaluate the radiation mechanisms (5 and 6) from the effective 

thermal conductivity measurements in the stagnant bed over a 

temperature range 40 - 70000. Radiation absorption by the 

gas (mechanism 7) was ignored since this is negligible for 

air (3.4.3). 

Values of the effective thermal conductivity ratio, Y. 

from Fig. 6.15 and the conduction parameters X, £fi 	6A2' ° 
A30m Table 6.1)were substituted into equation 4.41' to 

obtain the values for the radiation parameter, H r p shown in 

Fig. 6.19. The value of Hr  increases markedly at the higher 

temperatures showing the Importance of radiation. The 

radiation parameter Er  may be written in terms of an emissivity 

factor (e), a view factor ?, the cell length 3 D P p and the 
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absolute temperature TA  as 	2. 2- , 	1) 

13  hr D 	pD 	(e) F 0 TA3 
.. . .( 6.1 0) 

g 	 kg 

thereforep  I  (e) 	
r g 	 . . . . (6 • ii) 

C 	r 3  
8B A 

The latter parameter increases with temperature as shown in 

Fig. 6.19 even although the solid emissivity decreases with 

temperature Fig. 	This behaviour indicates that radiation 

scattering (3.14.1)increaaea the value of the view factor, 

at increased temperatures. 

From equation 4.140 and Table 6.1, the variation of the 

effective thermal conductivity ratio, Y0, with temperature 

is given by 

1' 

	

YO= .30760 + Hr) + 1.2 	 .1355 	 000(612) 

	

X 	.68230 + .1355 Hr) + .01011X 

where X and 	are given in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.19 respectively. 

The probability itribution of local effective thermal 

conductivities may be obtained at any temperature from 

equation 14.40 with the model parameters given in Table 6.1 

for EA19 EA2 ,  €A3 andc( and from the probability distribution 

of local mean voidage (Fig. A.9) 
I

Fig. 6.17 shows the 

1. Table A.3 gives the relationship bet'reen Y0, Y0  * arid the 
local mean voldage, y. 
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estimated thermal conductivity distribution of the 

experimental system at temperatures of 0 0 C and 60000. It is 

seen that the effect of radiation is to smooth out the variations 

in local effective thermal conductivity. At 0 0 
C the standard 

deviation is 19% of the mean effective thermal conductivity 

ratio compared with Li% at 600°c. Fig. 6.17 also shows the 
di t ni 	ion 

estimated vacuum effective thermal conductivity ratio (based 

on equation 4.151) at OoC. 

(ii) relative contributions of conduction and radiation 

mechanisms 

Table 6.4 gives the relative contributions of the 

conduction and radiation mechanisms to heat transfer in the 

experimental system. As in 6.3.1 the contributions have been 

evaluated from the fraction of the total heat flow which passes 

through the various mechanism paths. From Table 6.4 It is 

seen that the order of Importance cf the mechanisms is 

dependent on the temperature. At 700°C where radiation has 

a significant effect, the order is 

(1) mechanism I - solid series path conduction 

mechanism 6 - intra-cell radiation 

mechanism 5 - Inter-cell radiation 

mechanism 3 - gas series path conduction 

mechanism 4 - solid contact point path conduction 

mechanism 2 - gas parallel path 

f. Table A.3 gives the relationship between Y, Y0  and the 
local mean voidage, 	. 



TE 6.4 RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE CONDUCTION AND RADIATION MECHANISMS TO HEAT TRANSFER IN THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

Mechanism 	 Fraction of total heat flow through the mechanism path 

T a  0c 	 T a 3000C 	T=7000C 

f  
Solid series path 	 J I - 	

(1 + HP) 1 
 1 	 .963 	 .818 	 • 542 

I YO  

Gas parallel path 	 .037 	 .O48 	.032
YO  

Gas series path 	 1' Hr ) 1 	 1 	.522 	 .1435 	 .171 I 	i I 	+1°Hr + X E  A3 

 . Solid contact pint path 	 x  II 	A3 	I 	.441 .218 	 .062 

I 	ii 	 +XEA3 

Inter-cell radiation 	 Ii- £(1 + 	 E A2° H 	 0 	 • 165 	• 309 

L YO 	E(14 °r + 

Intx'a-cell radiation 

	

	 0 	 •134 	 .1426 
Yo  

Gas radiation 	 0 	 0 	 0 
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The latter mechanism accounts for less than 5I of the heat 

flow at all temperatures. 

The contribution of mechanism Li. decreases markedly with 

increased temperature. 	expected the contributions of the 

radiation mechanisms increase relative to the contributions 

of the conduction mechanisms as the temperature increases. 

Intra-cell radiation heat ti',!lsfer increases slightly relative 

to inter-cell radIz.tion hest transfer as the temperature 

Increases, At 3000C 29.9% of the heat flows through the 

radiation paths. At 7000C this has increased to 73,5%. 

(Iii) effective radiation thermal conductivity 

Pre.vi o iJE workers (a • g • Hill and WI The im (1959), 

Baddour and Yoon (1960)) have evaluated the radiation con-

tribution to packed bed heat transfer in terms of an effective 

radiation thermal conductivity (3.4.2). This procedure is 

of doubtful validity due to the interaction between the 

radiation and conduction mechanisms and is j. ,ollowed here only 

for the purpose of comparing the present model and 

exper'Lniental results with the models and results of previous 

workers. 

The effective radiation thermal conductivity, 
'Cr 

(Fig, 6.20) was obtained by subtracting the effective conduction 

thermal conductivity, kec  (line. B. Fig. 6.14) from the 

experimental effective thermal conductivity measurements, 

keo , (lIne A. Fig. 6.14). The results are also given relative 

to the gas thermal conductivity in Fig. 6.21 and relative to 

the effective conduction conductivity In Fig. 6.22. 
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The predictions of previous radiation models (3,4.2-,) 

cover a wide range of values (Fig. 6.21, 6.22) and the 

present model and experimental results lie near the middle 

of this range and show the expected increase in radiation 

as the temperature increases. The radiation models of Chen 

and Churchill (1963), Glaser (1961), Van der Held (1952) and 

Hill and Wilhelm (1959) require knowledge of radiation 

absorption, scattering and transmission parameters which is 

not available for the material used in the present experiments. 

Fig. 6.23 compares the total effective thermal conductivity 

ratio, Y0, for the present model and experimental results with 

the predictions of previous models which add conduction and 

radiation effective thermal conductivities. 

6,3.4.Radiation Mechanisms for the Literature ExDerimental Results 

Fig. 6.24A and 6.24B show' the values of the radiation 

parameter 	Hr kg 	derived by applying the conduction- 

 SBA 

radiation model to the experimental results available In the 

literature for the effective thermal conductivities of random 

packed beds of spheres. The values were obtained by the 

procedure used for the present experimental results (6.3.3.) 

and show a similar increasing trend with temperature. Some 

effect of particle diameter is also apparent In some cases. 

Extrapolation of the curves indicates that the assumption of 

negligible radiation at 0°C Is a good one. 
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6.4. GAS FLOW RESULTS 

6.4.1 .Temperature Profiles 

The steady state readings given by the particle 

thermocouples in the +-st hod and the guard bed are shown 

for a typical gas flow run in Fig. 6.5. The guard bed readings 

are close to the test bed readings at any axial position 

BhOWiflg that radially adiabtic conditions were obtained in 

the test bed. Thur the nett heat flow was solely in the axial 

direction and the temperature profile was determined for each 

run by drwing a smooth curve through the test bed temperature 

readings. These profiles were reproducible to within 2% as 

shown in the dimensionless form in Fig, 6.6. kxperienoe of 

the effect of heater settings and guard-test bed temperature 

differences Indicated that the correct adiabatic dimensionless 

profiles were obtained to within 5% error. 

Fig. 6.25 shows the complete set of gas flow temperature 

profiles. Fig. 6.26 - 6.28 show the profiles in diinn-ionlesa 

form for bed mid point temperature levels of 147 - 180°c, 

371 - 155C, 555 - 6470c respectively. 

6.4.2.Effect of Gas Flow on Temperature Profiles 

From Fig, 6.25 It can be seen that Increasing the gas 

flow rate has a marked effect on the solid temperature profile 

and gives a flatter profile over the high temperature end of 

the bed. The effect of gas flow rate on the temperature 

profile Is greater for higher hot-face temperatures. The 

dimensionless profiles (Fig. 6.26- 6.28) show a slightly 

greater effect of gas flow rate for lower hot face temperatures. 
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6,Lj,3.FfThct of Temperature Level on Temperature Profiles 

For the same gas flow rate a greater temperature level 

gives a steeper profile (Fig, 6.25). The dimensionless 

profiles show very liie effect of temperature level(FIg.6.29). 

For each set of gas flow runs at a given temperature 

level (Figs. 6.26 - 28) a stagnant gas run was made to define 

the zero gas flow rate dimensionless temperature profile. 

Fig. 6.30 shows th:t the curvature of these stagnant profiles 

Increased wIUi Increased temperature due to the greater 

radiation tranEfer described in 6.33. Fig. 6.30  also shows 

that even at the lowest temperature level (180 °C) there was 

appreciable cur: - t11r6 of the stagnant gas solid temperature 

profile. 

The equality of the guard bed and test bed temperatures 

showed that the bed was radially adiabatic and even when the 

guard bed temperatures were kept slightly below the test bed 

readings a curved profile was still obtain'. For ht 

transfer solely by conduction mechanisms a straight dimension-

less profile would be obtained. Thus the curvature could 

only have been caused by the following two factors 

the effect of a temperature dependent conduction 

effective thermal conductivity (due to radiation effects and 

temperature dependent phase conductivities. 

natural convection effects either in the voids or 

through the bed 

Fig. 6.14 shows that the radiation effects at temperatures 

of 180°C and below are very small and that the temperature 

dependence of the effective thermal conductivity at these 
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temperatures is virtually linear. The effect of such a 

temperature dependence on the temperature profile obtained 

from Appendix 5 is given in Fig. 6.31  which shows that the 

effect is small. It is thus apparent that the curvature is 

due to natural convection effects. Substituting experimental 

parameter values into equation 3. 77,  showed that the critical 

Rayleigh number for natural convection originating within the 

voids was not exceeded. However using the bed length Instead 

of the void length In equation 3.39 showed that the critical 

Rayleigh number for natural convection through the bed was 

easily exceeded. Thus It is apparent that for the stagnant 

gas runs In the gas flow equipment, natural convection was 

initiated In the gas mixing space below the bed hot-face and 

enabled to persist by movement of air out of the top of the 

bed into the outlet gas temperature meter. 

For the stagnant gas runs with the brick heat flow meter 

partially sealing the top of the bed (Fig. 6.7) the natural 

convection curvature effect was much less pronounced and was 

not detected In the analysis of the local effective thermal 

conductivity results (6.2.4) since no significant effect of 

axial heat flow rate was found. 
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6.5. ANALYSIS OF HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISMS FROM GAS FLOW RESULTS 

6.5-I .Conduction-Convection-Radiation Mechanisms for the Present 

Experimental Results 

(1) effective solid phase thermal conductivity from the 

diffusion model 

The diffusion model solution based on assumed equal 

solid and gas temperatures (Table 4.1) was used to derive 

effective thermal conductivity values from the dimensionless 

temperature profiles. An effective thermal conductivity 

value derived In this way thus lumped together the effect of 

all the conduction and radiation mechanisms along with the 

solid-gas convection contributions. The bulk flow convection 

contribution was Included explicitly In the model. 

The effective thermal conductivity at a given gas flow 

rate was determined from the value of the parameter KL which 

gave a diffusion model profile (Fig. 4.8) corresponding most 

closely to the slope of the experimental dimensionless 

profile at the Z = I end of the bed. From the definition of 

K  It follows that 

Y= ke  tAg  = KL  Re Pr(Iv'D) = 33.1 KL Re 	....6.13) 

The profiles could only be fitted at the Z = I end of the 

bed since at the Z = 0 end an inlet gas temperature of 

t0*) I can give T*?  I which Is not accounted for in the 

equal gas and solid temperature diffusion model 

Figs. 6.32 0  6.33 and 6.34 respectively show the values 

of K   Y'( = k  h1 g) and k  derived in this way from 
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Fig. 6926, 6.27, 6.28. The values for kg  were taken from 

Fig, 6.1 at the temperature of the Z - t and of the bed. 

The values of XL  show a decreasing exponential dependence 

on Reynolds number whereas Y' Increases linearly and 

increases approximately linearly due to the increased contri-

bution of the gas-solid convection mechanism. The effect 

of radiation Is apparent In the lower values of KL and Y 

and higher values of ke I  for the higher hot-face temperature 

runs. The divergence of the results at different temperatures 

Is more pronounced at greater Reynolds numbers indicating 

greater interaction between the radiation mechanisms and the 

solid-gas convection mechanism under these conditions. 

(ii) effective solid phase thrmal conductivity from 

the mixing cell model 

The mixing cell model developed in 4.3.1 for axial 

heat transfer in a packed bed with non-equal solid and gas 

temperatures is dependent on an effective conduction para-

meter, K. a convection parameter, H, and a contact point 

re-1 -:t-rice parameter N?* . If we put Np* - 0 the mo.el is 

dependent on only two parameters and the effective conduction 

parameter now includes the contact point Conduction resistance 

as well as solid phase conduction and Pny radiation effects 

present. Thus this model can yield more inforinaticii concerning 

heat transfer mechanisms than the diffusion model used in 

6.5.1(1) since the solid-gas convection mechanism Is separated 

from the conduction and radiation mechanisms. 

The mixing cell model requires one dimensionless gas 

temperature for solution, Pince it was found that the solid 
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temperature profile was markedly dependent on the value of 

t but only slightly dependent on the value of t0 (4-3.1 c) 

the experimental values of t0  were used in the analysis of 

results. 

No account was taken of the variation of the model 

parameters with the temperature along the length of the 

bed so that the values of K obtained were average values for 

the range of bed temperatures. Fig, 6.31 shows that at low 

temperatures the temperature variation of K would have 

negligible effect on the profile. The Reynolds number and 

gas thermal conductivity were evaluated at the tenmerature 

of the mid-point of the bed which is a good approximation to 

the integrated mean bed temperatus' 

Attempts were initially made to fit the model parameters 

K and H simultaneously to the experimental dimensionless 

solid temperature profiles using a least squares regression 

technique for non-linear equations (Scarborough (1955)). 

The experimental and model dimensionless profiles necessarily 

aol .cicled at Z = 0 but for arbitrary initial values of the 

model parameters the least squares difference between the 

two profiles increased rapidly qg z increased. Because of this 

ill-conditioning, un:!eRs the arbitrary initial values for the 

model parameters were very close to the best fit values, the 

least square alterations in the parameters produced values 

which, initially at least, diverged rapIdly fior the het fit 

values and either generated numbers out of the range of a 
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Ferranti 8irriva computer or failed to converge after a 

reasonable number of Iterations. 

Thus It was decided to fix the convection parameter from 

a known correlation and to obtain the conduction parameter 

by a technique based on regression of the areas under the 

experimental and model profiles. The most suitable correl-

ation for the solid-gas convection coefficient, h, under the 

present exnerimental conditions is the 3h correlation of 

Williamson, Bazaire and Geankoplia (1963) (3.5.2). ¶Inoe the 

surface area per unit volume of packing Is given by equation 

2A and since L = 12 	., * In • and 	€ 	0.40  for the 
present system, equation 14.1111 gives 

5514 Re .66 
H = 	 (6.114) 

M 

From equation 4.85, m = 214 Pe 	 0000(6.15) 

where the Peclet number Is given as a function of Reynolds 

number In Fig, 2.11. The areas under the experimental and 

model profile curves were closely approximated by dividing the 

bed length into tenths and using the trapezoidal rule to give 

0.9 
A = o.i{ (T0* + Tm*) + T 	T•...(6.16) 

Z=0.1 

0.9 
= 0.1 [ 0.5 + 	 Tz *] 	 0000(6.17) 

Z=0 1 1 

Using equations 6.114, 14.102 - 107, 4.108a, b, and an arbitrary 

initial value for K. the area under the model profile was 
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evaluated, from equation 6.17. This equation was also used 

to evaluate the area under the experimental profile. 

Since Fig. 4.15 shows that a larger area under the profile 

is given by a smaller value of K. an Improved value of K was 

calculated from the relationship 

K2 = K1  A I 	exp /A 	 ....(6.18) 

where K1  and K2  are respectively the initial and Improved 

values of K and A5, 1, and A1  are respectively the experimental 

profile area and the model profile area (based on K1 ). An 

Autocode programme was written to carry out this regression 

procedure on a Ferranti Sirrius computer and five figure 

regression of the experimental and model profile areas was 

obtained after 5 - 10 iterations for K based on equation 6.18 

and about 5 minutes of computer time. 

Fig. .35 shows the good agreement of a typical experi-

mental solid profile and the model solid profile for equal 

areas wider the two profiles. The gas profile given by the 

model is also shown In Fig. 6.35, 

Prom the definition of K (equation 4.110) it follows 

that 
k 

= = kg  
K Re Pr L 

(1 -E ) m D 
Kr' Rue  = 55.1 	...(6.19) m 

Figs. 6.36 9  6.37, 6.38 show the values of K. Y and iCes 

as functions of the particle Reynolds number for the three 

hot-face temperature levels used in these experiments. 

From Fig. 6.36 It Is seen that for Re ,< 1 9, the values of K 
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are slightly low due to the effect of natural convection 

through the bed accentuating the curvature of the stagnant 

bed profile (6.4.3). The values of K have been determined 

from the profile over the complete bed length and from 

FL . L.15 it is seen that the greater the profile curvature, 

the lower the value of K. 

Firs. 6.37 and 6.38 show that Y and ke initially 

incre€ linearly with Reynolds nunib'r from the stagnant gas 

values  at Re = 0 but tend to constant values at about 

Re = 3. This is due to the increasing values of Peolet 

number in the range Re = 0 - 3 (Fig. 2.11) giving increased 

void mixing of the stagnant gas. For le ) 3 the Peolet 

number is approximately constant so that the stagnant film 

or pendular gas ring around each contact point is not decreased 

further and the solid path effective thermal conductivity 

remains contant. The limiting value of increased conduction 

in the bed due gas flow may be characterised by the ratio Y/YQ  

which has the values 3.1 (180 °c level), 2.4 (4500C level) and 

2.0 (6500c level). Thus gas flow has more effect on the 

effective conduction in the bed at lower temperatures as 

would be expected. 

The effect of radiation at the higher bed te 'rture 

levels Is apparent from the higher values of k58(Fig. 6.38) 

1. The stagnant gas values are plotted as (1 - E.) Y0  and( 1 _ . )k eo  
since k.0 and YO are based on the complete bed area 

while Y and k are based on the solid path area (1 -E ).as 
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at all Reynolds numbers. Relative to the gas thermal 

conductivity the effective solid thermal conductivity is 

approximately the same at all temperature levels (Pig. 6.37). 

gas—solid temperature difference from the mixing 

cell model 

Fig. 6.39 shows that the divergence of the outlet 

gs tiperatures (equation 4.103 with r in) from the 

experimental outlet solid temperatures increases with increased 

Reynolds number for Re ) I • The value of 

t—T 

	

tm = m 
	m 	0.1 

	

0 	in 

at Re = 3.4 	Indicates that It is generally not adequate 

to assume equal solid and gas temperatures. Fig. 6.35 shows 

a typical gas temperature profile predicted by the mixing 

cell model. 

axial heat flow rate from the mixing cell model 

Fig. 6.40 gives the effect of Reynolds number on 

the mixing cell model heat flow parameter, NQ*,  (equation 4.115) 

for the experimental resuj.ts. Using these values for 

the axial heat flow rates, 	were calculated from equation 

14.114. The values of 	increase linearly with Reynolds 

number at a greater rate for a higher temperature level and 

tend to the stagnant profile heat flow rates (from equation 

6.7) as Re -$O 	E,..?V). 

temperature profiles using the mixing cell model 
* 

arameter, N, 

e values of the parameter N corresponding to 

the experimental gas flow rum conditions were estimated 
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from the stagnant gas effective thermal conductivities by 

the conduction-radiation model equations for two cases; 

firstly, complete mixing of the unit cell gas in the parallel 

path (equation 14.123) and secondly, complete gas mixing 

(equation 14.124). Thus the N; values shown in Fig. 6.42 as 

a function of temperature include the contact point resistance 

and th.. effect of the radiation mechanisms. 

The conduction paramcter, K. w±s evaluated by ui die 

solid thermal conductivity, k5  in equation 4.110 so that 

K = Xm/55.1 Re 	 6469(6.20) 

The convection parameter, H. and the number of mixing cells, 

m, were evaluated from equations 6.14 and 6.15 respectively. 

The temprture profiles were then given directly by the 

mixing cell model from equations 4.102 - 109. 

The areas under the model solid temperature profiles are 

compared with the areas under the experimental profiles in 

Table 6.5. Due to the natural convection effects (6.14.3), the 

experimental profiles for Re I lie above the moth 1 profiles. 

However for Re > I there is good correspondence between the 

profiles. The N values based on complete mixing of the unit 

cell gas In the parallel path show the best agreement. For 

this case the average deviation (Re >1) is 6% for the low 

temperature runs and 1% for the high temperature runs. 

rig. 6.35 and 6.43 show the agreement between typical model 

and experimental profiles. 



TABLE 6.5 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL PROFILEAREASWITH MIXING 

CELL MODEL PROFILE AREAS USING N VALUES BASED ON 

STAGNANT BED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES 

Profile Area % deviation 
Re 	- Tz, 

exptal mode].(;) 	model(t)*  mode].() 	modeI()* 

.34 1470 06641 .5272 ,5432 - 20.6 - 18 1 2 

.61 159.5 .7054 .6407 .6814 - 9.2 3.4 
1.07 170.8 .7455 .7431 .7989 - 3,2 + 6.7 

1.73 170.0 .7813 .8238 .8743 + 5.4 + 11.9 

2.66 170.5 .8225 .8834 .9196 + 7,3 + 11.8 

304 175.0 .8569 .9092 •9441 + 6.1 + 10.2 

4.61 132.8 .9718 1.0026 1.0508 + 8,5 + 1 4.5 
* 

6.1 
* 

11.0 

• 54 379.5 .6823 .6161 .6441 - 9.7 - 5.6 
1.03 409,3 .7330 .7143 .7594 - 2.6 - 3.6 
1.57 425.8 .7758 .7828 .8245 + 0,9 + 0,5 
1.71 437.8 .7991 .8017 .8417 + 0,3 + 5,3 
2.36 438.5 .8412 .8476 .8795 + 08 + 4.6 
3.21 449.8 .8655 .8921 .9181 + 3.1 + 6.1 

15*  4.0 

.59 554,9 .6944 .6213 .6349 - 10.5 - 8.6 

• 83 583.0 .7300 .6681 .6810 - 8,5 - 6,7 

1,34 597.8 .7565 .7521 •7635 - 0.6 + 0.9 

1.74 621.1 .8046 .7951 .8008 + 1,2 + 0.5 
2.112 630.8 08326 .8479 .8497 + 1.8 + 2.1 

3,19 6117.0 08696 .8808 .8778 + 1,3 + 0.9 
4.76 662.7 .9100 .9064 + 0,5 0.6 1 .9603 

1. 1* 1. 0* 	- 

average % deviation (neglecting sign) for Re) I 

model (a) - parallel gas path completely mixed 

model (b) - all gas in void, completely mixed 
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A. = gas in parallel path is 
completely mixed 

B = all gas in unit cell is 
completely mixed 
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(vi) relative contributions of the gas flow convection 

me chani 8fl 

Table 6.6 shows some typical values of the relative 

heat fbi parameters 	and 	The value of IA 
(equation 4.116) expresses the ratio of the heat flow in the 

solid to the heat flow In the gas and Is thus a measure of 

the bulk gas flow convection contribution. The value of iA  
varies along the length of the bed and the values shown in 

I 
Table 6.6 are integrated mean values over the bed length. 

?fl 
It is seen that increased Reynolds number markedly Increases 

the bulk gas flow contribution but increased temperature has 

little effect. Thus at high temperatures the increased 

radiation cont'hution to the solid path heat transfer Is 

counterbalanced by the increased enthalpy of the gas. 

The value of 	(equation 4. 116b) expresses the enthalpy 

rise of the gas through the bed relative to the total axial 

heat flow and is thus a measure of the gas—solid convection 

contribution. The values of 4 B In Table 6,6 indicate that 

this is a significant mechanism and Its contribution is 

relatively unaffected by increased Reynolds number or bed 

temperature. 

The relative contributions of the conduction and radiation 

-:nesrns under gas flow conditions may be estimated from 

1 • The 	values at the bed inlet and outlet were ignored 

in tn€ Integration since at the bed inlet solid heat 
flow can occur in the countercurrent direction and at 
the bed outlet fA rises very rapidly to a large value. 



TABLE 6.7 MIXING OELL MODEL 	ALYSIS OF THE DATA OF Y',(-,T- T11NTT rn VA Tr 	fanC.r 

Packing DP  MIR X Re Slope Y average Y 
R• C  

(least squares) ye 
Glass beads 0.91 - 6.0 .140 24 .89 - 12,6 .990 + .038 13.74 7,5 1,8 
Limestone broken pieces 1.3 	- 3,4 .43 57.6 2.0 - 12.9 .902 + .027 17.6 10.0 1.8 
Porcelain Reechig rings 4.0 	- 9.0 .50 - .69 67.4 10,9 - 27.3 1,19 	+ 035 8.2 7,0 1.2 
Steel belle 3.0 4.8 .40 1922 14,6 - 38.7 1.03 	+ .039 19.3 13.0 1.5 

TABLE 6,6 RELATIVE HEAT FLOW PARAIj'r8 
4A' 13* 

Re 	T5,C 	
L)average 

.61 159,5 .65 .39 

304 175.0 .17 .27 

.59 554.9 .70 .39 

3.19 647,0 .13 .30 
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Table 6.4 and the value of A•  The fraction of the total 

heat flow by the gas is and the fraction of the 

total heat flow through the solid is 	 A 

1 +A 

Thus the contributions shown in Table 6.4 are diminished by 

>. 

 

r 1 ± 
	for gas flow through the bed. Under these 

conditions there is also no contribution from the gas pRra-

liel path but this has litt effect. Thus using an average 

value vcrce ,)f 0.41 reduces the percentage 

contributions shown in Table 6.4 by multiplying them by the 

fraction 0.29. 

6.5.2.Conduction-Convection Mechanisms for the Literature 

ExperA. 	t 1 Results 

(i) effective solid phase thermal conductivity from the 

diffusion model 

There are no gas flow results in the litature at 

temperatures such that radiation is significant. 

For countercurrent gas and heat flow Yagi, 'unhi and 

Wakao (1960) and Ikeda, Nishimura and Kubota (1964) obtained 

linear increases in Y o with increased Reynolds number as is 

the case for the present coourrent results. However the slope 

of the lines in the cocurrent case Is greater than the slope 

for the countercurrent cr3e. For the cocurrent case the 

gas temperature is above the solid temperature (since t0 y 

in these experiments) while for the countercurrent case the 

solid temperature is above the gas temierture. Thus In the 

cocurrent case the gas-solid heat transfer increases the 
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solid phase heat flow and thus the effective solid thermal 

conductivity is greater in comparison with the countercurrent 

case where the solid-gas heat transfer gives a lower solid 

phase heat flow and hence a lower effective solid conductivity. 

(ii) effective solid phase thermal conductivity from the 

mixing cell model 

The countercurrent data of Yagi, Kunil and '!akao 

(11960) enabled the mixing cell model to be applied t 

greater range of Reynolds n bera (1.03 - 52.3) than was 

possible in the .reent experimental work. Yagi, Kunli and 

Wakao also used packiriga with both high and low thermal 

conductivities. To apply the mixing cell model to these 

results the following assumptions were made. 

) The experimental temperature profiles were assumed 

to be gas temperature profiles since the thermocouples were 

placed in the voids and would thus have indicated a temperature 

closer to the gas temperature than the solid temperature. 

Radiation effects could be regarded as negligible since the 

maximum ttperature was 140°C. In any case the alternative 

assumption that the experimental temperatures were the solid 

temperatures only gave a .3% difference in the values of Y 

given by the model. 

b) The experimental results were given in the form of 

a temperature gradient (on a semi-logarithmic plot) determined 

from the temperature readings in the upper section of the 

bed. In applying the mixing cell model it was assumed that 

ri 	-•• 	 L 	b' d 	th. 
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The temperature difference between the solid temper-

atures at thc 	of the bed, (T0 - 	was assumed equal 

to the difference between the gas inlet temperature and the 

hot-face thermocouple reading. 

The values of the convection parameter, H. were 

determined from equation 6.14. Since Fig. 2.9 shows that 

the Peclet number has attained the limiting constant value 

for this range of Reynolds numbers equations 4.82 aLd 2.5 

were used to evaluated the number of mixing cell, in. 

The values of the conduction parameter, K. were then 

obtained by applying a regression technique similar to that 

described in 6.1(11) to one third of the bed length at the 

hot-face end. The model temperature gradient (on r 

logarithmic plot) was calculated from the slope of the 

least squares line through the cell gas temperature values. 

Since K was approximately proportional to this gradient, 

comparison with the experimental gradient enabled an improved 

estimate of K to be made. This process wa repeated until 

good reement of the model and experimental gradients was 

obtained. 

From Table 6,7 it iE seen that K Is inversely proportional 

to Reynolds number indicating that the limiting values of 

k es  and Y have been reached for the Reynolds number range 

of the results (Fig. 6.44). It is Been that the increased 

conduction with gas flow in the bed as characterised by the 

ratio Y/Y0  is approximately constant (1.5 - 1.8) for all 

granular packings with a slightly lower value for Raschig 
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rings 0.2). These countercurrent gas and heat flow ratios 

are lower than the cocurrent values for the nresent experi-

ments 43.1 at 	comparable temperature level). 'Th1a indicates 

that there i solid conduction path interaction 1. h the 

increased solid heat flow due to gas-solid heat transfer in 

the oocurrent 1,ase and with the decreased solid heat flow 

due to solid-gas heat transfer in the countercurrent case. 

It is also observed that Y'/Y0 ( = 0 -€)Y/Yo ) i for the 

countercurrent results so that based on complete bed area 

the conduction heat transfer in thc bed with gas flow is the 

same as in the stagnant bed. This agrFes with a reported 

analysis of Hiby and Schummer. 

Fig. 6.45 shows values or  

H/K which is a measure of the relative Importance of solid- 

gas convection compared with conduction. The Increase In F/K 

with Reynolds numbers ii3 niost pronounced at low values of 

Reynolds number as would be expected. 

(iii) solid-gas temperature difference from the mixing 

cell model 

Fig. 6.46 shows that the solid gas temperature 

difference et the hot-face end of the bed (z = I for the 

countercurrent case) increases markedly with Reynolds number 

but Is not very depende't on the solid particle thermal 

conductivity. For 	the vlun 	similar to the 

present cocurrent 	. • 	or Re > 5 the values of tm*  

Indicate that the assumption of eri solid and gas temperatures 

used by Yagi, -Kunhl and'Nakao (1960) in applying the diffusion 

model was unjustified. 
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(iv) heat flow rates from the mixing cell model 

Values of the heat flow parameter N obtained from 

equation 4.115 were correlated for different particle sizes 

by plotting in (N*/m)  against the Reynolds number (Fig.6.47), 

The decreased value of N with smaller particle size 

(increased number of mixing cells, m, for the same bed 

length) or higher solid thermal conductivity is a measure 

of the increased axial heat flow rates under these 

conditions 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 • LOCAL PACKING jTUCTURE NL i :FFEOT ON LOCAL HEAT TIR-1VTOYER  

In order to predict the effect of the - local packing 

structure on the geometric and heat transport properties 

which determine axial heat flow, the local mean voidage with 

reference to a base sphere in a randomly packed bed of 

equal - sized spheres has been estimated in three ways, each 

based on a different experimental measurement,. The co-

ordination number approach gives Vie probability distribution 

at each distance from the base sphc t'e while the sphere centre 

and integrated local voidage ajproaches only give the mean 

value at each distance. 

The probability distributions show good qualittive 

agreement with available two-dimensional distributions and 

are similarly skewed due to the existence of a definite 

lower voidage limit dictated by the closest possible local 

packing, while the upper limit varies for each co-ordination 

number. Over a region of two sphere diameters (R = 1 .0) 

around any sphere ccmtre the standard deviation in the local 

mean voidage 	12.. 	14 	r cent about the mean value 

while the standard deviation of the bulk mean voidage on 

the other hand is only 0.41%. The choice of R equal to unity 

to define the unit cell ip confirmed by the correspondence 

of the local mean voiciage values with bulk mean voidage 

values, both for each value or the co-ordination number and 

for the complete distribution. For this mit cell the 

triangular closepacked and equiepaced models give the basis 
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for suitable local regular packing models to define the 

limits of close and loose random packing. 

The local voidage fluctuates with distance from the base 

sphere in a similar manner to that for spheres packing randomly 

against a cylindrical wall but the fluctuations decay more 

rapidly. The mean value of the local mean voidage also 

fluctuates with distance and the variation given by the co-

ordination number method agrees well with that using the 

sphere centre data, and is similar to that for spheres 

packing randomly against a cylindrical wall. 

It has been shown that the local variation in structural 

and transport properties of a packed bed can be calculated 

from the local mean voidage distribution. The standard 

deviations of these local properties generally vary from 

3 25% of the mean values and the property distributions 

are skewed in a similar manner to the local mean voldage 

distributions. One exception is the pressure drthp variation 

which is 54 - 72"1" of the mean value. The theoretical 

distribution of void hydraulic diameters agrees well with an 

experimental distribution. The variation in heat transfer 

parameters is small for gas flow through the bed but significant 

for stagnant beds at low temperatures. At higher temperatures 

radiation tends to smooth out the local heat transfer variations. 

7.2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNI;UE 

It has been demonstrated that a technique of thermocouple 

temperature measurement in solid particles within a packed 

bed surrounded by a guard bed and sectional heaters is suitable 

for obtaining temperature profiles under solely axial heat flow 
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conditions at temperatures up to 750°C. The major disadvan-

tage of the method is the long time required to achieve steady 

state conditions after a heater adjustment due to the 

necessarily large heat capacity of the surrounding insulation 

jacket. The method is also necessarily restricted to low 

Reynolds numbers. 

7.3. THEORETICAL MODELS 

Conceptually simple models have been developed to evaluate 

axial heat transfer in packed beds under conditions such that 

conduction, conduction-radiation, conduction-convection and 

conduction-convection-radiation mechanism combinations are 

controlling. The suitability of these models has been 

verified by comparison with the present experimental results 

and with the low temperature, countercurrent results of Yagi, 

Kunli and Wakao (1960) who used a greater range of phase, 

structural and operating variables. The models account for 

the following variables: solid and gas thermal conductivities, 

bed radiation characteristics, voidage, particle size and shape, 

bed length, gas inlet or outlet temperature, solid particle 

temperature and axial temperature gradient, particle Reynolds 

number or gas pressure, directions of gas and heat flows. 

7.4. HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISMS 

Application of the theoretioal models to the experimental 

results gave the following conclusions as to the contributions 

of the various heat transfer mechanisms (based on the percentage 

of the total heat flow passing through the mechanism path): 
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a) stagnant bed. 

(1) The gas parallel path accounts for less than 5% 

of the heat flow in all cases. 

The majority of the heat flow passes through the 

solid series path but the proportion decreases as temperature 

increases. 

The gas series path and the solid contact point 

path account for a significant proportion of the heat flow 

at lower temperatures, 

At high temperatures both the Inter-void and Intra-

void radiation mechanisms become very significant. 

For heating an unsealed packed bed from below natural 

convection through the bed can cause increased curvature of 

the temperature profile 

b) gas flow through the bed 

For gas flow through the bed significant gas-solid 

temperature differences can occur and these increase with 

Reynolds number. It is not generally justified to assume 

equal solid and gas tempera cures and the gas-solid convection 

mechanism has a significant effect under all gas flow and 

temperature conditions. 

For the average of the range of conditions of the present 

experiments about 30% of the heat flow occurs through the 

solid path by the conduction and radiation mechanisms present 

in the stagnant bed and about 70% by bulk gas flow convection. 

The gas flow percentage Increases with Reynolds number but Is 

little affected by temperature. 
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It is thus apparent that in high temperature reacting 

gas-solid systems convection, radiation and conduction 

mechanisms will all contribute to the axial heat transfer and 

for the usual industrial system conditions will be In this 

order of importance. 

7.5. EVALUATION OF AXIAL HEAT TRANSFER IN PACKED BEDS 

Axial heat transfer In packed beds may be evaluated in 

terms of a number of model parameters which may each account 

for only one heat transfer mechanism or which may lump 

together the effects of two or more mechanisms, From the 

comparison of the theoretical models and the experimental 

results it has been possible to build up a comprehensive 

picture of axial heat transfer for a stagnant bed and for both 

cocurrent and countercurrent gas and heat flow conditions. 

For a stagnant bed a geometric model with no adiabatic 

boundaries within the solid phase was shown to effectively 

allow for flux line bending within the solid phase. This Is 

particularly Important under vacuum conditions which can be 

used to evaluate the contact area parameter. This model 

was extended to include inter-void and intra-void radiation 

at higher temperatures. Theoretical determination of the 

radiation parameter is not possible due to the complex and 

unknown dependence on view factors, emissivity factors and 

scattering factors. 

For gas flow through the bed the heat transfer may be 

evaluated in three ways: 

(i) Application of the diffusion model with equal gas 

and solid temperatures gives an effective solid thermal 
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conductivity ratio Y' (based on the bed area) which includes 

the conduction-radiation mechanisms and the gas-solid 

convection mechanism. The heat transfer due to the bulk gas 

flow Is directly accounted for In the diffusion model solution. 

The value of Y' increases linearly with Reynolds number from 

the stagnant bed value 	with a greater slope for occurrent 

than for countercurrent conditions and for low temperatures 

than for high temperatures. Gas-solid heat transfer increases 

the solid path heat flow rate and hence the value of Y' for 

the cocurrent case compared with the reverse effect for the 

countercurrent case. 

Application of the mixing cell model with N P 
 W 0 

gives an effective solid thermal conductivity ratio Y (based 

on the solid area) which accounts for the conduction-radiation 

mechanisms, The solid-gas convection and the bulk gas convec-

tion are directly accounted for in the mixing cell model 

equations. For both cocurrent and countercurrent conditions 

Y increases from the stagnant bed value 	(1 - £ ) Y(.. 

but tends to a constant value for Re > 3. This constant 

value is higher for cocurrent conditions 	3,1 at low 

temperatures) compared with countercurrent conditions 

1.5 - 1.8) due to solid conduction path interaction 

with the gas-solid heat transfer effects. 

By equating effective conduction thermal conductiv-

ities under defined void gas mixing conditions, values of the 

mixing cell parameter N may be evaluated from the stagnant 

bed measurements. The value of 	accounts for the contact 
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point conduction and the radiation mechanisms. The solid 

path conduction, gas-solid convection and bulk gas flow con-

vection are directly accounted for by the mixing cell model 

equations. The beet agreement of the occurrent experimental 

profiles and the model profiles was obtained for the assump-

tion of complete mixing of the parallel path gas. 

7.6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK  

(1) Extension of the present work to obtain measurements 

of temperatures greater than 7500C would be desirable since 

the temperatures of interest in gas-solid reactions are as 

high as 15000C. The main difficulty in using the present 

equipment for higher temperatures would be in materials of 

construction and in radial heater burn-out. More suitable 

refractory materials would have to be used in place of the 

Slndanyo box and a high temperature alloy in place of the expan- 

ded etainless steel discs. It is recommended that a vacuum 

jacket be Installed around the bed in any future work to 

dereaae the load on the radial heaters. It would also be 

necessary to have the thermocouples in loose holes in the 

particles to allow for expansion. 

(ii) The aim in the present work has been to base the 

evaluation of model parameters as far as possible on known 

bed and phase properties such as voldage and thermal 

conductivities. It has not been possible to do this for 

contact point heat transfer and radiation heat transfer 

parameters. It would thus be desirable for specific studies 

to be made of these individual mechanisms to enable all 

parameters to be qualitatively predicted from known properties. 
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Much work, both theoretical and experimental, has recently 

been done on contact heat transfer for flat metallic surfaces. 

Similar studies need to be made to determine the effect of 

surface characteristics and loading properties on contact 

heat transfer in particulate systems. 

For the radiation parameter information is required on 

view factors, emissivity factors and scattering factors. A 

study of light transmission on a local scale in various large 

scale model packings would be helpful in this respect. When 

such information Is available attempts should be made to 

extend the mixing cell model along the lines Indicated In 

Fig. 4.1 to specifically account for the radiation mechanisms. 

Efficient computing procedures should also be developed to 

enable the model to be applied to experimental results when 

the temperature dependence of the parameters along the length 

of the bed Is allowed for. 

The mixing cell model could profitably be applied 

to unsteady state heat transfer by using Laplace transform 

techniques to obtain solutions to the model equations for 

step changes or sinusoidal changes In the inlet conditions. 

Extension to two dimenslonal heat transier should also be 

possible. 

The local mean voidage distributions obtained from 

the local sphere shell models might pr:fitably be used to 

develop a statistical theory for residence time distributions 

arid for Peclet number values. This would allow for the statis-

tical variation of ].00al mixing cell volumes and :ce variation 

In average velocities and residence times. 
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PACKED BEDS 

(with particular reference to beds of equal-sized spheres) 

(1) Bulk Properties 

These properties apply to the bed as a whole. 

Overall voidae. 6 01 the fractional free volume of a packed 

bed in a container. 

Bulk mean voidage 1 E : the fractional frne volume in an 
effectively infinite bed which is not affected by the 

presence of external surfaces. 

Number of spheres In the bed, N 8 : Since the volume of one 

sphere is lTD  /6 and the solid voume per unit bed volume Is 

I - It follows that N8 	6(1 - E )/irn 3 	....(A.f) 

Solid surface area, S!Sine the surface area of one sphere 

Ia 1rD 2  It follows that 

S 	N S 
.1TD 2 = 6(1 - E )/D 	 ...• 

Layer Spacing, fDx The average distance between particle 

centres In two successive layers of particles (effective or 

pseudo-layers In the case of random packing) which defines 

the length of a unit cell. 

(ii) Local Properties 
These properties apply to a local portion of the bed. 

Liter-particle distance, PD: The position coordinates of 

neighbouring particles relative to a iven particle completely 

define the local structure of a packed bed and determine the 

radial distribution of the distance RD between the centre of 

a base sphere and the centres of surrounding spheres In the 

neighbourhood. 

Coordination number, n: the number of points of contact 

between a particle and adjacent particles. 

Contact angle, 	: The angle subtended at the centre of a 

particle by two adjacent points of contact. 
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Local voidage, 6, € 	and local area fraction, E A' 	AR 
In general the local void.age, £ , is the fractional free 

volume in an element of bed volume, as in a thin strip or 
shell. For spherical coordinates the local voidage, 
the fractional free volume in a spherical shell of radii 

(R + S ) D measured from the centre of a base sphere as 

shown in Fig. 2.1. As the volume of the element is decreased 
to its zero limit the local voldgge tends to the point 
vold.age. Alternatively as the width of the element is 
decreased to zero the local voidage tends to the local free 
area fraction E A  or 6 	for spherical coordinates.AR  
Local mean voidage, F. E and local mean wall voidage, 

In general the local moan voidage, , is the fractional 
free volume in a local region of the bed volume, V , consisting 
of the local elements between a reference point and the outer 

limit of the region of interest. For spherical coordinates 

the local mean voldage, ERP  is the fractional free volume 
within a spherical envelope of radius RD from the centre of 

the base sphere (Fig. .I). The value of R is chosen so as 
to define the volume within which the local packing configur-

ation influences the local mean transfer coefficients at 

the surface of the base sphere. For the investigation of 
local effects adjacent to the base sphere, reasonable limits 

for R are 	with R I being a reprebentative value. 

For the local mean wall voldage, 	the container wall forms 

the outer limit of the local bed volume element. For regular 

packings the inner limit of the boa], wall region may be 

defined as the outer limit of the first complete unit cell. 

The relationships between the local, local mean and bulk mean 

voidagee are  

= 	I 	. . .. (
A. 14.) 

-W1 
 

and 	£ 	 V 	 ....(A.5) 
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Local hole size, 0H' and volume, Vi The diameter of a 

spherical hole associated with a particular sphere mey be 

defined from the relationship 

lTD 3  H =
) 	

p 
6 	 6 

I 

therefore 	DH a 	 )• 

Other definitions are given by Scheldegger (1960) and 

Prager (1963). 
The zeroth moment of the hole void volume distribution 

Is the bulk mean voidage, E, 
00 

I 	d  
0 	

H 

Thus since 	 f dV a f • 

.... (A.8) 

•.. .(A.9) 

The first moment determines local concentration and 

temperature fluctuations (Lamb and Wilhelm (1963)) and Is 

thus given by 
w f ir_D 3  

K 	 f_ 	(A. 10) 
HVHH 	6 
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APPENDIX 2 • STRUCTURE OF REGULAR PACKINGS OF EUAL-SIZED _  

SPHERES 

The fundamental building block is a row of contcting 
spheres with their centres arranged in a straight line. 
Contacting rows of spheres arranged parallel to each other 
in the same plane form a layer. There are two limiting 
layer forms (Fig. A.1 9  A.2); firstly, the square layer 
where the angle of intersection of the rows is 900; 
secondly, the triangular or simple rhombic layer where the 

angle of intersection of rows is 600. Any number of special 
rhombic layer forms with Intersection angles between these 
two values are possible but the most commonly used regular 

packings are built up from either of the limiting layer 
forms, 

Fig. A.1 and A.2 illustrate the thrr stable ways In 
which two square or trngular layers may be stacked relative 
to each other. 

(I) Each second sphere is placed vertically above a 
first layer sphere (square stacking I and triangular stacking 1). 

Each second layer sphere is placed In a saddle 
formed between two contacting first layer spheres. For square 
layers only every second saddle is filled, thus forming either 
square stacking 2 or 3. For triangular layers only every 
third saddle Is filled thus forming either triangular stacking 
2, 3 or 14. 

Each second layer sphere is placed In the hole 
formed between contacting spheres of the first layer. For 
square layers every hole formed from four first layer spheres 
Is filled (square stacking 14). For triangular layers only 
every second hole formed from three first layer spheres is 
filled thus forming either triangular stacking 5 or 6. 

A regular packing is built up by a vertical stacking 
of layers in a repeating pattern of some of the relative 
stackings listed above. The order of the packing is the 
number of layers in a repeating pattern. The most common 
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regular packings are first, second and third order paokinge 
(Table 2.1), These may be grouped into cubic, orthorhombic, 
tetragonal-sphenoidal and rhombohedral packings which have 
distinct internal configurations and hence distinct bulk 
mean voidage values. There are only these four distinct 
paokinge since several of the possible patterns of relative 
sphere stackings produce packings with Identical Internal 
structures which differ only in their orientation with respect 
to the base plane on which the packing Is built up. The 
difference in orientation is In some cases reflected In either 
a clear passage or a blocked passage for fluid flowing 

through the voids from a direction perpendicular to the base 

plane. 
There are also various types of open structured regular 

packings which are relatively loose arrangements in which 
at least some of the srheres would be free to move with 
respect to each other if they were not constrained from doing 
so by a bonding force operating at the point of contact 
between spheres, as, for example, In crushing (Melsaner, 

Michaels and Kaiser (1964)) and In flocculation (Hutchinson 

and Sutherland (1965)). 
The unit cells of the regular paokings described In 

Table 2.1 are bounded by six planes which pass through the 

centres of adjacent spheres and form a paralle].orima 

of edge length D,1. The unit cells contain parts of eight 
spheres which total one complete sphere. The unit voids 

consist of a large void bounded by several connecting channels 

which may be "square" (bounded by four spheres) or "triangular" 

(bounded by three spheres). The cross sectional areas of the 

channels between voids are much smaller than the mean cross-

sectional area of the void. Graton and Fraser (1935)  give 

an extensive description of the various unit cells and unit 

voids. 
The problem of obtaining the densest regular packing of 

spheres in a finite container of definite shape has been studied 
for the cases of a cubical box (e.g. Brown and Hawksley (946)), 
a cylinder (Supnik (1949)) and a sphere (Hadwlger (1952)). 
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APPENDIX 3. 	LOCAL VOIDAGE VARIATION IN A RANDOMLY PACKED 

BED OF EQUAL-SIZED SPHERES 

A3,1.LOCAL MEAN VOIDAGE DISTRIBUTION - CO-ORDINATION NUMBER BASIS 

Although the co-ordi'itlon number, n, 18 not a direct 
indication of local voidage (MacCrae and Gray (1961)),slnce 
it is possible to distort the packing and change the voldage 
without altering n, it is possible to derive maximum and 

minimum limits for the local mean voidage for a given n by 

consideration of geometric packing models. Spheres which lie 

close to the base sphere but do not touch it are not included 

in n. To Include their contribution to local voldage It Is 
assumed that the voidage for a given n is normally distributed 

about the mean of these limits. The probability distribution 

of the local mean voidage may then be derived from the 

available data (2.1 -4) on the frequency distribution of n for 
a random bed. 

A3.1 .1 .Local packing models for assemblies of eQual-sized spheres 
A random bed would not be expected to have any recog-

nisable pattern on the large scale, but when viewed locally 
relative to a particular single sphere, unit cells will be 

found which are repeated throughout the random structure. 

The present approach describes the unit cell in terms of 
shells of spheres arranged around the reference or base 

sphere. The first shell refers to those spheres placed on 

the surface of the base sphere while the second shell refers 

to those spheres which fit Into the holes in the first shell 

layer but which do not touch the base sphere. 

In regular packings the spheres are placed uniformly 

in plane layers. Thus application of the present spherical 

model to these packings implies that second shell penetration 

will commence at varying values of R 2  depending upon the 

angular view. A cubic packing will have six first shell 

spheres, and two sets of effective second shell spheres 

(twelve at R2  = 0,914 and eight at R - 0.1233). Similarly 

for a blocked passage tetrahedral packing with twelve first 

shell spheres, there will be four sets of second shell spheres, 
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Bix at R2  = 0.914 in the square holes formed by sets of four 

first shell spheres, twelve at R 2 = 1,,133 in the triangular 

holes formed by sets of three first shell spheres, twelve at 

R2  = 1.234 and twelve at R 2  = 1.50. 

On the other hand for random packinga it would be 

advantageous to use a simpler unit cell model which referred 

to first and second shell spheres centred at certain fixed 

distances from the base sphere. The unit cell can then be 
used for any physically possible value of n (regular unit 

cells are only valid for even values of n) and the single 

parameter R can define the geometric properties of the system 
at a given distance from the reference point. Two such models 

are now proposed - the triangular close packed and the triangular 

equispaced. models. In both models the n first shell spheres are 

placed on the base sphere to formtriangular holes into which 
the second shell spheres are placed. It is not necessary to 

consider further shells since the models are intended for local 

effects near the base sphere, for example, R (1 • 5, and would 

not be used for extrapolation purposes. 
The local mean voldage within a spherical envelope of 

radius R sphere diameters from the base sphere centre is given 

for either model by 

- 	(volume of spherical envelope - volume of solid within envelop) 
R 

	

	 (volume of spherical envelope) 

rh in the first shell (R1  < R < R2 ) 

I 

H 	
- 	 ....(A.11) 

SR3  
and in the second shell(R 2  ( R 4 R3 ) 

I +nV. + TV2  
....(A.12) 

8R3  

where V1  and V2  are defined In A3.4.1. 
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APPENDIX 3 (Contlnuei) 
a) Triangular close packed model 

In this model the first three of the n spheres are 

placed together on the base sphere surface In a close packed 
triangular cluster. The additional first shell spheres are 
then added successively to this cluster to form further such 

triangular holes so that each additional sphere touches at 

least two others in the first Bhell. The p second shell 

spheres are then placed In each of the triangular holes so 

formed. 
The local mean vol dage as given by equations (A.1 1) and 

(A.12) 18 plotted In Fig. A.3 as a function of n and R, the 

shell limits being R2  = 1.1327, R 3 	1.4915 (A3.14.2). 

b) Triangular eguispaced model 

The n first shell spheres do not touch each other but 
are spaced equi-distant from each other over the whole of the 

surface of the base sphere. The p second shell spheres are 

placed in each of the triangular holes so formed. Thus the 

effect of increasing n by one is a complete rearrangement of 

the packing spheres compared with the close packed model where 

an additional triangular first shell hole accommodating a 
further second shell sphere Is simply added to the cluster. 

For n >, 6 the second shell spheres do not touch the base 

sphere but for n = 3, 4,  5 the triangular holes are large 
enough for them to do so. Thus since p = 2n - L. (A3.4.2) the 

packing for n = 5 reverts to that for n = 5 + p = 11. 
Similarly the case for n t. is given by n = 4 + p = 8 and 
n = 318 given by n = 3 + p = 5 which Is equivalent ton = 11. 

The local mean voldage given by equations (A.11) and 

(A.12) Is plotted In Fig. A.14 as a function of n and R, the 

shell limits R2 , R3  (A3.4.2) being given In Table A.1 for 

each n. 
A30 .2,ADpllcatlon of models to packing limits for a given n 

i1g.2.1 shows the local voidage envelope around a 

sphere for coDrIirition number n of 3. Other spheres 



Table A.1 • Shell limits for triangular models. 

Model 	 n R2  R3  

EQuispaced 	 6 0,6547 1.2629 
7 0.7824 1.3559 
8 0.8761 1.4089 
9 0.9479 1.4410 

10 1.0048 1.4613 
11 1.0510 1.4747 
12 1.0893 1.4836 

Close packed 	 all 	1.1327 	1.4915 

Table A.2. 	Mean value and standard deviation of local mean 

voidage (R = 1.0) for random packings, 

Packing •j 

Close random .36 .3584 .04530 .1264 

Poured random .375 .3638 .05077 .1396 

Loose random .40 .3820 .05271 .1380 
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besides the three contacting spheres may penetrate the local 

envelope as shown. However the maximum local mean voidae, 

is obtained when only the n contacting spheres penetrate 
the local voidage envelope with all other surrounding spheres 
bridging the holes outside of the envelope. In contrast the 
minimum local mean voldae,E fl  is obtained when as many spheres 
as possible touch or almost touch the base sphere. since the 
maximum value of n is 12 this situation is obtained when n 
spheres touch the base sphere and 12—n spheres just fail to 
touch. 

Thus the value of Enbfor  any n is given by equation 
(A.11) with n = 12 in the first shell, 	R < R2 0 Since for 
n = 12 the triangular equlapaced model gives the densest possible 
local j 	 the outer limit of the first shell will be 
R2  = 1 .0893  and in the second shell, 1,0893 < R < 1 .4836, €nb 
Is given by equation (A.12) with n = 12, p = 20. The line 
for n = 12 in Fig, A.4 thus represents £nb  for both shells, 

0.5 ( R < 1.4836. 
In the first shell (as defined above) Tnais  given by 

equation (A.11) using the appropriate value of n. In the 
second shell continued ucp of the close packed model would 
Imply an unrealistic amount of bridging. Thus for the second 
shell the equispaced model is used for E 	 as given byna 
euqation (A.12) with the appropriate values of n and p. Thus 
Tna is given by the appropriate n curve in Fig. A.3 for 
0,5 < R < 1.0893 and In Fig. 4 for 1.0893 < R ( 1.4836. 

A3.1.3.EatimatIon of local mean voidage distribution 
Since It Is assumed that, for each zi, E is normally 

distributed between j 9  andjb, we get the mean value Enas 

£n naEnb) /2 	....(A.13) 

The graph (Fig. 2.4) of the values for R = 1.0 is very close 
to the line of best fit through the experimental measurements 

of mean co—ordination number and bulk mean voidage. 
To define a probability distribution it Is necessary to 

define the standard deviation '— . In experiments on 
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multiple re-packing of a random bed Denton ( 1957) obtained a 
standard deviation of 0.41% of the mean value of the bulk mean 
voidage for a range of 2.3%. Hence the range was 5.62 di 
It is assumed here that the range, Tile - Enb is 

E n  

implying that 99.73% of the area under the probability curve 
lies between the £, Enb limits. The probability of a 
local mean voidage for a co-ordination number of n is then 

exp [ci i *) 2/ 

,• f 	 ___ 
E n  

where y 	= (j - Tflb)/6. values of f 	being plotted
En  

in Fig. A.5 'or R = 1 .0, 

Since the bed contains a known distribution, 	of 
values of n (Fig. 2.3)  the complete local mean voidage 
distribution may then be found to be 

12 
Pu  f__ 

£ 	ri=3 

The distributions of f for close, poured and loose random 
pckings ar, given In FIg. 2.6 for R = 1 .0. The effect of 
R (0.5 < R < 1.4836) on the distribution of f for close random 
packing is given in Fig. A.6. 	 £ 

The mean value of the local mean voIdag can be 
calculated from 

12 	
....(A.16) 

The values compare quite well with experimental data on bulk 

mean voldage (Table A.2), The standard deviation of the 
distribution can be written as 

•... 	. 	...  
c3 
 Tn 
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1, 79 

212 

....(A.17) 

values of 6 and - 	being given in Table A2. Fig.2.7 

gives the effect of H on 	and _ for close random packing. 
n 	£ 

A3.1.14.COIIPariBOfl with experimental two-dimensional distributions 

The only experimental distributions which may be 

compared with the derived distributions for local mean voidage 

are two dimensional (i.e. based on the intersection of a plane 

with a packed bed). However, qualitative comparison Is 

possible. 
Thoenes (1957) obtained a distribution of equivalent 

channel diameters for the voids In a randomly packed bed of 

spheres. This has a similar shape to the derived three 

dimensional distributions i.e. skewed to the left but as 
would be expected the spread or variance of the two dimensional 
distribution Is greater. The range of channel diameters for 

Thoenes' distribution is 0.2 - 2.0 ( as a fraction mf  the mean 

value) and the range of area fractions will be approximately 

the square of these values. This may be compared with 
0.71 - 1.56 for the range of the derived local mean volume 

voidage distribution (close random packing). The histograms 

for local two dimensional area voidage given by Brown and 

Hawksley 19145) show similar effects. 

Experimentally a three dimensional voiJ:e distribution 

could only be obtsined directly by sub-dividing a packed bed 

which had been fixed In position (e.g. by wax) Into local 
volume elements, such as cubes, and measuring the free volume 
of each of the elements. This would be difficult, tedious and 

would not give the local voidage distribution based on the 

envelope surrounding a sphere as has been used here. 
The only way in which a distribution corresponding to 

the local voldage definition used here could be obtained 
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experimentally is to obtain the co-ordinates of all the spheres 

In e 	bed and then calculate the local voidage from the 

amount of penetration Into the local voidage envelope of the 

spheres surrounding each sphere. The sphere co-ordinates could 

be generated by Monte Carlo methods or better be obtained from 

actual experimental measurement as Scott and Bernal et al have 

done for close random packing. 

J.jUAij LJUN VULU.M$..flL 	 J.Z' 01.L0 

The sphere centreAOf centre 	 Scott (1960) 	(Curve A, pig.:,) 

may be used to calculate the local mean voldage variation with 

position. 
All spheres lying completely within the spherical envelope 

of radius R will have their centres lying within an envelope of 

radius R - J. The total volume of these spheres is then 

2 

I- 6 	 * 
rzil 

NAV/14T r J-, ...(A.18) 

All spheres whose centres lie in the spherical shell of radii 

R - and B + i will be cut by the envelope of radius R. part of 

the sphere lying within the envelope and part without. 

These spheres will thus lie In the region defined by 

R + ( * where 
(3
* = + 0,49  + 0.2 0  0. Their total volume is 

thus given by 

J41r(R 
+ 	

YR +p*[NAV/411(R + 
,3*)2J 	•..(A.19) 

VR+  * being defined in Appendix .1 .Hence the local mean 

voidage ER is given by 

R4 
I J- f 
	+ 	

141r r2 
{ NAy 	1 

.R8R3L 	 41t r F 

NAY 

+ 	

'l 	},ç(A.20) + 	14ir(R + p) 2  VR + 

being plotted as curve B of Fig. 2.7 as a function of R. 
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Due to the importance of the region 1< Rel.t j, Scott's 
value of 9.24 average sphere centres at R = 1.0 was modified 
according to Berna]. and Mason's results, being replaced by 
6.4 centres at R = 1.0, 2.1 at R = 1.0 - 1.05, and 
0.74 at R = 1.05 - 1 .1. 

A3.3.LOCAL MEAN VOIDAGE - INTEGRATED LOCJ. VC "E pL7IS 

It is also possible to calculate the local mean voidage 
from information on local voidagea which has been reviewed 
for both local area fractions, 	A' and local volume 
fractions, E , In 2.1.4, 

Volume Integration of the local voldage data on a 

spherical basis may be carried out using the expression 
- 	 R-S E '  f (r+ )3 - ( r- )3} 

....(A.2l) 
R3  

For spherical geometry experimental local data are not 
available but for the purpose of comparison, the Integrated 
local mean voidage data of Penenati and Brosllow (1962) for 

random packing of spheres against a cylInthIca1 container 
wall has been applied to the shell between the base sphere 
surface and radius R to give the local mean voidage with 

reference to the centre of the base sphere (as shown by line 
C of Fig. 2.7). 

In the absence of direct experimental data for spherical 
geometry, the average value of the local volume fraction, 

E R'  over the spherical shell of radii R + S and R - $ may 
be derived by the reverse process from the local mean 

void.age values obtained by the sphere centre method. Thus 

+ 	+ 	- 	- 	- )3 	
090.(A.22) 

R 	
R 

(R+s)3-(R-g)3 

and the variation with R is given by line A of Fig. 2.8.. 
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A3.4.GEOMTPIC DETILS OF SPHRE SHELLS MODELS 

A3.4.1.Fractional volume of a sphere cut by a spherical eriveloDe 

Consider the system as shown in Pig. A.7 in which a 

sphere of unit diameter is cut by a spherical envelope of 
radius R. The partial volume of the sphere enclosed is the 
sum of the spherical segments ABED and ABEP 

therefore V = 3x2 (y + z) + Y + 	.90.(A.23) 

Since x2  A02  - 0B2  = R2  - (R - 	= z(2R - z) 

and 	x 2 = AC 	
2 = 	- ( 13+ z) 2  

therefore z = 4.( - p 
R +[i 

Thus 	v =
[g -  3aL + 6zR 	....(A.25) 

For first shell spheres (since they touch the base sphere) 

* 
R + 	I 	 ....(A26) 

where the limiting values of t are + 

Hence since o('= y + z a - P, it follows from (A.26),(A.24) 
that VI  will be calculated with values of 

	

at '= (R - 	 ....(A.27) 
Z 	- )( - R) 	 ....(A.28) 

For second shell spheres we have 

P + 1 	-R2  + I 	6900(A.29) 

Thus It similarly, - ollows that V2  will be found using values of 

	

= (R - R2 ) 	 ....(A.30) 
Z = ( R - R2 )(I - R + R2)/2(R2 + ) 	...(A.3l) 

The volume V1  enclosed by radius I can be found from (A.25) 
using R 1. 
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CUT BY A SPHERICAL ENVELOPE OF RADIUS R 
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A3,14.2.Geometry of the Triangular Models 

(1) Value of 

Consider three first shell spheres (centres A. B, c) 
arranged equidistant from each other on the surface of the 
base sphere (centre 0) as in Fig. A.8. The :-Pcond shell 
sphere (centre D) is placed In the triangular void so formed, 

Let AB=BC=CAQ, AOBØ 

therefore 	q = 2 sin 	 ....(A,32) 

Let M be the median of A.ABC, P be the mid point of AB and 
* 

ON =h. 
Therefore MR = CR = q/ 2 J3 	 0000(A.33) 

OM 	RO - MR2  

Therefore 	 2 /2 - 	 ....(A.34) 

2 	1 

From (A.32), (A.33) 	h* 	(1 - 	 ....(A.35) 

	

R2 =2h= 	 ....(A.36) 

(ii) Value of R3  
The closest possible position for a third shell sphere 

(centre a) is In the void formed by two second shell spheres 
(centre E, F) and one first shell sphere (centre c). From 
the geometry of the system it may be proved that: 

= ,J2[1 - coe(cos1 	
+ 32 	

' 	
8h'2(1 - h2 	- 

1—b +i *2/ 	i T- 	I 

I 	*2 	
* 

+21 —b + h]_ 1 	_1 1. 1 +k 2-6h 
*2 )j2 

	

+ 	
1(1 - h 2+  I + 3h 	 h* 	)( 1  + 	)  

9 . . . ( A.37) 
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Triangular close packed model 

The first shell spheres are arranged close packed on 

the surface of the base sphere i.e. q I 

	

From (A.32), sin 	= 	 9996(A.38) 

For n = 3 one second shell sphere may be placed. The 
addition of each further first shell sphere enables one more 

second shell sphere to be placed. 

Therefore p = n - 2 	 ....(A.39) 

From (A.35), (A.36), (A.37) 

	

(2/3) 	 ....(A.LiO) 

	

1.1327 	 ....(A.Li]) 

	

R3  = 1.4915 	 9999 (A.42) 

Tv' ;ul'r ecuipaced model 

If four first shell spheres (centres, A, B, C, E) 

are arranged equi-distant from each other over the whole surface 

of the base sphere, the four sphere centres form tour equi-

lateral spherical triangles on a spherical surface of radius 

equal to a sphere diameter. In the void created by each 
spherical triangle a second shell sphere may be placed. For 

each additional contact joint, after rearrangement to 
satisfy the equidistant condition two more triangles are formed 

Therefore 	2 (n - Li.) = p - 

Therefore 	p = 2n - Li. 	 ...,(A.43) 

Therefore A 	
14 	14T - 	... 9 (A944) 

	

P 	2n-Li. 

But A.(A
A 
 +B

A 
 +C)39 T 

Therefore e = TTnf3 (n - 2) 	 . ... (A. L.6) 

Now cog 0 = COB C + COB B COB A = COB e 

	

sin B sin A 	I - cos e 
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From (A.35), (A.32), (A.47), (A.46) 

2 ooa1 ' /3 (n - 2) + 1 

- coo[ *"' 7/3 (n - 2)1 1 

Substitution of (A.48)into (A.36) and (A.37) gives R, R3  

for the triangular equlapaced model, shown in Table Al. 
A3.5.CALCTJLATION OF THE LOCAL MEAN VOIDAGE DISTRIBUTION TO GIVE 

EXACT CORRESPONDENCE OF THE MEAN VALUE OF THE LOCAL MEAN 

VOIDAGE AND THE EXPERIMENTAL BULK MEAN VOIDAGE 

12 
By defirztn €a n 

	n c 5 	....(A.9) 

12 
anc. Eb 	F. £nb 	....(A.50) 

The mean value of the local mean voidage is defined to 
correspond exactly to the experimental bulk mean voidage. 

Thus E = 	= f + C 	(Ta - Eb ) 	. .. . (A. 51) 

where C_ defines the - -ition of the mean value of T 

relative to the limits 	and € 	But this equation may 

also be applied to any coordinaon number n Thus 

- 
E =E  n 	na +c_-* (Ena - nb) 

le 

ubstituting for C_ from equation A.51  gives 
£ 

* 	c 
+ ( 	(T - nb 	... .(A. 53) 

€a 	b 
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Thus from equations (A.49), (A.50), and  (A.53) 
12 

fl3Ffltflb 	1 

	

= Ena 1 12 	 12 	( 	na 	nb 

IFT -F 	I 
Ln=3 n na 	n=3 n rib 1 	...(A.5) 

The local mean voidage probability distribution m:Ly e oLtiiriJ 

substituting equation (A.54) into equation (A,lLi). 
This has been done in Fig. A .9 for a bulk mean voidage 

of 0.40 corresponding to the experimental system. The values 

Of Fn were taken from the coordination number measurements 
of Bernal and Mason (1960) for loose random packinga 

( E = • 40). 
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APPENDIX L. LOCAL PROPERTY VARIATIONS IN A RANDOMLY PACKED 

DEl) OF E'UJtL-SIZED SPHERES 

The local voidage variations in a packed bed give rise 
to local variations in structural and transport properties. 

For example, since there will be a distribution of cell 
lengths (as defined by the mixing cell model of a packed bed), 

interstitial velocities and specific particle surface areas, 
complete prediction of local fluid velocity and local heat and 
mass transfer can e*3y  be obtained from a knowledge of the 

local bed structure and not from the use of bulk properties. 

,Alhile bulk mean transfer coefficients are taken to refer 

to the bed as a whole, i'l eoetficlents are usually taken 

to refer to point coefficients on the surface of a particle. 

Since the point coefficients must be related to the local 
angular velocity around a particle In a random bed which Is 

normally unknown) their usefulness In the design of a packed 

bed system is limited. A local mean coefficient, h 1, based 

upon the total surface area, A 8 , of one particular sphere in 
the bed may be related to the two extremes of bulk mean and 

point coefficients, h  and hL, respectively, as follows 

A 5  

f 0 

h CIA 

h 

	

0906(A.54a) 
] As 

dA5 J o  
and N 

2h 
....(A.54b) 

N 

The local mean coefficient will be determined by the local 
mean velocity (with respect to the compete sphere) which Is 
dependent on the local mean voidage, T, In the immediate 
vicinity of the sphere. 

Such local effects are particularly important where 
high rates of heat or mass transfer are involved, for example 
In high temperature gas-solid reactions or in packed bed heat 
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exchangers with gas flow opposing heat flow. 

The probability distributions of local structural and 

transport properties which are dependent on voidage may be 

estimated from the local mean voidage distributions obtained 

In Appendix 3. The areas under the probability distributions 
of the local mean voidage, T, and any local property, x l' , 

are both unity. 	 00 

Hence 	 J 	f-i- d E = j f* dx = I 	....(A.55) 

0 	 0 
00 

therefore 	 f 	T = 	f1, x = I 	..(Ai56) 

T=o E 	x*=O 

But since 	 = • (r) 	 ....(A.57) 

It follows that 	X1 	 X2 	2'€2) ..(A,58) 

where Ax = x11  - x and 4T = -E1 	E  - 2 8006(A.59) 

Thus II the two distributions are divided into strips where 

A x is determined from A.T by equations A,58 and A.59,  it 
follows from equation A.56 that 

fx  L,  x f - AT 

therefore 	f = f 	(AT .' a x) 	. 000 (A.61) 

Thus by use of equations A.61, A.53 and J.59 the probability 

distribution of x may be obtained from the probability 

distribution of T. 
The first, second and third moments of the 

probability distribution of x l' give the mean, variance and 

skewness of the distribution. It may be shown that 

I 

x*fx * d.x * 
x=Y1 (x) = 

x 
Jo 

:~x  f * 
I 

• •I (A.62) 

c, 
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*2 	* 	2 2 	/ 	 - 	 * d x 	* 	* 	
2 

L 

X 	
2 	 00 a  

( f*dx* 
J. 

....(A.63) 

*m 
 
) 3f 	x * 

f tdx* 

	

f * 3 * 	
- 2x 	.. .. (A.614) 

Table A.3 gives the distribution parameters of various 

structural and transport properties relev&nt to the present 
experimental system for the cases o clop-e., loose and poured 
random packings of equal-sized spheres. 

These distributions were obtained by dividing the local 
mean voidage distributions into 19 strip, of thickness .02 
(local mean voldage unite) and using the above relationships 
between the voidage and property distributions. 

The shapes of the local property distributions are very 
similar to the shape of the local mean voidage distribution 
(Pig. A.9).  The values of the parameter 1r 3 X  ./cr 2  given 
in Table A.3 are measures of the skewness of the distribution. 
It is interesting to note that the most probable value of the 

local mean voidage of the loose packed experimental system is 

0.36 which is the bulk mean voidage of the most stable random 
packing - the close random packing state. Hoelscher (1958) 

and Gottaohlioh (1963) chose skewed beta or gamma distributions 
to describe the local variations in stagnMt mixing and 
diffusion film thicknesses around particles in packed beds. 
The choice of these distribution forms is confirmed by the 



TABLE A.3 	LOCAL £.¼OFRTY DISTRIEUiIOi' 	ii' 	.)R 

loose packed 10 
Property Xe (T) number * * 

X x/i, 3* 
local mean Toidag. 

-  IE A.15 T - _.3812 .0540 .1117 .6273 - .140 
local tractional layer spacing 
and mixing cell length 2,5 - .74(1 

.8670 .0252 .0291 1,0256 - .8756 
local particle surface area 49 8XD 2,li - 

A.7- 
(1 

- 	j 	1/3 
3.7127 

.8499 	- 
.3242 
ö50 

.0873 

.0765 

- 	.6276 

•716 
35982 local void equivalent 

spherical hole diameter DW'DP ( .87214 
local void equivalent VT, A.6 - 
spherical hole volume 2i 1 2286 

('irD - ) 
I 	) 
'• f 	.•- 

' l'2 ' 6516 __________ 
j local void hydraulic  

diameter (_) 06043 .1402 .2319 1.2286 .6516 

h, 
2,12  1E 

1.3690 .0638 .0466 - .1039 
local heat or mass transfer 3.49 - .33 coefficient 3465 

local heat or 
coefficient

mass transfer h1 
343 1(1 	5/3 	113 .7621 .0179 .0235,6580.7685 

4.111 
•2901 .0076 .0263 - 1.967 

.2920 
local mixing cell 
convection parameter 

H.1 

4.110 -  

74 	661 _)2/3j 

.2717 .0046 

-- 

.0169 - 2,59011. .2721 
local mixing cell model 	 K1  
conduction parameter 	 r 

local interstitial Reynolds 1 2.5733 .3652 .1419 .1611 2.14i54 

2.9 local pressure drop A P, 
[1  

5.6242 3. 6901 1.3515 4,4171 
•_____ =P  

_____  

______ 

1 1.92-25.69(T-,25)8.5557 

__ 

1.3853 .1619 - .6272  
800665 local effective therm 1

conductivity ratio  (-P I 4. 142  

local vaowza effective thermal Toe 
14,15 5.61-.11.6(7-.25) 4.0879 .6267 .1533 - .6272 

3.866 
conductivity ratio (ocj  
local effective thermal
conductivity ratio (600 C) YO 4•402 12.42-7,69(-.25) 11.14110 .4155 .0364 - .6219 11.264 

1. Arrendix 3 	2. Extrapolated for 	> . 147 



OP EQUAL-SIZED SPHERES 

5 packed (with 	. 	= ) I poured packed close packed 

- 	.0597 

.0290 

X/x. 

.1490 

.0331 

.6211 

1.0562 

.3641 

.8594 

3.8155 

.8296 

.5631 

.5631 

193903 

07364 

.2873 

.2704 

.0304 

.0227 

.3023 

.0602 

.1239 

0239 

.0633 

.0166 

.0095 

.0058 

.1384 

.0264 

.0792 

.0726 

.2201 

.2201 

.0455 

.0219 

.0331 

.0215 

.9043 

1.2626 

- .9042 

.9799 

1.5078 

10078 

- .3667 

1.0762 

-1,0661 

-1,8938 

s 

.3587 

.8572 

3,8480 

.8234 

.5524 

.5524 

10984 

.7547 

.2853 

.2699 

.0438 

.0195 

.2630 

.0523 

.1062 

.1062 

.0563 

.0144 

.0098 

. 0059 

.1222 

.0227 

.0683 

.0635 

.1922 

.1922 

.0402 

.0191 

.0342 

.0218 

.9496 

1,4164 

-.9484 

1,0071 

1,4864 

1,4864 

-.4602 

1.0095 

-.6472 

1-- 

-1.6186 

	

.3580 	00995 	- 	.6211 

	

.0724 	.0830 	.7492 

.1644 	.2523 	1,3092 

.1644 	.2523 	1,3092 

.0660 	.0490 	- 	.0662 

.0200 	.0260 	.7003 

.0058 	10198 	- 2.4789 

1 

.0039 	.0145 	- 3.0926 

.3649 .1492 .1996 2.6970 .3738 .1386 - .1097 2.7492 .3365 • 1224 - .2097 

3.1653 .7166 1,5085 6,8827 4.3009 .6249 .9739 7.6699 4.1366 .5393 .7665 

	

1.5297 	.1896 	- .6210 	8,9949 	1.2919 	0436 - .9043 	9.1338 	1.1239 

	

0.6921 	.1790 	- .62101 4.2866 	RAJA 	4Z1 •V4 	•4.49 	.5085 

	

0.4588 	.0407 	- .6274 I 11.5427 	.3874 	.0336 - .9044 i 11.5844 

.1230 - .91493 

.1169 -.9500 

.3372 	.0291 	-.9991 
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shape of the present local mean voidage distribution which 
will directly determine such local film thicknesses. 

The standard deviations, (5* of the local property 
distributions range from 2 - 25% of the mean property values. 

except for local pressure drop which has standard 
deviation values of 54 - 72% of the mean value. Apart from 
the pressure drop values, the differences between the 
distributions for close, poured and loose random packinge are 
small. A closer packing gives a slightly smaller property 
variation. In rank order of 0*/x*m  values, which are a 
measure of the local variation of the property x, the 
local properties are: pressure drop, void equivalent hole 
volume, effective thermal conductivity ratio (0°c) inter-
stitial Reynolds number, vacuum effective thermal conductivity 
(0°c) local mean voidage, particle surface area, void 
equivalent hole diameter, heat or mass transfer coefficient, 
effective thermal conductivity ratio (6000c), layer spacing 
or mixing cell length, mixing cell model convection parameter 
and mixing cell model conduction parameter. 

Pig. A,10 shows the good agreement of the theoretical 
distribution of hydraulic diameters relative to the root mean 
square value (based on equation 2.12), with the experimental 
distribution of Thoenes (1957). 

Lamb and Wilhelm (1963) developed a perturbation theory 
which predicted the temperature or concentration fluctuations 

during fluid flow through a packed bed. The present mixing 

cell model could be used for a similar purpose where solid 
conduction also affects the heat transfer, It could be 

assumed that local temperatures are equalised at the start 
of each mixing cell along the bed length but within each cell 
local temperature variations can occur as given by the mixing 
cell model for the model local parameter distributions. But 

from Table A.3 the local variation In the conduction and 
convection parameters Is very small. Thus significant local 
temperature variations for gas flow through the bed would not 

be expected. Larger variations would be expected in a stagnant 
bed at low temperatures (Fig.6.17), 
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It should be noted that these calculations of property 
variations have assumed that the property values in each local 

void cell are affected solely by the voidage of that cell and 
not by interaction with other surrounding cells. In practice 

some interaction will generally occur and this would most 
usually have the effect of smoothing out the variations 

between belle. Thus the variations calculated hero are best 

regarded as mairnum estimates. 
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CONDUCTIVITY ON THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE FOR 

CONDUCTION 

For a constant thermal conductivity, k, Laplace's 

equation is 	 IV T a 0 	 00.0(A.65) 

therefore 	T = C1 	+ E 

Boundary conditions T a  T1  at 	0 and T a  T2  at a L 

give 	T a T 	(T1, - T2 ) 

T u -T 
therefore  

T1  -T2  

For a non-constant thermal conductivity, k, this Laplace 

equation solution may be used by replacing T by the variable 

€' (Carlaw and Jaegar (1948)) where 

kV 	f 	k d T 
TU 

and 	is the thermal conductivity at temperature T5  . 

If the thermal conductivity is linearly dependent on 

temperature 

	

k a k 	I + w (T - T )} 	....(A.70) 

where w is the thermal conductivity temperature coefficient. 

Let T a 0 for simplicity so that 

	

k n k 	[ 1 + w? 	 ....(A.71) 
IF 

Thus from equations A.68, A.69, and A.70 

o 	T (i +T) 

and 	 a 	 ....(A.73) 
ef e2 

-i±J +2w® 
and T 	

w 	
..,.(A.74) 
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The diffusion model equations and boundary conditions 

for these solutions are given in Table 4.1. 

(1) unequal solid and gc.a temperatures, plug flow, finite bed. 

* 
2 	( e 

+ 	n9z) 	2 	(A2 + 	A 1  z) 	(A1 
e 	+ 	e 

+ 	2 	2 	2 
(A 2 A 1 	) 

A1 
- 	

S 	'+5 
(A1  + A2) A 2  A 2 	

...(A.75) 
 A2 2 2 	1 

K A A2( A1e1 + '2 	('2 + A1z) + 
	1 + '2 A

2 - A 2 ) * 	I 

Al2e Ai 
- A22e 

42 + e 1  + A(A2 A2) 

....(A.76) 

(ii) unequal solid and gas temperatures, finite Peclet number 

infinite bed 

Y&i, Kunil Wakao (1960) and Ikeda, Nishimura, Kubota 

(1964) gv solutions for this case which the latter showed 

reduced to 
* 

	

 P 	e AZ 	 ....(A.78) 
2 

* 	A 	AZ 

	

t 	(1 - - ) e 	....(A.79) 
C 

where A is the negative root of 

A 3  + Fe A 2 - 	
Pe + 	- 	0 	.,.(A.80) 

[RePr X 

NuSD 
andC 

x 
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The following equations completely define the temperatures 
within a unit cell (Fig. 4.12) from the inlet values where 

CaJ 
section z a 
Inlet values T, (—) • t r  

Za 

IC 1 (_2) 	= 	( ti, - ___ 
Gag a 

N*C  
t -t 'H {1(--) 1 (cosh C# 	sin -h c-i) + (T - t 	4,  (min Ii C + r+1 1' a r+IC 2 

* 
NP  C 

2 	(cosh c-i))] 	....(A.82) 

section a - b 

Ttr+i = 	
h C(z-a) + (Ta  -t 	) cos .h -(z-a)  ...(A83) 

P41 
1 

(-f)= (+!) 008 
h C(z-a) 	(T-t 1 ) sin h C(za) 	...(A814.)  + E a 	1 	 1 

section z - b 

At z=b T - t 	 T )  sinh 2 + (Tt+1)  cos h 	...(A.85) 

( 	)a 

b 	
GOB h + (T -t 	sin h 	...(A.86) 

At z=b T -t 	 ____ +, b+ 	 (sin Ii + ____ cos h )+(T _t)(oos h + 
2 

NC 	C NP  *C 
	Ii 	 ....(A.87) 

2 
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cosh 2 + 2 (Ta - t 1 ) sinh 	....(A.88) 

section b - 

I 
T-t 	.(___) 

lainhC(z-b) C(z-b) 
cosh * + oosh 

1 

N*C 

- + 	—oosh 
2 r+1 	Cz 1 a 

 - + cosh 

	

+ (Ta_tr+i)[Sul* 
C(z-b) sinh  c 	C(z-b) 	+ 	- sirthcosh 

1 	 2 

....(A.89)

NP 	c  
) cosh 	cos h 	

c(-b)(51 	+ 	—cosi 	J cT 	T 
 [ 	

C(z-b) 	c + sink _____ 

	

1 	 1 

	

C(z—b) 	C 	C(a_b)&o 	
+ 	812th [coeh (T-t) 1  	sixth - + sirth 

 1 

,..,(A.91) 

section z 

1 aT 
	I sin1 	

N*C 
T- tr+1 - C 	

C + 	(cosh C + 1)] 	...(A.92) 

	

4Z a 	 2 

+ (; - t 1 ) [ 00 	+ 
N*C 	

c] B 
2 

)T I 	N*C 
= (--)Lcsh C + 
	sinh cli + (Tatr+ ) foinh C+ 	(coshc-.i 

4z a 	 2 	 2 

(A.93) 
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The anenometer robe consisted of .005 in, d1 - . nickel 

wire wound in a coil Q in. dia. and * in. long. The ends of 

the coil were soldered to j  in. long sewing needles fixed into 

a cork attached to the end of a length of in, dia, screwed 

brass rod. The rod passed through a clearance hole in the 

centre of a 1 in. x 1 In. x 4 in. brass block so t1it the 

probe could be fixed at any desired height relative to the 

block by means of lock nuts. The block could be slid along 

two parallel lengths of brass angle to any desired radial 

position relative to the bed axis. The lengths of angle were 

fixed to a wooden annulus which fitted over the outside of 

the bed container and could be rotated to any required 

angular position. In this way the probe could be placed 

at any required point across the bed cross section. 

A 12 volt accumulator was connected in series with a 

fixed resistance, a variable resistance, the probe coil and 

an ammeter. The variable resistance was adjusted to give 

a constant current reading for the measurement of any required 

air flow past the coil. The voltage drop across the coil 

was measured on a potentiometer. 

The anenometer was calibrated against the orifice plate 

readings by placing the probe In the vertical calming length 

pipe (Fig. 	A 
 ) 
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M•PgNDIX 9 1:URMgNT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE 

SC)LID MERIAL 
(1) Method of measurement 

The ball comparator method was used tn determine 
the thermal conductivity of a sample of the fired alumina— 

silicate clay from which the particles were made. This method 
was chosen since it is simple, avoids heat loss problems and 
the equipment was readily available. The method was originally 
developed by Powell (Powell (1957, 1959, 196O) Clark and 
Powell (1962)). 

Apparatus and Procedure 

The thermal comparator consisted of two metal balls 
similarly mounted In a block of balsa wood, but one was at 

slightly lower level so that It touched any surface on which 
the block rested. After heating to a small fixed temperature 
excess the block was laid in contact with the test surface. 
Differentially oonncected thermocouples attached to each 
ball measured the increased rate of cooling of the ball which 
made contact, The differential e.m.t, was observed ten seconds 
after contact was made and can be shown to be a function of 
thermal conductivity of the material on which the ball rests. 
The comparator was c8librated og1nst materials of known 
conductivity. 

Sample Preparation 

A moist alumina—silicate clay sample was worked 
well to eliminate any air pockets and placed in a disc shaped 
mould, to form a disc of 2 In.dia. and of j In. thickness, 
Thl,a was dried overnight at a temperature of 1500C and then 
fired In a furnace at approximately 10000c. One surface of 
the disc was then ground smooth using fine car'borundum powder 
on a lapping wheel. 

Measurements (Gordon (1966)) 

Twenty five measurements were made at different points 
on the smooth surface of the disc at a room temperature of 
20°C. 
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(Any consistent Bet or units may be used) 

Uer case letters 

A 	 area 

A AAW 	
area at spherical triangle ABC 

C O  C 1 	constants 

Stefan—Boltzmann constant - 0.1712 x 10 
iru/lw. ft. 2  R4  

absorption coefficient by gas for radiation 
of wavelength X 

concentration 

defines the position of the seen value of the 
—C 

local mean voidage, E , relative to the maximum 
and minimum limits (euntion A.52). 

diameter of spherical hole equivalent to 
average void volume 

hydraulic diameter of a void 

root mean square value of 

diameter of a tube containing packing 

molecular diffusivity of fluid 

eddy dispersion diffusivity 

turbulent eddy dispersion diffusivity 

eddy dispersion diffusivity in axial and radial 
directions respectively 

tractional frequency of spheres with coordination 
number a, 

view factor defined as the fraction of radiant 
energy leaving surface I which is intercepted 
by surface 2 

uaB r10 r• te 

Cs3  

c x  

C.  

DR  

Dh 

(Dh)ras 

DT  

g 

EX  9 Er 

In 

* 
12 

0 
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N, ILL 

	

	convection parameters for mixing cell and 

diffusion models (equations 14.114, 4.51b) 

radiation heat transfr coefficient parameters, 

hD /kg 9 hrsDp A9 V hrgDp /kg  respectively 

Intensity of radiation emission; 'B' from a 

black body; IB,)l?T)l,z,I At  0 at a wavelength X 

from a black body, at an axial distance z 

and at z = 0 respectively. 

3 	 3 factor (equation 3.142); 3h for heat transfer; 

id  for mass traneger 

KO XL 	 conduction parameters for 

diffusion models (equatti 

L 	 length of bed or distance 

L 	 length of fluid flow path 

X0 ,M19 M2,M3 	
zeroth, first, second and 
tively of a distribution 

mixing cell and 

me 14.110, 4,51a) 

between parallel plates 

through the bed 

third moments reapec- 

N number 

NPR, N number of pendular rings and contact points 

respectively In a unit cell 

Nu Nusaelt number (equations 3.140) 

1AV 
average number of spheres in a local shell 

NT total number of spheres out by an envelope of 

radius RD 	or by a plane crosaectional cut 

Np*  mixing cell model contact point resistance 

parameter (equation 14.112) 

mixing cell model axial heat flow parameter 

(equation 14.1114) 

o mixing cell model parameter (equation 14008) 

P 	 gas pressure 

permeability of a packed bed 
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Pe, Pe axial Peclet number based on particle diameter 

and bed length respectively (equations 2.0) 

rad radial Peclet number 

Q heat flow rate 

intra-cell radiation heat flow rate (mechanism 
6) to cells r and r+1 respectively 

Qt 
br' 	b(r+1) inter-cell radiation h3t flow rate (mechanism 

5) to cells z and r+1 respectively 

heat flow rate per unit area; 	
A2) 

through areas 	f Al  and 	A3 
respectively 

R radius of a spherical envelope (in particle 
diameters) about a base sphere centre; R 1 , R2 , 
R3  are the inner limits of the first, second 
and third shell spheres respectively 

radial distance from centre of tube 

heat transfer resistances of bed, unit cell and 
m parallel cell paths respectively 

Ra Rayleigh number (eauatlon 3.39) 

Re Reynolds number 

Re', Re" modified Reynolds numbers (equations 2.9, 
3,46 respectively) 

Re *  interstitial Reynolds number 

B particle surface area per unit bed volume 

So Schmidt number 

P 	 solid, particle temperature; T. v  T 
r  9  Tr+i 0 Tm 

at the bed entrance, rth mixing cell, r+1 th 
mixing cell and bed exit respectively; 

Ta' Tb' T0, T at z = a, b, o, z respectively 

TA 	 absolute solid temperature 

T._. 	 reference temperature for a temperature 
dependent thermal conductivity 



*  
T 	 dimensionless solid temperature = T—T 
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T0— T 

at axial position Z 

U 	 mixing eel], model parameter (equation 4.109) 

V fractional volume of a sphere out by and enclosed 
by a spherical envelope of radius RD 

volume of a spherical hole equivalent to the 

average void volume 

PR 
volume of a pendular ring 

V' volume of a local spherical envelope of radius ED P 

mixing cell parameter (equations 4.104, 4.105) 

X ratio of a solid and gas thermal conductivities 

=•k5 /kg  

Xrot Xrg radiation parameters; Xrs= hreDp /k 	(mechanism 5) 

X1ig 	hrgDp /k 	(mechanism 6) 

Y effective solid path thermal conductivity 

ratio with gas flow = k 8  /kg 9, k 	'kg  
ye effective thermal conductivity ratio with 

gas flow = k 8  /kg  

YC 
effective conduction thermal conductivity 

ratio = k 0  'kg  

Y C 
effective conduction thermal conductivity ratio 

under vacuum * k 0  /kg  

effective ther.al  conductivity ratio of stagnant 

bed = k ee  As  
effective thermal conductivity ratio of 

evacuated bed = k e. 'kg  

Yr effective radiation thermal conductivity of 

stagnant bed - kr  'kg  

rad 
radial effective thermal conductivity ratio 

Z dimensionless axial distance = z,/L 
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a 	 radiation .iborption cross 3ectlon per unit 
bed volume 

b 	 radiation scattering cross section per unit 
bed volume 

°p 	 gas specific heat at constant pressure 

solid specific heat 

e, e 	 solid and gas omlssivitioe respectively 

probability of a value x or a local groperty 
In a packed bed 

f of 	 fraction of Incident radiation flux respectively 
absorbed, transmitted and scattered 

g 	 gravitational acceleration 

h 	 heat or mass transfer, solid-gas convection 
coefficient 

hlq  ii, h,, 	local mean, bulk mean and point heat or mass 
- 	transfer coefficients respectively 

bp 	 contact point heat traner coefficient 

hV 	 heat or mass transfer, solid-gas convection 
coefficient ,er unit volume of bed 

h,h,h 	radiation heat transfer coefficients; hrs  forrx 
solid-gas seriespath; hrg  for gas parallel 
path across a void 

centre to centre dItanoe from second she].l 
sphere to base sphere 

forward radiation flux 

j 	 backward radiation flux 

k 	 thermal conductivity, 

effective thermal conductivity (based on bed area) 

ke 	 effective conduction thermal conductivity (based 
on bed area) 
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kec* 	 effective conduction thermal conductivity under 

vacuum (based on bed area) 

k as 	 effective solid path thermal conductivity 

(based on solid area, I 	
'. ) 

kes 	 effective solid path thermal conductivity 
(based on bed area) 

k 6 	
effective thermal conductivity of stagnant bed 
(ised on bed area) 

kee* 	 effective thermal conductivity of evacuated 
bed (based on bed r:a) 

gas thermal conductivity-

effective contact point conductivity (based on 
bed area) 

ICr 	 effective radiation thermal conductivity 
(based on bed area) 

IC 	 thermal conductivity at a temperature T 
5 	 5 

kov 	 overall effec 4 	thermal conductivity 
(based on bed area) 

1 	 mixing cell or stage length 

m 	 number of mixing cells in the bed length 

ii 	 coordination number, the number of first shell 
spheres touching the base sphere 

p 	 number of second shell spheres 

bed permeability 

centre-centre distance of two first shell spheres 

r 	 number of mixing cells from bed inlet 

radius of spherical shell 

t 	 gas temperature; t0 , t,, 1, t j p t3t bed 

entrance, r th mixing cell, r+I tb mixing cell, 
bed exit respectively 

* 	 t - T 
t 	 dimensionless gas temperature = 

T0- T 



V 	 interstitial velocity = v0 ,'. 	
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superficial gas velocity based on empty tube 

cross-sectional area 

w 	 thermal conductivity temperature coefficient 

local structural or transport property in a 
packed bed; x, mean value thereof. 

a 	 axial length along bed 

Greek letters 

° gas fraction of unit cell length in series path 

= 	of, E 

p number of particle diameters in unit cell length 

or layer spacing 
* 

distance from sphere centre to spherical envelope 

.L 	p pressure 	.rop across bed length 
* 

T, A€, LN x difference ira temperature, local mean voidage 

and a local property respectively 

S half width of local volume element 

£ bulk mean voidage 

local mean voidage, average value of local 

mean voidage and average value for coordination 

number n (equation A.13)  respectively 

local mean wall voidage 

£ area fraction; 	FE 	£, 	EA3: unit cell area A Ait 
fractions for parallel gas, series gas-solid, 
and parallel solid paths respectively 

local voidage and local area traction respectively 

volume coefficient of thermal expansion of gas 

thermal conductivity temperature function 

(equation A.69) 
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angle of equilateral triangle formed by three 
adjacent first shell spheres 

polar angle between two contact points 

Ign =(i 	- coo 91 ) 

angle of equivalent perfect solid-solid contact 
at a contact point (Fig. 4.2) 

9 PR angle defining the volume of a 	Irendular ring 

(Fig. 	L1 1 2) 

A roots of an equation 

viscosity of gas 

third moment of a probability distribution 

density of gas 

fS density of solid 

Z summation 

standard deviation of probability distribution; 

for local mean voidage; 	for local 
12 n 

men voidage with coordination number n; 
for residence time TC; 67  * for a local 

property x* 

7 time 

relative heat flow parameters (equations 

4.11 6s, 	4.116b) 

gas layer thickness in series path in a unit cell 

0 
* 

angle subtended at centre of base sphere by tw• 
adjacent sphere centres 

tortuosity of bed = LX/L 

function 

CJ 	 refractive lnde,of solid relative to gas 
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Sub scr ip B 

upper limit 

b 	 lower limit 

br 	 brick 

n 	 coordination number n 

R 	 spherical envelope radius, R. about base sphere 

centre 

rad 	 radial 

z 	 axial direction 
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